by Kara Otto on 2018-04-17
We love Dr. Harmon and the whole staff!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-04-15
I was really worried about our Gracie and Dr. Morgan saw us right away and put our
mind at ease. We love you guys and Melanie, you are the best.

NPS:

by Andie Adler on 2018-04-15
Everything was great. Thank you so much!

NPS:

by Bobbi McGinnis on 2018-04-13
Excellent care of my dog. Been taking my pets there for 22 years.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-04-12
Excellent care, Dr. Morgan is great!

NPS:

by Paul & Lisa Farrelle on 2018-04-12
Everyone is very professional and kind in the Clinic. My nervous rescue dog is always
handled so softly and does well. We are very happy with this Animal Clinic!!!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-04-12
On time efficient and very nice. All my animals love Dr Morgan

NPS:

by Anna Dulaney on 2018-04-11
Love how the people here treat my dog like their own pet. So so nice.

NPS:

by Lauren and Keith Moore on 2018-04-10
The staff is always friendly and helpful, and my scaredy-cat is actually relaxed with
Dr. Morgan. She still hates the car ride. ;-)

NPS:

by Kendra Webster on 2018-04-10
The staff and the doctor were all very kind and helpful!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-04-09

I had a great first visit to the clinic after being recommended by a friend. Dr and Staff
were all very knowledgeable, kind and courteous. I only gave 4 stars because I
expect it to get better from here :)

NPS:

by Marisa Pasquini on 2018-04-08
Dr Oliver and our vet tech were both great! I was very attached to Dr Lynn, who was
my vet for years but isnt available on the weekends. Dr Oliver was wonderful. Thanks
to all!

NPS:

by Suzanne Austin on 2018-04-07
Wonderful group if dictors. Dr Olover is smart, compassionate, and extremely
capable.

NPS:

by Yana Van Arsdall on 2018-04-06
Great, loving people. Knowledgeable, helpful, wise. Always great experience

NPS:

by Amie & Tyler Adair on 2018-04-06
We love St. Francis and have the ultimate pet/vet experience each and every time we
go in! All the staff are so attentive and customer service is seriously 5 star! We tell all
who we encounter St. Francis is the best ! Thanks for heating there for us and our
whole family !! Best, Ollie

NPS:

by Jennifer Bensinger on 2018-04-04
I have taken my pet animals to St. Francis Pet Clinic for the last 15+ years. I have
found the veterinarians to be excellent for my dog and rabbits.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-04-04
Thank you for taking great care of our fur baby!

NPS:

by Kara & Bryn Home CC# on 2018-04-03
We love Dr. Harmon and the staff, we are never disappointed!

NPS:

by Michele Martin on 2018-03-31
Dr. Morgan has completely changed "Chilli"s (mini-dashchund)" opinion of
veterinarians. He had an apt. yesterday for a small growth on his face. He walked
right up to the door, was friendly in the office, and wagging for both the assistant and
Dr. Morgan. For the first 7 years of his life he squealed like a piglet before entering
the vet's office. When the vet examine him...well for sure business down the street
knew Chilli was in the office. That vet was a dear friend... I am so relieve that Chilli
trusts and is comfortable with Dr.Morgan. He is a gem!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-03-30
They do a fabulous job with Lolly

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-03-30
The staff at St. Francis are caring, experienced, professional and expert at what they
do. I would recommend them to any pet owner!

NPS:

by Gwynn Hladyniuk on 2018-03-29
Dr Lawrence is the best! Price of dental care is unaffordable! :(.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-03-27
Great place to take your pet! Great customer service!!

NPS:

by Don McMillan on 2018-03-24
Dr Lawrence always gives my dog the utmost attention and takes the time to listen to
me and make sure I understand what I need to do in regard to medications. My dog
might not enjoy the vet, but I love and appreciate everyone at St. Francis Pet Clinic.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-03-24
Dr. Morgan fit us in last minute. He showed great attention and care with our puppy.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-03-23
Dr. Harmon was amazing & so thorough as always! Her & the entire team provided
another wonderful experience for me & my boxer girl :) Thank you!

NPS:

by Kristin Carone on 2018-03-22
I’ve been bringing my fur babies to St. Francis Pet Clinic since I moved to Santa
Barbara 24 years ago. The whole staff is superb, very caring, efficient and friendly.
Always a pleasant experience!

NPS:

by Nicole Ladin on 2018-03-22
Always great customer service and friendly and attentive techs!!

NPS:

by Paula & Sam Schaefer on 2018-03-21
We had to wait45 minites so we were not happy about that but Maria the vet texh is
so nice and cheery and all in the waiting room were so nice that it made waiting not
so bad. If not for the long wait it would have been 5 stars.

NPS:

by Elijah Pearce on 2018-03-20
Great team, excellent communication.

NPS:

by Jim & Karen Hurst on 2018-03-20
Great Service Everyone gave 110% Thank you!!!!!

NPS:

by Mimi Elder CC# on 2018-03-18
As always, from the moment I entered SFPC I felt warmly welcomed by the
ever-efficient Susie, who reminded me that prescription refills were waiting. Megan
RVT was equally lovely; supportive, concerned and gentle with my senior dogs (who
fear going To The Vet, but MUCH less so here than anywhere else, ever). The
Amazing Dr. Adrienne Oliver was thorough, gentle, and adept in her examination,
ordering further diagnostics on each very reasonably and with detailed explanation of
both rationale and results. Literally we would have to be “pried away” from this
practice by force, as we truly love and thoroughly trust this team.

NPS:

by Cat Allday on 2018-03-15
The staff really care about the animals they care for and make every visit easy.

NPS:

by Sue & Jerry Miller on 2018-03-14
Courteous staff. Appointments always on time. Dr. Harmon is great. She takes her
time with you and we never feel rushed out of the office.

NPS:

by Sarah Reichert on 2018-03-14
Fast, friendly, and helpful as always!

NPS:

by Ellen Schipper on 2018-03-14
Very friendly staff

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-03-10
Arrived for appointment and my dog was seen immediately. Staff and Dr. Lawrence
were very thorough and gentle with my dog. They are the best.

NPS:

by Katelin Rabuck on 2018-03-10
Always had a wonderful experience. All the staff are wonderful and patient with my
dog.

NPS:

by Carol Burke on 2018-03-10
Everyone is very friendly and i’m Happy with my vet

NPS:

by Dorothy Padilla Dyruff CC# on 2018-03-09

EVERYONE is always kind and caring

NPS:

by Margaret Elliott on 2018-03-09
Everyone was smiling and helpful. Sami will be back for visits and hugs. Considering
Sami rode in his carrier in the back basket on my electric tricycle to visit the doctor, he
was VERY grateful to get home. Since I adopted Sami recently, this was a wonderful
bonding experience.

NPS:

by Virginia Fischer on 2018-03-08
Your are always spectacular. Thank u for your care.

NPS:

by Frank Rios on 2018-03-04
As always the staff was friendly, professional and fast. I've been taking my pets to
Saint Francis Pet Clinic for over 10 years and will continue to go there as long as I
have pets.

NPS:

by Sabina Funk on 2018-03-02
Thank you for being so accommodating on the time! sometimes it's just hard to find
the cat:)

NPS:

by Halli Moore on 2018-03-02
Super pawsitive atmosphere. Have taken all my pets here. We love St. Francis Pet
Clinic.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-03-01
Very friendly and efficient

NPS:

by Debbie Iuele on 2018-02-28
I have been going to St. Francis for several years because I believe that Dr.
Lawrence is a fantastic Veterinarian. She has always taken such good care of my
little man Sparky. I come from Buellton just to see her.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-27
Always nice to know our pets are in good hands

NPS:

by Lynette Lee on 2018-02-27
Their gentle kindness made our puppy’s first visit with them an extremely positive
one!

NPS:

by Julie Dimmitt on 2018-02-25
Everyone was awesome!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-24
I am glad I brought my rabbits in for a checkup. She noticed something on his eyelid
that I need to keep an eye on. These two little ones are important family. I am glad I
found a good veterinarian for them.

NPS:

by Shelby Pool on 2018-02-23
Lauren is the best assistant! She made Mercury feel so comfortable throughout the
exam, even when she had to get a couple vaccines and antibiotic treatment. She
warned me that Merc would be lethargic for the evening, which she was, but was
back to normal by the next morning.

NPS:

by Sue McCollum CC# on 2018-02-23
These are wonderful, caring people who treat my animals like the dear ones they are.
The best vets and staff that I have ever known over decades of animal ownership.

NPS:

by Aubrey Russell on 2018-02-22
Friendly staff and nurses. Told me what price to expect and then matched the
expectation--other clinics have added other "fees" that weren't included in the initial
quote.

NPS:

by Brooke Robbins on 2018-02-22
Dr Morgan and is staff are the only people I trust with my cats. I have been coming
here for years. Very affordable and he doesn’t sugar coat things. They tell you the
truth and have some many options for you and your pet. Love this place!!!

NPS:

by Elvira Rose on 2018-02-21
Very friendly staff who adored Olive at first sight. Dr. Morgan and his vet tech were
very thorough and dealt with a happy squirming puppy with love and lots of attention.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-20
I just moved to Santa Barbara from out of state, and my dog is nervous around new
strangers. I was referred to Dr. Harmon by my new colleagues at work. They were so
kind and compassionate and I believe my dog felt comfortable right away. Dr. Harmon
and her staff were understanding and so sweet with him. I feel fortunate to have
found such kind animal lovers to care for my dog's health needs.

NPS:

by Tam Trinh on 2018-02-20
We love Dr. Morgan....he is so gentle and patient! Thank you so very much for taking
such a good care of Sumo.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-19

Other than having to wait 10-15 minutes after my appointed time, after already waiting
20 min because I was early, the visit was great. Dr. Kelley Harmon was warm,
welcoming and thorough. She answered all my questions based on professional
experience as well as from a personal point of view. I feel my pets get excellent care
at St. Francis.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-17
pleasant and caring staff

NPS:

by Ken & Elizabeth Sorgman on 2018-02-17
Always a caring and attentive staff and doctors

NPS:

by Hal & Dodie Camicia on 2018-02-16
Kellye Harmon is the best vet - next best to being born in a shelling box. Staff is
personal and very efficient. Always smiling!

NPS:

by Erika & David Cox #CC on 2018-02-16
I want to thank all of you from the bottom of my heart! Thank you! My sweet Harley
was sprayed by a skunk and had chemical burns on her eyes horribly! She was taken
to AVS at 1:30 in the morning and treated. Because iam out of the state currently my
son was responsible for her. ABS said it wAs one of the worst cases they had ever
seen. My son called back the following day with questions, they were rude! unkind
and unhelpful. Like shinning hero’s St. Francis came to our rescue!! They made time
to see Harley, changed her eye drop to liquid NOT ointment that was IMPOSSIBLE to
get into Harley’s eyes, gave her pain meds, a seduttive and answered countless

questions with kindness, patiences and true concern for Harley’s well being. Thank
you and God Bless you.

NPS:

by Jennifer Hardin on 2018-02-15
Very prompt and professional service. Thank you!

NPS:

by Susan Brown on 2018-02-14
Vet Tech and Vet services where top notch, however we had to wait over a half hour
to be shown a room.

NPS:

by Kathy Schmitt on 2018-02-14
Dr Harmon is so compassionate and caring

NPS:

by Jan Crandall on 2018-02-14
Dr. Harmon is great, very complete and caring. The staff is as well. Always a good
experience for my dogs.

NPS:

by Heather Smith on 2018-02-13

Dr Morgan was amazing as always! He has such a wonderful, patient, friendly
"bed-side" manner with Ziggy. He makes sure she's comfortable at all times. He's
very thorough with his exam and remembers the details of our visits over the previous
years.

NPS:

by Leslie Gascoigne on 2018-02-12
Dr. Oliver is fabulous. She is so thorough and thoughtful. I think your prices are too
high however.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-12
I just came in for some flea meds for my dog and got very friendly and quick service.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-11
Very friendly staff. Thank you for caring for us and calling to follow up after visit.

NPS:

by Jean Johnson on 2018-02-11
It’s always a great experience to come to your office. The staff are friendly and pour
love on my dog. Thanks

NPS:

by Gigi Ybarra on 2018-02-10
Very nice and helpful. Staff and doc were great.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-08
Very thoughtful care. My questions were answered thoughtfully and respectfully, and I
felt that everyone cared about my pet. The vet and staff were also very honest about
what was necessary and what was not.

NPS:

by Elizabeth Snyder on 2018-02-08
Always a good experience with Dr Morgan and Missy!

NPS:

by Elizabeth Bowman on 2018-02-07
Thoughtful, kind front desk and Vet Tech services.

NPS:

by Maria Murdock on 2018-02-07
Always on time and very helpful and knowledgeable.

NPS:

by Mike Summers on 2018-02-07

The staff at St. Francis is always professional and exceptionally kind to both two and
four leg visitors. They continue to take excellent care of my lab, Rhythm. He, by the
way, give four paws up and enthusiastic tail wags for St. Francis!

NPS:

by Bill and Sharon Bolton on 2018-02-06
Very Competent, Very Professional

NPS:

by James & Norma Bernal on 2018-02-04
Great people

NPS:

by Kim Siracuse on 2018-02-04
Everyone was helpful, answered all our questions and were so nice

NPS:

by Andrea Durbiano CC# on 2018-02-02
Dr. Hormone is super thorough and gentle with my boys. The entire staff there is
wonderful.

NPS:

by Joan Price on 2018-02-02
They take great care of my two cats.

NPS:

by Todd Henderson on 2018-02-02
Staff and Doctors are extremely professional and caring.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-01
Dr. Harmon and staff are wonderful!! I wouldn't trust my cats with anyone else.

NPS:

by Mark Matthews on 2018-01-31
Great staff, amazing attention.

NPS:

by Caity Young on 2018-01-30
Kelley Harmon is fabulous. Very gentle and tender with Pepe. She communicates
well with me and Pepe. She is superb!

NPS:

by Jenna Warner CC# on 2018-01-30
Dr. Harmon is the VERY best! Knowledgeable, friendly yet professional. She went on
and beyond her way for our 8 week old puppy's first visit. She took the time to answer
our daughter's questions and concerns and was amazing with our new member of the
family. We are so grateful for St Francis Clinic, they have cared for two of our cats

and three of our dogs over the years. Several generations of our dogs and cats have
been kept happy and healthy and lived beyond their life expectancy. (one of our cats
lived to be 23!) The vets are all awesome and the staff is very professional and
accommodating in getting us an appointment same day.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-01-30
Kele hates going anywhere, she's a rescue that will always have that skittishness.
But, although she'd rather stay home in a patch of sun on the carpet, the folks at St
Francis can coax a certain grumpy calm from her. Nothing like the evacuation/hotel
horror show last month (Kele's words). Most important though, is the great care she
gets at the Clinic. Other than my son, the only person Kele allows to hold her is Dr.
Morgan. High praise and trust from Kele!

NPS:

by Rachel Ponce on 2018-01-25
I've always had a fantastic experience at St.Francis. You guys are amazing!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-01-25
Great visit! Everyone was helpful and kind

NPS:

by Lynn Hurley on 2018-01-24
Great staff and love Dr. Morgan

NPS:

by Karen Quinn on 2018-01-21
Thank you for treating my fur babies so well! You have all been so great to me and
my "babies".

NPS:

by Olivia Vaccaro CHECK ADDRESS on 2018-01-20
Staff was friendly and welcoming. Dr. Lawernce was so helpful and knowledgeable.
My visit was quick and all needs were met! Thank you!

NPS:

by Oriana Sanchez on 2018-01-20
Great staff, friendly, knowledgeable and caring.

NPS:

by Melanie Belanger on 2018-01-20
Dr. Harmon and Megan were very patient with my shy 8 year old Shar Pei / Lab mix
Porter. His annual exam was quick and thorough. Dr. Harmon is knowlwdgeable
about all the little nuances of the Shar Pei breed. Thanks for loving my sweet, timid
fur baby!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-01-19
I am new to St. Francis Vet and couldn't be happier. The vets and techs are all super
personable and really go the extra mile. Most importantly, I feel that the vets are
honest, and let me know when a medication or procedure is essential or if it is
optional. And they never make you feel bad about asking for price quotes or admitting
that you missed a dose or two of flea meds. Just real people that love pets.

NPS:

by Roberta Overby on 2018-01-17
The best Pet clinic is Santa Barbara. They are so nice to People as well as Pets.
Love them all!

NPS:

by Alexandra Bondarchuk on 2018-01-16
I have had the misfortune of going through so many mediocre veterinarians and
specialists, but Dr. Harmon is simply wonderful. She is hands on and has shown so
much compassion and care for my dog and his general well-being, even outside of
his procedures with her. She has amazing intrapersonal skills and follows up with her
patients beyond expectation. Her clinic is clean, organized and the staff is lovely. I
trust her with all of my baby’s medical needs.

NPS:

by Ellie Altomare CC# on 2018-01-13
Dr. Harmon is very knowledgeable, professional yet personal. The best that in Santa
Barbara! Her stuff is kind and loving and attentive. I couldn’t ask for a better
experience. Thank you so much for taking such good care of whil her staff and kind
and loving and attentive. I couldn’t ask for a better experience. Thank you so much for
taking such good care of Wiley for these last 9-1/2 Years!

NPS:

by Mimi Elder CC# on 2018-01-13
As ALWAYS, our visit to Dr. Oliver was stellar. Her expert, compassionate care of a
complicated chronic problem in our beloved elderly dog was spot-on. Keeping our
budget in mind is hugely helpful. Melanie and Susie, stars of Operations and the front
desk, ably keep appointments, prescriptions, billing and FUP’s going and are a joy to
be around. Vet Tech Marie was kindly and gentle with our easily-spooked old Lovey.

NPS:

by Nicol Ford on 2018-01-12
The Dr. was personable, knowledgeable, and offered options. All staff were friendly.

NPS:

by Becky Bautista on 2018-01-09
As always the staff and Dr Morgan offer top notch kindness and service.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-01-07
Love everything about St Francis! Each of the vets we have seen are kind, gentle,
caring, and make the extra effort to follow up and provide the best care possible to
our pups everytime. Love Melanie's sweet and upbeat personality as she calmly and
professionally handles (an often hectic) front of house. Staff at St Francis makes
going to the vet a positive experience no matter the reason for the visit.

NPS:

by Lynda Kurtzer on 2018-01-06
You guys rock and always have! I guess that’s why I keep coming back

NPS:

by Suzanne and Craig Alexander on 2018-01-05

Everyone was very professional, kind and gentle with my little maltese. I did not feel
rushed and all my questions were answered. My only concern, I had a 2 PM
appointment and had to wait about 45 minutes to see the Dr.

NPS:

by Jenny Valenzuela CC# on 2018-01-04
Always friendly front desk staff and they treat my dog like family, what more could you
ask for?

NPS:

by Ann Rudolph on 2018-01-03
The results of Wally's exam were not what I wanted to hear but Dr. Lawerance
thoroughly explained the x-ray showing the cancer.

NPS:

by Caroline Taylor on 2017-12-31
Dr Morgan is always great with Bode!

NPS:

by Stephanie Welch on 2017-12-30
I was satisfied with the visit and the care Spenser received; but there was way too
much waiting.

NPS:

by Luca Cupery on 2017-12-28
I felt both my self and my cats were well taken care of by the warm and friendly staff.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-12-26
Dr. Lawrence has been our trusted veterinarian since we adopted our kitty three
years ago. She and the other staff members are excellent at what they do!

NPS:

by Michael & Denise Higgins on 2017-12-26
The ease of booking a new-patient appointment was just the start of a great
experience. The professional and friendly staff made the check-in process easy. The
professional, warm and caring veterinarian service topped off the visit!

NPS:

by Becky & Kevin Hebert on 2017-12-24
Everyone at St Francis Pet Hospital is kind , helpful and thoughtful. We have gone
through puppyhood and loss with them and their love , patience and compassion is
what makes them the best

NPS:

by Lizzie Rodriguez on 2017-12-14
The entire staff made me feel like my kitten was the most important kitten in the
world.

NPS:

by Christian & Tomiko Taft CC# on 2017-12-13
Dr. Adrienne Oliver and the entire staff are so engaged in our pet’s well being. They
truly care!

NPS:

by Greg Campbell on 2017-12-13
I came in just to pick up medication and it was a fast and friendly transaction.

NPS:

by Kristin & Randy Corpuz on 2017-12-12
It is always exceptional. Wether planned regular pet health or unexpected, I (and my
pets) are always in great hands!!

NPS:

by Trish Caron on 2017-12-12
St. Francis staff is the best! You are all so loving and kind. My dog gets very nervous
coming in but in no time, she is relaxed and feels safe. She has been a patient for 13
years since she was 6 weeks old. I am so grateful for all of you and for the love and
care you show my furball! Thank you! Trish

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-12-12
Very caring staff and vets. Highly recommend!

NPS:

by Jill Nida on 2017-12-07
Dr. Lawrence and her team are great.

NPS:

by Raquel Do Carmo on 2017-12-03
Always an amazing experience! Best move we've ever made for our pet was to
transfer to St. Francis last year! Thanks for taking such good care of our precious
Darla!

NPS:

by Elizabeth and Sandra Jaramillo on 2017-12-02
Vey good costume sercice, all staff are very nice!!!!

NPS:

by Cassandra Fildey on 2017-12-01
great service

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-11-30
Very friendly, nice and the staff is very caring amazin !

NPS:

by Angela Granziera on 2017-11-30
got my sick pup in same day - great staff - grateful for this clinic

NPS:

by Caity Young on 2017-11-29
Dr. Lawrence is kind, thorough, gentle and informs me of my options. I think she is
great. I also appreciate the assistant and front desk personnel. Very professional
office.

NPS:

by Hector Ponce on 2017-11-26
The techs are super and handled my pup cowboy with ease. Great place.

NPS:

by Grace Smith on 2017-11-22
Very kind

NPS:

by Maricela & Heidy Juarez on 2017-11-21
Awesome team here!!

NPS:

by Connie Orud on 2017-11-21

They are always wonderful with me and our pets! I highly recommend St Francis Pet
Clinic!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-11-19
Dr Oliver is the best!,,

NPS:

by Lyn Gianni on 2017-11-16
Excellent care, as usual. My dog loves coming to see Dr. Morgan, actually runs up
the steps when we get to the office!

NPS:

by Misty Williams on 2017-11-15
Dr. Lawrence is knowledgeable, patient and gentle. She always knows how to help
my precious fur babies and explain their health concerns to me. She's the best!

NPS:

by Cynthia Stoddard on 2017-11-14
Dr. Lawrence is my usual vet. I saw Dr. Morgan yesterday and he was absolutely
wonderful. He gave me some tips to really help control some conditions and my dogs.
He was excellent, friendly, and I really felt very confident with him. Thank you!

NPS:

by Anika & Rob Kitson on 2017-11-13

We had a lovely visit that was relatively quick! Each person that I interacted with was
friendly and knowledgeable. Dr. Morgan showed compassion to our dog, who is
normally quite scared of unfamiliar environments. Needless to say, she melted into
the arms of Maria and Dr. Morgan. Thank you :)

NPS:

by Michele Martin on 2017-11-12
Dr. Morgan is wonderful! He is gentle and kind every time we see him. My
mini-dachshund has a shoulder injury. He was thorough and had an excellent referral
should my dog need surgery.

NPS:

by Shawn Southgate on 2017-11-12
I love Doctor Morgan and all the staff at St. Francis they know me and my dog very
well everyone is always so friendly. I highly recommend this pet clinic to anyone that
wants genuine care for thier animals.

NPS:

by Peter Hall on 2017-11-12
I always have a good feeling from all my experiences with the staff and doctors,
especially Lori. She is such a wonderful person and treats her cliental just as if they
were her very good friends. I feel very fortunate that they are there just a few doors
away to care for my best friend, Pepe when he needs them.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-11-12
I found a great staff and a Dr who was interested and prepared for my pets ordinary
problems but also her complex health problems

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-11-11
Excellent and professional staff.

NPS:

by Jennifer Robinson on 2017-11-10
Dr. Morgan was thorough and compassionate. Thank you for caring for my pug so
well.

NPS:

by Debbi Pearson on 2017-11-09
It is always good professional services and very nice staff!

NPS:

by Mercedes Requena on 2017-11-07
Everyone here is so helpful and friendly. I really appreciate how much you guys love
animals, I feel like I can leave my dog in good hands.

NPS:

by Andrew Johanson on 2017-11-06
Dr. Morgan was great~! Technicians were great too!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-11-05
My dog entered the building trembling and Maria made sure my dog felt safe .
Wonderful experience.

NPS:

by Selena & James Devine on 2017-11-05
Very pleased with the responsiveness of staff and ease of re-filling prescriptions.
Location, friendliness, cleanliness, professional expertise are all excellent!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-11-04
All the staff at St. Francis are wonderful - very friendly, knowledgable, etc. Our doctor
was very nice and great with our very young puppy. She even helped us with some
training tips for him. Our only complaint is that we had to wait nearly 40 minutes to be
seen by even the technician let alone the doctor, and several other pets that came in
after us were seen first. I imagine this was based on the doctors' particular availability,
but we hope that the wait time is less next time around.

NPS:

by Kimberly Vyn on 2017-11-03
Hands down the best clinic in town.

NPS:

by James & Norma Bernal on 2017-11-02
Halo loves your clinic! And we got good, and healthy news!

NPS:

by Roberta Overby on 2017-11-02
Can' thank everyone at St. Francis Pet Clinic enough! They are so sweet with my cats
and are just as nice to us humans. So glad I found them.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-10-31
Excellent service. On time appointment and resolved my need quickly.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-10-29
Staff and doctor were so nice and pleasant!

NPS:

by Stephanie Waldroup on 2017-10-29
The staff is wonderful! I always have a great experience at St Francis. You can tell
everyone there really cares about their animal patients.

NPS:

by Stephanie Martinez on 2017-10-29
I am more than happy to be part of the st. Francis family. their staff is friendly and
their vet is extremely knowledgeable my puppy was treated with respect and they
were so loving. We will definitely stay loyal to st. Francis

NPS:

by Susanne Wood on 2017-10-28
Just a check-up and nail trim, but Dr. Lawrence and her team were wonderful, as
always.

NPS:

by Sandra and Forrest Hill on 2017-10-28
kind and helpful.....professional .... I understand it is hard to stay exactly on time with
appointments. After St. Francis, I had I scheduled another responsibility and when the
my dogs exam ran a little late, I realized they do the best they can and I should plan
accordingly.

NPS:

by Pat Carter CC# on 2017-10-28
very caring and knowledgeable staff

NPS:

by Anna Molyneux on 2017-10-28
Ive been taking my dogs and cats to St. Francis Pet Clinic for over 20 years. Very
thoughtful and accommodating staff. Extremely thorough and unhurried appointments
with knowledgable veterinarians. I know my pets are getting the best of care at St.
Francis!

NPS:

by Lindsay Lindsey on 2017-10-27

I was quick to be situated in a room and they really took time with my kitten who
needed some coaxing. They were kind and thorough in checking his symptoms out. I
appreciated being provided with a medication that would help him calm down for his
next visit, to me that's a vet being proactive.

NPS:

by Heather & Jim McBride on 2017-10-26
Always good!!!

NPS:

by Micheal & Christine Adcock on 2017-10-26
Angelica was friendly, Informative, and knowledgeable and the doctor's whose name
has slipped my mind was very compassionate friendly and knowledgeable and
explained all our kitties symptoms very throughly

NPS:

by Naomi Koehler on 2017-10-25
Staff are always nice, courteous and helpful. Recommend this vet to everybody!

NPS:

by Ann Rudolph on 2017-10-25
The veterinarians at St. Francis never 'over-prescribed' treatment but do recognize
the concerns of the owners for their pets. I recommend your clinic to my friends as
one that truly cares for its patients and will provide suitable treatment when needed.

NPS:

by Nancy Foerster on 2017-10-25
I always enjoy taking my pets to St Francis! The staff genuinely love animals and it
shows in there care and commitment. I have a small Chihuahua mix they see and
they treat him so well, he never fears going there!

NPS:

by Marguerite Berti CC# on 2017-10-24
Love Dr. Harmon : )

NPS:

by Ernest Nielsen on 2017-10-24
Dr Morgan was very thorough with Laddie in His Evaluation and was very impressed
with His handling of Laddie, listening to His Heart for a long time and giving Me
advice on how to lengthen His Quality of Life. A Very Positive Session with Dr.
Morgan

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-10-23
The staff was extremely helpful, and the food that I ordered came a day earlier.

NPS:

by Jenny Valenzuela CC# on 2017-10-22
Always friendly and helpful front desk staff Melanie and Laurie, and amazing Dr.
Morgan, I wouldn't take my dogs anywhere else!

NPS:

by Elizabeth Bowman on 2017-10-22
Thanks

NPS: N/A

by Marianne Wetzel on 2017-10-21
Really like everyone at St Francis and love Dr. Harmon - so compassionate and
competent.

NPS:

by Susan Gibson CC# on 2017-10-19
Always a pleasure to work with the staff at St frances .

NPS:

by Ariel Horwitz on 2017-10-18
We call st. Francis the doggy spa because our German shepherd, Riley acts like it is
a luxury. She pulls us to the front door and can't wait to flip on her back for constant
belly rubs and treats. Love this place.

NPS:

by Jennifer Bensinger on 2017-10-18
My rabbit received excellent care from St. Francis pet clinic. He has a wonderful
veterinarian.

NPS:

by Star Hunt on 2017-10-17
Always great

NPS: N/A

by Nicole Ladin on 2017-10-17
Always professional, kind and clean!!!

NPS:

by Nadia Bernardi on 2017-10-17
Always so kind and helpful !! Thank you !!

NPS:

by Kara & Bryn Home CC# on 2017-10-17
Always the best !

NPS:

by Huyen Nguyen on 2017-10-17
I appreciated how quickly St. Francis was able to get me in on a very short notice!
Susie, Angelica and Dr. Morgan were kind and took great care of Yumi. Thanks!

NPS:

by Wesley and Maureen(Vincent) Daniels on 2017-10-17

Love coming to St. Francis, everyone is always so friendly and helpful. Kimura loves it
too. There was a bit of a wait, but it's never happened before and we weren't in a
rush.

NPS:

by Don McMillan on 2017-10-13
Always helpful and informative, gentle and calming with my dog, and professional. I
cannot imagine taking my dog anywhere else.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-10-12
Good job with me dogs

NPS:

by Glen Mowrer on 2017-10-12
All staff are caring and gentle.

NPS:

by Carol Higgins CC# on 2017-10-12
Excellent experience! My husband & I wanted expert opinion on our dog's need for a
particular surgical procedure, & that is just what we got. Thank you, Dr. Harmon.

NPS:

by Jennifer & Michael Foster on 2017-10-11

Megan and Dr. Morgan were great with our new puppy!

NPS:

by Janet Servatius on 2017-10-11
Always a very caring environment. All needs were met. My dog trusts everyone .
Front desk to back office every one is very professional and caring

NPS:

by Kelli Barrett on 2017-10-08
My little dog Lucy was well taken care of, Thank you Dr. Lawrence and the caring
Staff at ST Francis Pet Clinic

NPS:

by Yanee Deramat on 2017-10-08
Friendly and helpful staff

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-10-07
Dr. Harmon is very compassionate. You can just tell that she loves animals and she
loves her job. She was so sweet and gentle with my dog, and my dog really loved her!
She takes the time to listen and can relate to any issues you might be having. I am
lucky that I found her! She was also amazing with my other dog who is absolutely
terrified of the vet. She was able to examine him while she was petting him and he
couldn’t even tell he was being examined. That takes some very special skill. I am
very impressed with this clinic and the entire staff! Cody and Mickey will definitely be
back.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-10-05
The assistants and Dr. Lawrence were concerned and referred me to a
Dermatologist.

NPS:

by Oriana Sanchez on 2017-10-03
As always, excellent care and friendly staff and Doctors!

NPS:

by George Backman on 2017-10-01
First-rate response to my call. Our dog, Elizabeth, was seen immediately and was
treated lovingly. She's OK. Thanks. G. Backman

NPS:

by Elizabeth and Sandra Jaramillo on 2017-09-26
Staff are always nice and friendly

NPS:

by Greg Campbell on 2017-09-26
I brought my puppy in for his first vet visit and all the staff went out of their way to
make him feel comfortable and loved. Dr. Harmon was both gentle and thorough in
her exam and in answering any questions I had. I left the office feeling like my pup
was in good hands and that he had a great first vet experience, which bodes well for
future visits.

NPS:

by Martha McNair on 2017-09-24
Dr. Morgan was wonderful with Cooper.

NPS:

by Adrian Gutierrez on 2017-09-23
Doctor and staff made our visit enjoyable

NPS:

by Kristine Pacheco on 2017-09-22
Everything ran on time and all the staff were so friendly.

NPS:

by Elizabeth & Dennis Boscacci on 2017-09-22
Friendly and caring.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-09-20
The doctors, techs, and front office staff are very nice & obviously care about the
animals. Prices are high but good care is going to cost a little more. But still hurts to
write that check or pass over that credit card.

NPS:

by Peter & Mary Price on 2017-09-20
Excellent service, as always!

NPS:

by Rachel Johnston CC# on 2017-09-19
My pets are in good hands at St. Francis. The staff clearly love animals, are medically
knowledgeable, and have excellent follow up. Stuart and Chloe are very appreciative!

NPS:

by Cristina Robinson on 2017-09-17
Dr. Oliver and her assistants are always so amazing. We always feel like we're at
home. Thank you!

NPS:

by Julia Hayes CC# on 2017-09-14
Melanie is wonderful! Thank you for having my dogs prescription ready, so that we
can just pickup, pay, and be on our way.

NPS:

by Gerald Parent on 2017-09-12
Dr. Oliver and staff at St. Francis are kind, caring, efficient and highly competent. St
Francis has my highest recommendation for pet care.

NPS:

by Ethan & Laurel Shapiro on 2017-09-10
I love St. Francis. The staff an doctors are so kind, caring and really smart. The
security of feeling completely confident that my pets are being given expert attention
and the greatest compassion makes going anywhere else impossible.

NPS:

by Louis Caron on 2017-09-03
St. Francis is great!

NPS:

by Jacqui Bravo on 2017-08-31
The technician and Dr. Lawrence were excellent in caring for my Bichon's spaying.
The operation went well and I got feedback right after it was completed.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-08-30
Everyone at St. Francis is accommodating and knowledgeable! They were able to
squeeze in my dog without an appointment on a Saturday morning because she
developed an infection on her paw. Our dog has anxiety, and the vet and vet tech
were extremely patient with her, and allowed her the time and gentle care she needed
to feel comfortable. We love everyone at St. Francis!

NPS:

by Hal & Dodie Camicia on 2017-08-30
Dr Kellye Harmon is the best. She always answers my questions thoroughly, loves
my dogs and they love her. The entire staff is great too.

NPS:

by Jean Johnson on 2017-08-29
I appreciated the doctor's explanations about my dogs issues. And the gentle way he
interacted with her. All the staff are very nice and professional

NPS:

by Kat & Cecil De Mille CC# on 2017-08-28
Dr Lawrence is wonderful with Rindercella and Dasher! We love our pets and they are
family to us so we appreciate the care they are given.

NPS:

by Vicky Filice on 2017-08-27
Dr Oliver did a fantastic job with oral surgery and after care for my pup.

NPS:

by Connie Orud on 2017-08-24
I love St Francis pet Hospital! Everyone is so nice, kind, friendly and professional.
The care my pups receive is always outstanding. Thanks to you all! ;)

NPS:

by Delphine & Eric Tran Le on 2017-08-20
friendly and very caring!

NPS:

by Clark Roof on 2017-08-20
You seem to have forgotten Ollie, and he's disappointed. Wade Clark Roof

NPS:

by Jenny Valenzuela CC# on 2017-08-19
Always friendly to the humans and amazingly kind to our pet

NPS:

by Rick & Carol Wilson on 2017-08-17
Easy in and out. Just needed to pick up prescription.

NPS:

by Debbi Pearson on 2017-08-16
Always so very nice!,

NPS:

by Judith Raimondi on 2017-08-16
Dr, Morgan is skilled, thoughtful and empathetic. We have been to other vets, and
they were nice, just not as capable or knowledgable as he is. I trust him absolutely
with our dog.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-08-13
Apparently this review won't publish/send without something in this field. Atta boy
folks!!! Great job!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-08-13
I've been to this clinic in the past with another dog and have only had great
experiences! When I got a new puppy of my own I was so grateful they were willing to
take on a new client. During the first puppy check, overall everyone was very
welcoming and willing to answer questions. My puppy seemed to feel very
comfortable with the tech & vet. The 15 minutes I was expected to wait time for the
charges to drop so I was able to pay after the appointment seemed out of character
for this bustling clinic. I was definitely disappointed though when my pup ended up
having a puppy parasite. I called and spoke to the vet. The vet was unable to answer
my question and stated research would be done and I would receive a call back. I
was extremely thankful since a few children had already been around my infected
pup. Sorry to say, it's 5 days later and I never received a call back.

NPS:

by Laurie Dalton on 2017-08-11
Always great

NPS:

by Janet Servatius on 2017-08-11
as always, perfect customer service!

NPS: N/A

by Anne & Greg Wilson on 2017-08-11

Brought my dog in for annual shots. A staff member greeted us within 5 minutes of
our arrival and we were done in less than 20 minutes. Everyone was so friendly to me
and the dog as usual.

NPS:

by Marguerite Berti CC# on 2017-08-11
Lots of love there.

NPS:

by Anne Mitchell on 2017-08-09
As always the staff is amazing. They are extremely courteous on the phone, but most
of all, they are always so welcoming and comforting to the animals. I have been going
there since 1993.

NPS:

by Alissa Mullen CC# on 2017-08-09
Took my kitty William here to see Dr Morgan. He was kind enough to let us in for a
quick appointment the next day because Williams eye and toes were infected. Wait
was minimal, maybe 2 minutes. I did notice the staff is so great at getting pets in
rooms wihout a lengthy wait in the waiting area like some places. Overall I felt they
cared about William and we went home with a treatment for Williams woes and it
didn't gauge my wallet like most vets.. it's truly amazing how they care about the pets
and always put pets first! Highly suggest this place to anyone!

NPS:

by Danielle Stone on 2017-08-08
Best staff

NPS:

by Yanee Deramat on 2017-08-08
Fantastic staff great service.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-08-08
Dr. Morgan and staff are always incredibly helpful and accommodating.

NPS:

by Doreen Sales on 2017-08-08
I really appreciated Dr Oliver compassion and patience for my dog. She got right
down on the floor with him shaking in fear, soon he was coming to her. This was my
first visit and it is the first time I have felt I finally found my long term Vet. Front desk
staff were friendly and over all place was clean and inviting. Prices were reasonable.

NPS:

by Star Hunt on 2017-08-06
Always great. We have seen 2 Dr.'s at St. Francis now and we love them both. We
will keep going here. They have really tried to help us figure out what's going on with
our doggie. Thank you St. Francis

NPS:

by John Fishpaw on 2017-08-06
Great vet. Been taking our cats there for over 10 years.

NPS:

by Daisey Valadez-Miguel on 2017-08-06
We have been coming here for over five years. We moved out of town and still come
to St Francis because of the friendly staff.

NPS:

by Paul & Barbara Primeau on 2017-08-04
Very busy and had to wait about 1/2 hr. to see the Dr. Lawrence. She forgot to
recommend a medicine for stress. We are going for a tripe and would like a call
Monday from her. Paul Primeau (Pebbles)

NPS:

by Lee A. Asseo on 2017-08-04
Well organized, on time, and efficient.

NPS:

by Jennifer Bensinger on 2017-08-03
I feel like my pets health is well taken care of with the veterinarians we have seen at
this clinic.

NPS:

by Jacquelyn Savani on 2017-08-03
The dog needed an immunization and flea/tick medication. I am a St. Francis fan. As
with the many visits proceeding this one, St. Francis is tops--on account of the quality

people who work there, not only the vets but also the vet techs and staff. For
instance, one vet tech--a woman, who has a different chic haircut every time I go and
who didn't even assist us this time, was extraordinary in her interactions with a very
difficult and energetic black lab puppy. Seeing her dealing so kindly and thoughtfully
with that rambunctious dog, I said to myself at the time that her loving care of that
puppy is just why I keep coming back here.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-08-02
Bentley and I always enjoy our visit to St. Francis Clinic. Everyone is so friendly and
accomidating.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-08-01
Dr. Oliver and the staff at St. Francis are fantastic! I have a 13 and a half year old Lab
that has become very arthritic. Dr. Oliver and her staff were so helpful and
understanding of my concerns. I was nervous about new medications, and they took
the time to answer all my questions. I am confident that my dog is getting the best
possible care. He is already moving around with much greater ease.

NPS:

by Nicole Ladin on 2017-07-29
Always polite and compassionate

NPS:

by Robin Sager on 2017-07-28
It's always a pleasure to come to St Francis! Dot loves it too! She gets so excited and
happy when we're getting out of the car and she figures out where we are! All of the
personnel are so friendly and helpful. You can tell they all love animals! Dr Harmon

got Dot through a rough patch with expertise and compassion. We wouldn't take her
anywhere else!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-07-27
On time and great with my dog, with excellent outcome. Very fair pricing.

NPS:

by Bobby Boyes on 2017-07-26
Great information great people and great attitudes.

NPS:

by Rebecca Padgett on 2017-07-26
Wonderful staff, very sweet and nice to my little pup!

NPS:

by Travis Vogel on 2017-07-25
Great!

NPS:

by Ken & Elizabeth Sorgman on 2017-07-21
Staff is always helpful and caring. Lucy loves Dr. Morgan

NPS:

by Jonathan Strashoon on 2017-07-21
thank you!

NPS:

by Don Shaw on 2017-07-20
Things went smoothly. Everyone is friendly.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-07-20
Rick is always kind and attentive to my dogs. Attendantbwith him made Benji feel safe
and Unafraid. Thorough exam. Appointment was on time. Very good clinic, vet and
attendants

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-07-19
Super place... Super staff... Everyone, from those working on reception, to
technicians and veterinarians are all so on-the-ball, helpful, efficient and sensitive to
the different needs of their patients..makes this facility a TOP CHOICE for anyone
who loves and respects their animal dependents! ..:]

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-07-19
Great team of vets and staff in a smaller, less corporate, more personalized
environment. Convenient hours and the staff do a great job of accommodating your

schedule when making an appointment. The vets are sensitive to the cost of care as
well and I never feel judged in the event I select a lower cost but sufficient option for
care. Very happy with the care our pets (dog, cat, guinea pig) receive.

NPS:

by Michelle Russell on 2017-07-19
Always friendly and helpful and willing to help. All the staff are so professional and
courteous. The place is conveniently located and clean. The vet techs and doctors
are top notch. We have been so pleased with Dr. Morgan.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-07-18
Dr.Harmon is always wonderful! You can tell she really cares about her patients well
being. Thanks

NPS:

by Cristina and Carlo Ricci on 2017-07-17
Dr. Morgan was great and so is the staff! No complaints other than how expensive
allergy medications are!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-07-17
Quick and easy technician appointment for our dog's vaccines.

NPS:

by Carolyn Kope on 2017-07-17
Very helpful and informative staff. Love swinging by for meds and treats!

NPS:

by Carrie & Eric Lundquist on 2017-07-14
Always a pleasant experience at St Francis Pet Clinic. Everyone is friendly, caring
and professional. I feel my pet is in good hands!

NPS:

by Theil Morgan on 2017-07-13
Very good, as always!

NPS:

by Gail Yoney on 2017-07-12
Everyone was so nice and friendly they really care about our animals !!!

NPS:

by Laura Woyach on 2017-07-11
Dr. Lawrence always provides the best care and never overcharged.

NPS:

by Cynthia Stoddard on 2017-07-10

ALWAYS a good experience at St. Francis. They treat my pets as if they were their
own. As always, thank you for your great service!

NPS:

by Marsha Cooper on 2017-07-08
Dr. Rick Morgan examined and "shot" our two cats, Ruby and Pearl, with compassion
for their fearfulness and great gentleness. Nevertheless, he's not just about "feel
good" care. One kitty needed a blood draw. Should the results show a hidden
problem, I have complete trust in the clinic's whole staff to treat the issue using good
medical practice while continuing to minimize suffering (including mine).

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-07-08
The staff at St. Francis is the BEST in Santa Barbara! They really care about my
dogs!

NPS:

by Michele Martin on 2017-07-07
The staff is thoughtful and attentive to people and their animals. My dog is in surgery
right now...and while the unknown creates some anxiety, I believe Beau needs the
care and is in great hands

NPS:

by Lyn Gianni on 2017-07-06
Everyone who works here seems friendly and nice. And my big Dobie seems to be
smitten with Dr. Morgan.

NPS:

by Paula Brown on 2017-07-05
Dr. Harmon is truly amazing. She is compassionate and thorough. My dogs and my
family all love her very much!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-07-04
Staff at clinic are always so friendly ....

NPS:

by Christian & Katie Hoegh-Guldberg on 2017-07-03
St. Francis is always very accommodating and wonderful to work with. Brewster is
always able to get the care he needs.

NPS:

by Steve and Melissa Hausz on 2017-07-02
Chairman Meow would rather just stay home than go anywhere, but he totally relaxes
once he receives the usual royal treatment at your office. He barely even flinched
when he got his temperature taken!

NPS:

by Allie & Jan Kalas on 2017-07-01
Love this vet! They always do such a great job with my pup.

NPS:

by Lauren Meier on 2017-06-30
Dr. Harmon and the staff at St. Francis are simply the best!

NPS:

by Lori Takeuchi on 2017-06-29
Dr. Lynne Lawrence takes gentle and loving care of my cat Audrey. Thank you!

NPS:

by Katya Armistead on 2017-06-29
Patient doctor and great service!

NPS:

by Elberta Pate on 2017-06-28
Came in for nail clipping and was out in 15 minutes.

NPS:

by Wendy Brown on 2017-06-27
Great place, nice people! Dr. Harmon was wonderfully gentle and thoughtful with my
very frightened rescue pup.

NPS:

by Sabina Funk on 2017-06-27
Great service, kind and compassionate doctors and staff. Convenient and efficient
appointment protocol. Affordable- an average person can afford to do the right thing
for their pet without being financially hurt.

NPS:

by Magda Stayton on 2017-06-25
They squeezed us in on a busy Sat. day when our dog needed attention - and then
showered him with love and cookies and provided expert diagnosis and care. So
grateful to have this kind of veterinary/medical support for our beloved pooch.

NPS:

by Kathryn Courain on 2017-06-25
Dr. Morgan always answers all my questions and he is so knowledgeable. He is also
so kind to my dog.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-06-25
Setting up this appointment was easy and quick. They were on time and all the staff
was really friendly!

NPS:

by Barbara Allen on 2017-06-24
Positive experience. Front desk is efficient and vet technicians are great, especially
Maria. Dr. Harmon is very good at what she does. Not only knowledgeable but a very
nice person.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-06-24
The. Service was very good, the service was later than the appointment time by about
20 minutes.

NPS:

by Susanne Wood on 2017-06-23
Outstanding care for my dog, as always.

NPS:

by Jill Nida on 2017-06-23
The help by the reception people was really lacking. I was put on hold for 5 minutes 2 different times. I was never called when the prescription was ready even though
they had promised that. Very frustrating at best.

NPS:

by Ann Rudolph on 2017-06-22
As always received by friendly and efficient staff who are there because of their love
of animals. I am very comfortable with your veterinarians as I know they will not try to
"sell" unneeded health needs. I often recommend your clinic.

NPS:

by Elizabeth Snyder on 2017-06-22
Wonderful as always!

NPS:

by Jacqueline Bobadilla on 2017-06-21
Amazing care for my doggie, as always! Thank you!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-06-21
The staff seems genuinely concerned with my pet's well being. I really appreciate this.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-06-21
The staff treat myself and my pet with respect and give each patient all the time they
need.

NPS:

by Jenny Valenzuela CC# on 2017-06-18
Excellent all around, super friendly and caring staff, I feel like they love my dog as
much as I do.

NPS:

by Christina Tolbert on 2017-06-16
Dr Kelly Harman is the best! I have an Australian Shepherd whos a bit skittish with
people , but Kelly know just what to say and do to make him comfortable at his visit.

NPS:

by Melissa Abrams on 2017-06-16
Wonderful. Had to wait less than 5 minutes and Dr. Morgan diagnosed problem and
gave lots to love to our dog while he examined her.

NPS:

by Ann Marie & Hal Kopeikin on 2017-06-15
Fantastic team!!! Our Vet Kellye Harmon is the BEST! Quick check in and our pet was
treated well by every member of the staff. I recommend this clinic (and Kellye) to
everyone.

NPS:

by Jinny Webber on 2017-06-14
Dr. Harmon treated my cat well and the staff as always was efficient and friendly.

NPS:

by Violet Coto on 2017-06-13
Just excellent! brought my cat in for a check up for an upper respiratory infection;
received the most amazing care and detailed information from Dr. Morgan and the
staff at St. Francis Pet Clinic (at arrival and upon leaving). I have both my pets
coming here now. I truly recommend this pet clinic to all who love their pets and want
to receive treatment with love and care as well when your pets are not well. They are
patient and very clear at explaining exactly what you need to know. And keep in mind,
no question is anywhere silly to them. They are ever so helpful so you leave
understanding exactly what you need to know and what to do when caring for your
pet. That's what I noticed and appreciated very much from this clinic and its staff.

NPS:

by Barbara McAuliffe on 2017-06-13
I'm new to St. Francis Pet Clinic and as such still getting use to your way of doing
business. I had previously been with a small office with one vet so St. Francis is a bit
of a change for us. So far so good but we have not all been in to see you. I'll withhold
any further opinions until all of my pets have visited you then I'll take a survey and
see how they feel about your services and how you have treated them. Until then. . . .
. My recommendation for recommendation is a 6 for the reasons stated above. After
all of the kids have visited with you then I can give you a full recommendation. Thanks
again.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-06-11
Staff always nice when we come in.

NPS:

by Tuan Truong CC# on 2017-06-10
I really like the staff at St. Francis. They are nice, helpful and seem happy at the jobs
:) Thank you! Tuan

NPS:

by Caley and Josh Mark on 2017-06-10
Fearing my dog, Marlee, might have something stuck in her ear that I was unable to
see, Inwas able to get a same day appointment. Dr Harmon and her team were so
great and patient with Marlee who was in a total state of panic, panting, shaking and
whining. Dr Harmon allowed me to hold Marlee to help calm her down without the use
of sedatives. She was able to extract a giant foxtail from deep in the ear canal. I'm so
happy with Dr Harmon and the St Francis team!

NPS:

by Mary Benak on 2017-06-09
We normally see Dr. Lawrence but she was not available as we got a same day visit.
Dr. Morgan was very thorough and very sweet to my Marcus.

NPS:

by Craig Lemp on 2017-06-09
We are soooooooo very happy that we got to see you, We felt very very comfortable
and were made to feel our little pug was the most important pug in the world. The
staff was extremely friendly, professional, and caring. We have been looking for a
consistent vet for a long time. We are very happy we found you. And look forward to
working with you in the future, Our pug was relaxed and comfortable at a vet for the
first time in his life. We appreciate all your help and knowledge.

NPS:

by Amanda Lott on 2017-06-07
Everyone was very kind and professional. I have 2 dogs so it takes more time and I
didn't feel rushed at all. I felt as if my concerns were heard and addressed. I left
feeling like my dogs were truly being taken care of!

NPS:

by Janet Malone on 2017-06-06
Yesterday, when I stopped by to drop off a poop sample due to 4 days of diarrhea, I
was assisted quickly and politely. We were told we would hear back about the
analysis either yesterday afternoon or first thing this morning. We still haven't heard.
:(

NPS:

by Janet Servatius on 2017-06-06

I had a very good experience. Came to get a couple of shots. Didnt have to wait.
Tech was darling and helpful. All was good

NPS:

by Nicola Gilpin on 2017-06-06
Amazing & friendly staff. Short wait times & great follow up from Dr Morgan.

NPS:

by Cerena Childress CC# on 2017-06-06
I've had many questions and several pets over the years and there was always
kindness to my pets and thoughtful answers to my questions. I like being reminded of
what's needed next for our pet care. Thank you to you all!

NPS:

by Star Hunt on 2017-06-04
Everyone was very informative and we really like our Dr. He was very nice & pleasent
and my dog didn't even bark at him!

NPS:

by Cat Allday on 2017-06-02
Dr. Morgan and the entire team were fabulous with our new pup Figgis.

NPS:

by Caroline Taylor on 2017-06-01

Super

NPS:

by Cynthia McNulty on 2017-06-01
We always enjoy going to St. Francis!

NPS:

by Norma Hernandez on 2017-05-31
I drive from Ventura just to take my Grandoggy, Duko, to St Francis Pet Clinic. The
staff is always very friendly and kind which makes me feel comfortable when I need to
leave him for a few hours. I totally recommend this Clinic.

NPS:

by Bill and Sharon Bolton on 2017-05-30
Excellent

NPS:

by Jerry & Lisa Lopez on 2017-05-26
Melanie is always so helpful and courteous. I love St. Francis Pet Clinic! They always
take great care of our pets!

NPS:

by Wendy and Morry Fleming on 2017-05-26

EVERYONE IS VERY EFFICIENT AND FRIENDLY AND DR MORGAN IS
WONDERFUL. GRACIE LOVES HIM AS DO I.

NPS:

by Kristin & Jerod Foos CC# on 2017-05-24
We have been a client for 8 years and always receive excellent service from vets and
support staff! We love Dr Harmon!!

NPS:

by Adine Maron on 2017-05-24
Dr. Lawrence, Dr.Harmon, and all the other vets and techs and office help have been
great caregivers for all of my pets (dogs and cats). Caring and compassionate - they
always go the extra mile.

NPS:

by Oscar Zavala on 2017-05-23
Came in for dog vaccinations. The tech was friendly and attentive. I wanted to have
her nail clipped too and since my dog was too anxious to have them cut they choose
not to because they didn't want to create a bad experience for future visits. They
clearly explained this and made some good suggestions for future visits. Overall,
everyone left happy.

NPS:

by Tim Sisneros on 2017-05-22
As always, the staff at St. Francis Pet Clinic were awesome! My dog can be
aggressive at times but they handled him fantastically and the wellness check went
well. I'll be back!

NPS:

by Jett Black- Maertz on 2017-05-21
I have always loved St Francis and we have been bringing family pets here over 30
years. However, my experience yesterday left a bad taste in my mouth and
questioning whether we should change vets. The receptionist was very confused
when I checked in and communicated this to me. Rather than just going about her
business and solving the problem (my file had been mistakenly set to "inactive"), she
thought it would be better to narrate the whole thing for me. Suggesting the possibilty
that I would have to reschedule, even when this turned out to not be the case. Very
poor customer service interaction. The kennel assistant was odd. Odd to the point
where I was uncomfortable handing my dog over to him. I have never felt
uncomfortable with any St Francis staff, and am surprised they would hire someone
who gave off this vibe.

NPS:

by Jacquelyn Savani on 2017-05-19
Look, St. Francis is terrific. The key is that the folks who work there are really, really
good at making me feel welcome and at home. And my Marshmallow gets wonderful
care there. Thank you.

NPS:

by Karen Lovelace on 2017-05-18
I go there with confidence and leave feeling the same way, every time. What more
can you of your pet's medical provider?

NPS:

by Michael OBoyle on 2017-05-17
Always very friendly and makes you feel very welcome! Baloo loves stopping by to
pick up his flea medication!

NPS:

by Matina Demourkas on 2017-05-17
All of the staff and mgmt. team are very courteous, well mannered, polite and very
professional, the overall customer service is great, ii rate your clinic a 10 plus!

NPS:

by Nicole Kramer on 2017-05-16
Had a scare over the weekend and Dr. Oliver took in my pup the next day to make
sure he was ok. So lucky to have the St Francis crew to turn to!!

NPS:

by Susan Manchak on 2017-05-16
I feel confident my cat is in good hands. All the vets are very knowledgeable and kind
and the staff is friendly and efficient.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-05-16
We have nothing but good things to say about St. Francis Pet Clinic! We absolutely
love our dog's new vet - Dr. Oliver. She is super fast, super smart and therefore
highly knowledgeable and yet is also empathetic, compassionate and sensitive, which
is really THE perfect combination if you are lucky enough to find it! All the members of
staff we and our dog have interacted with since joining a few months ago are just
terrific. Authentic, efficient, compassionate and good humoured.St. Francis Pet Clinic
just has the perfect blend for both us and our dog. VERY glad to have settled here!

NPS:

by Olga Jones CC# on 2017-05-16
The staff is always attentive of clients coming and going. Dr. Morgan is the best!

NPS:

by Anne & Greg Wilson on 2017-05-16
Brought my golden in for pre-surgery tests. Staff are friendly, patient and very
thorough in explaining what comes next and what to expect.

NPS:

by Edward Prince CC# on 2017-05-12
You are the best

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-05-11
Sweet, warm and efficient receptionists, knowledgeable and kind technician, very
experienced, calm and friendly vet doctor who took the time to answer all of our many
questions in depth. Fair pricing. Overall very happy with the clinic and staff and would
definitely recommend. Thank you!

NPS:

by Mashenka Zvonicek on 2017-05-06
Very nice and accommodating and let me come in as emergency

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-05-06
Dr. Rick Morgan has been Emma Lou's doggie Doctor for over 7 years. Without
exception, he has always been kind, patient, and gentle in his care of both Emma and
myself. His professionalism is unparalleled. And the staff, you can expect the same
from them too! We always know we are in the best hands in town when we make a
call to St. Francis Pet Clinic.

NPS:

by Michele Martin on 2017-05-06
Beau a Black Mouth Cur, age 7 and Chilli a mini Dachshund, age 10 both got to visit
with Dr. Morgan for the first time yesterday. Beau was adopted at 5 yrs. and is usually
easy with the vet. Chilli on the other hand used to squeal like a baby pig when the vet
would touch him. Dr. Morgan has a very soft approach and both dogs were easy with
him. Chilli even let him look in his mouth without a sound. Dr. Morgan was clear and
thoughtful explaining why I needed to vaccinate them for a specific bacteria caused
by drinking contaminated water. The assistants were also efficient and kind. It was an
easy no stress visit.

NPS:

by Millie Turner on 2017-05-05
Always excellent service and the staff always cheerful and helpful! Dr. Lawrence is
very patient and thorough and takes her time . Glad we found her ten years ago! I
wouldn't go anywhere else!

NPS:

by Frank and Charlotte DiTirro on 2017-05-04
As always the best staff !

NPS:

by Meghan Huffman on 2017-05-02
Our visit was great and we felt like we received wonderful and knowledgeable care.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-05-02
Caring, kind, gentle, trustworthy, and overall just fantastic. I can't recommend St.
Francis Pet Clinic highly enough! We have been seeing Dr. Harmon for years and
would never go anywhere else. Wonderful professionals.

NPS:

by Donna Schwartze on 2017-05-02
Every time I'm in the clinic, it's kind of frenetic atmosphere. But, I can't hold it against
you because it's a good thing to be busy. Your front desk staff handles it the best they
can and are always friendly. Everyone is always polite and helpful.

NPS:

by Paula Brown on 2017-04-29
Dr. Harmon is the best!! She is so patient and she treats my dogs like they are her
own. She always knows what will make them feel better when they're down.

NPS:

by Steven Ganter on 2017-04-28
Pleasant visit (if you can call any Vet visit pleasant!). The wait time was short and few
patients in the waiting room which made this a very low stress Vet visit. Helpful,
friendly staff.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-04-28
Best pet clinic in town!

NPS:

by Carol Spence CC# on 2017-04-27
We LOVE the doctors and staff at St. Francis Pet Clinic. Every single individual is
professional, warm, and caring. The service and care is exceptional.

NPS:

by Paul and Becky Fritz on 2017-04-27
I needed a prescription refilled. One phone message and they got right back to me to
say it was ready for pick-up within a couple of hours.

NPS:

by Barbara Allen on 2017-04-25
Technician was a delight--and she knew our dog.

NPS:

by Gwynn Hladyniuk on 2017-04-23
Dr Lawrence is why we come back. She's kind, knowledgeable and takes very good
care of all of our pets!

NPS:

by Kat & Cecil De Mille CC# on 2017-04-22
St Francis Pet Clinic is a place of love, safety and knowledge! We have 2 family
members under their care and we have really appreciated all the care Rindercella and
Dasher Fluffball DeMille have received. Thank you:)

NPS:

by Nerella Reginato on 2017-04-21
As always great experience. Dr. Morgan is great, as well for the staff.

NPS:

by Barbara Alderson on 2017-04-21
Daisy and I just love your perfect 'pedicures'

NPS:

by Beth Johnson on 2017-04-21
We love St. Francis! Friendly staff, great service

NPS:

by Virginia Fischer on 2017-04-21
I love coming in. So does HOLSTEIN. The staff and Dr. Lawrence r so kind,
compassionate, joyful and professional. I always know my furry child is getting the
best care.

NPS:

by Bill & Delane Krumm on 2017-04-19
After calling to get a quick vaccination, they were able to get us in right away and
were very friendly!!

NPS:

by Sara Landon CC# on 2017-04-19
Dr Harmon is fantastic!

NPS:

by Sue McCollum CC# on 2017-04-19
The people are so very kind and caring.

NPS:

by Jane Kingkade on 2017-04-18
Very professional and nice.

NPS:

by Jill Cunningham on 2017-04-15
Dr. Harmon is very sweet and gentle with Beau. We appreciate the time she takes
with him and her expertise. The ladies in the office are friendly and helpful, as well. It
is always clean and bright. I highly recommend this office.

NPS:

by Tuan Truong CC# on 2017-04-11
The staff, the assistance and Dr Gorman are fantastic. I feel very comfortable with
their cares for my kids (Aussies) . Thank you!!!

NPS:

by Charissa Clark on 2017-04-11
Amazing. Every doctor and technician I've seen here has been fantastic. My dog gets
very anxious at the vet, but they make her feel so much more comfortable. Willing to
drive from LA just to keep coming here!

NPS:

by Karen and Bill Gallivan on 2017-04-09
Very welcoming, pet-loving and efficient office! They fit me in on a Saturday
appointment knowing that I was upon the deadline for dog vaccinations and needed
to send in proof for licensing. Thank you, St. Francis!

NPS:

by Marguerite Berti CC# on 2017-04-09
Dr. Oliver was amazing, thank you.

NPS:

by Rachael Randall on 2017-04-08
I wouldn't take my dog anywhere else! My family and I have been coming here for 20
years, all around great facility!

NPS:

by Norma Hernandez on 2017-04-07
I'm always welcomed with a Hello & a smile.

NPS:

by Cynthia Stoddard on 2017-04-07
I NEVER have a bad experience at St. Francis Pet Clinic. All of the doctors and staff
and the most kind and caring people. Dr. Lynne Lawrence is especially patient and
kind with my nervous little dogs. Thank you so much!

NPS:

by Darrol and Laurie Crossland on 2017-04-05
Very good and understanding the needs and care for my elderly dog (Tasha)

NPS:

by Justin & Melinda Greene on 2017-04-02
Quick vaccinations.

NPS:

by Devraj Maitra on 2017-04-02
St. Francis Pet Clinic is amazing

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-03-31
It went great. Everyone was friendly, professional and efficient.

NPS:

by Alex Miller on 2017-03-30
I spend a lot of time at St Francis with my special needs rescue kitty, Molly Rose. It is
home and family for us!

NPS:

by Bob and Jackie Gonzalez on 2017-03-26
Always an excellent experience with professional, knowledgeable and courteous
employees. Dr. Adrienne Oliver the best there is!!

NPS:

by James Ford on 2017-03-26
Excellent. Every time.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-03-26
Very friendly

NPS:

by Heather & Jim McBride on 2017-03-24

Always Like St. Francis! The doctors (Dr. Morgan) and the staff (Angelica!) thanks
you for excellent care and advice. Heather and Jim McBride for Finn!

NPS:

by Hector Ponce on 2017-03-24
Dr. Harmon noticed Cowboys shy demeanor and addressed it professionally and
calmly to assure Cowboy a positive experience. She took him out to the waiting area
to examine him and provided treats were he totally trusted her. Cowboy is a rescued
Aussie Sheppard who's been trough a rough patch and needs constant reassurance
and wholesome care from me. I completely endorse Dr. Harmon and the staff which
made Cowboy most welcome. We will return.

NPS:

by Gabi Pereverziev on 2017-03-22
They're awesome!! Great service all around, and make my kitty feel very safe.

NPS:

by Michelle Madril on 2017-03-21
I trust them to treat my pet with the pest of care!!

NPS:

by Jill & Kenneth Freeland on 2017-03-21
We are new clients and we have had great experiences with all the staff - wonderful
people, excellent service. Doctors are warm and spend a lot of time explaining any
issues and seem to really love the animals. We love it!

NPS:

by Shannon McQueary on 2017-03-18
Im always greeted with a smile and the most polite and friendly staff. Two thumbs up!

NPS:

by Dorothy Padilla Dyruff CC# on 2017-03-17
very caring helpful and friendly, makes the visit a good experience for my doggie.

NPS:

by Aaron & Estrella Campos on 2017-03-17
I love the calm atmosphere at St Francis! Very fast and gentle service. We just went
in for our annual exam.

NPS:

by Cecilia Schneider on 2017-03-17
I have the highest regard for St. Francis Pet Clinic and Dr. Harmon. The staff is
wonderful. Dr. Harmon genuinely cares about the animals she treats and is an
excellent, knowledgeable vet. They have helped me keep my English Bulldog alive
and healthy for the past six years, which is no small feat, since she has a life
threatening disease called Canine Megaesophagus. They treat GiGi like family and
she loves go go see her friends at St. Francis. What dog LOVES to go to the vet??

NPS:

by Sarah Reichert on 2017-03-17
Dr. Harmon is so great. She listened to me and took every question I had seriously.
She was great with my cats and I'm so glad she's my vet!

NPS:

by Jennifer Hardin on 2017-03-16
Dr. Harmon and the staff are amazing! They take time to help my shy pup warm up to
them and feel comfortable, and work to ensure that exams and procedures are quick
and stress free for him.

NPS:

by Heather Greene on 2017-03-15
Such friendly and helpful staff, Hudson and I felt right at home and got all questions
answered.

NPS:

by Ann Simon on 2017-03-15
We love St. Francis and so have our doggies Kona and Keo, woof woof :)

NPS:

by Carole Rollins on 2017-03-13
Dr. Oliver is a fantastic and caring veterinarian and everyone at the front desk are
great too!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-03-12
I think the women who work at the front desk, and the techs who come into the exam
rooms are so wonderful. I am a wreck when my cat is sick, and these women make
me and my little guy feel so much better. When I leave the clinic, even my cat is

relaxed and he's the one that was sick. And, Dr. Morgan ... what a great vet and such
a nice person.

NPS:

by Tom & Diana Lackner on 2017-03-11
We love St. Francis but, more importantly, so do our pets.

NPS:

by Beth Bornstein on 2017-03-11
thoughtful, smart vet. good staff.

NPS:

by Ellie Altomare CC# on 2017-03-10
The best vets in town! Professional, friendly, caring and knowledgble!

NPS:

by Kara & Bryn Home CC# on 2017-03-09
We always have a great experience and will continue to come back and refer!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-03-09
Excellent, excellent, excellent

NPS:

by Mike & Christine Holland on 2017-03-08
Pleasant, caring, professional, prompt. Excellent office and vet doctors.

NPS:

by Heather Wright on 2017-03-05
fabulous as always, in fact I just posted a good review to Yelp that I thought I
published after my first visit.

NPS:

by Alex Noormand on 2017-03-03
Our experience at St. Francis was wonderful. Everyone made Ranger and I feel very
comfortable on our first visit. Very warm and Knowledgeable staff.

NPS:

by Jacquelyn Savani on 2017-03-03
Always terrific! Dr. Harmon is first-rate. The vet-techs and the desk staff are
superb--caring and competent.

NPS:

by Will Dolan on 2017-03-02
Always a great experience and I love coming!

NPS:

by Jill & Mark Davis CC# on 2017-03-01
The wait time was almost 25 minutes just to draw blood, but other than that, everyone
is very professional.

NPS:

by Stephanie Waldroup on 2017-03-01
Thank you for making me feel like my kitty was in great hands. I was nervous leaving
her there for 11 hours, but the staff provided me with updates throughout the day
which was of great comfort.

NPS:

by Connie Orud on 2017-02-28
I love everyone there! They are friendly, thorough and love my pets... I am thrilled
with St Francis pet hospital. Dr Oliver checked out my little Ziggy and he's back on
track! Thank you everyone!! ;)

NPS:

by Rick & Carol Wilson on 2017-02-28
Excellent!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-02-27
Great experience. it's obvious the staff has a love for animals and will make them feel
completely comfortable.

NPS:

by Jennifer Bensinger on 2017-02-26
Very friendly staff and the veterinarian did a great check on the health of my animals.

NPS:

by Ari Huff on 2017-02-24
The staff were fantastic, the doctor was great. However there is no place for cats to
be separated from dogs. This adds more stress to an already stressful situation. In
addition, people just let their dogs go where they want so I end up with a dog shaking
his slobber all over my slacks. And that is my problem. I don't go to a vet to get dog
stink and slobber all over me. If I wanted that I would be a dog owner, not a cat
owner. This seems to be normal for most vets in this town though. I understand dog
owners make up the primary source of revenue, but a little area for cats wouldn't be
that hard. Again, the staff was wonderful every step of the way and the doctor took his
time and was thorough. 5 out of 5 stars for the staff and Vet. Just not the set up.

NPS:

by Victoria Hudgens on 2017-02-23
Baron and I love how everyone in the office is so kind and I know they truly love their
jobs. We appreciate you guys!

NPS:

by Lisette & Lisbette Figueroa on 2017-02-21
Excellent service , employees are nice and attentive . Love and highy recommend
st.francis .

NPS:

by Nicole Kraus on 2017-02-21
Fantastic and helpful, as always! Thank you!!! Nicole & Basil

NPS:

by Jackie Martin on 2017-02-21
Too long waiting

NPS:

by Judy & Larry Lawrence CC# on 2017-02-19
We are always pleased with the level of care and concern shown for our 6.5lb dog.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-02-18
The staff at St. Francis is always caring and courteous, and they fulfill requests so
quickly. I'll recommend them to anyone!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-02-15
Dr Lynne Lawrence was great with our elderly doggie as usual!

NPS:

by Krista Roney on 2017-02-12

Always a wonderful experience with St. Francis Pepper loves getting weighed and
love from everyone and the treats of course.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-02-12
Always great service!

NPS:

by Julia Hayes CC# on 2017-02-11
My dog loves visiting with the staff!

NPS:

by George Backman on 2017-02-11
Always prompt and thorough. The only vet hospital my dogs are not afraid of. The
doctors are excellent, and they take the time to sit down and explain things. I like that.
We always come away feeling better than when we went in. George Backman

NPS:

by Cassandra Fildey on 2017-02-10
The Best customer service!

NPS:

by Ken & Elizabeth Sorgman on 2017-02-10

Always caring attentive staff and Morgan is a gem

NPS:

by Kim Tank on 2017-02-09
St. Francis has always been amazing for my pets. Their staff is top notch.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-02-09
Thank you, Dr. Lawrence, for your amazing care!

NPS:

by Shawn Southgate on 2017-02-05
Everyone is so awesome there all the staff

NPS:

by Cynthia Shelton on 2017-02-03
Very friendly, easy to find, considerate of both my pet's nervousness and my own at
going to a new vet. Let me be in the exam room with my critter, which is important to
us. The crew at St. Francis made the otherwise anxious visit to the doctor into a
completely comfortable experience. Thank you!

NPS:

by Laura Nunn on 2017-02-01
The staff is very courteous and they take great care of my 3 dogs

NPS:

by Jesse Walcott Pell on 2017-01-31
Best veterinary in town! Always incredibly helpful, and every single person that works
there, has a genuine love of animals. I always know my girls are in excellent hands,
no matter which vet they see, though we absolutely LOVE Kellie Harmen. She's the
BEST! Thank you St. Francis at being great at what you do!

NPS:

by Erin & Daniel Carpenter on 2017-01-30
Kind and friendly people and a beautiful office! They were very clear about the costs
up front, and I enjoyed their honesty. I would definitely recommend St. Francis Pet
Clinic.

NPS:

by Jenny Valenzuela CC# on 2017-01-29
Amazing as usual. The staff is so kind and gentle with my elderly dog and we love Dr.
Morgan! Affordable, quality care for your beloved animal.

NPS:

by Ken Houston on 2017-01-29
Great service. Nice folks. The place needs more ferrets.

NPS:

by Abby Rappoport on 2017-01-28

Another smooth visit with the fantastic team at St Francis pet clinic. We had a 5pm
appointment and I was really late (which is totally lame). The team at St Francis was
clear about the appointment time limit and then treated us with the same courteous
and compassion that we always receive there. Maxwell's paw and ear are already
starting to feel better!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-01-28
Excellent prompt service for a last minute request for vaccines

NPS:

by Louis Caron on 2017-01-27
You guys are great and Dr. Harmon is clearly extremely competent. I have full
confidence you will be able to help Marcus lead a long and healthy life!

NPS:

by Lyn Gianni on 2017-01-26
Everyone is so nice at the clinic.

NPS:

by Sandra and Forrest Hill on 2017-01-25
The staff at St. Francis are very caring and friendly. They put me and my dog at ease
the moment we walk in the door. I feel assured.

NPS:

by Brooke Pelen on 2017-01-24
As always, Quigley received the perfect tender, loving care from all staff members.
Thank you!

NPS:

by Kim Garden on 2017-01-22
Dr. Oliver and the staff are knowledgeable and helpful.

NPS:

by Debbi Pearson on 2017-01-21
Always pleasant !

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-01-20
Great service.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-01-20
They go above and beyond!

NPS:

by Tasha Addison on 2017-01-19
Always quality care. Thank you!

NPS:

by Amy Andersen on 2017-01-19
As always they got our dog in quickly and she loved to go there. Lynn Lawrence is the
best. Thank yuh

NPS:

by Cynthia Stoddard on 2017-01-18
Dr. Lawrence is a kind and compassionate vet. She had to deliver some not very
good news about my beloved dog and I could tell she cared so very much. I would
never think about taking my dogs anywhere else. Best vet in town!

NPS:

by Kat & Cecil De Mille CC# on 2017-01-15
We love St Francis Pet Clinic! The staff are well informed, and very caring. We are
lucky to have Dr. Lawrence as our family veterinarian.Thank you very much.

NPS:

by Robert (Bob) Tracy on 2017-01-15
Got Dr's notes can't read please have Adrienne email results & comments

NPS:

by Kat & Cecil De Mille CC# on 2017-01-13
I love the staff, friendly, informative, trustworthy so happy to have them in our and our
pets lives.

NPS:

by Krista Roney on 2017-01-13
Friendly, caring, and knowledgeable. I feel like visiting friends who care and want to
help.

NPS:

by Diana Joyner on 2017-01-11
The staff was great and they always give my dog a lot of love! My usual vet is Dr
Harmon, but she was unavailable so I schedule with Dr Morgan. He was awesome
and I highly recommend him.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-01-10
Visits to St. Francis are mostly pleasant for us, as was this visit, however, there was
something that was disturbing our peaceful wait time and visit. We were shown into a
room right away, which was great but we never saw the kids that were running back
and forth, yelling in the waiting area. From the exam room, it sounded like they were
right on top of us (I would guess two grade school age boys, old enough to know
better). My poor little dog is terrified of children (I can see why.) and that combined
with the fear of seeing the doctor had him coming unglued. And me, too! If I'd been in
the waiting area, I would have spoken to the parent of these children, explaining that
this was not the place for running and yelling. In fact, I had just spoken with a man
there who was facing putting his dear dog to sleep. He deserved respect, peace and
quiet. I mentioned something about the noise to the doctor when he came in but he
kind of shrugged it off. Is it too much to ask of people to be quiet and respectful in the
waiting area? Is this something the front office staff could handle, asking the parents
to quiet their children? Perhaps this is a rare occurrence. If so, I'm sorry for being
such a whiner.

NPS:

by Amanda Twining CC# on 2017-01-10
They really are the best! Dr Oliver cares so much and went above and beyond to help
our very sick boy. The staff are all so personable and genuine. I feel very fortunate to
have a place like St Francis to take my pets.

NPS:

by Elaine Rudin CC# on 2017-01-05
Thanks for getting our pet in just before closing. It certainly put our mind at ease and
our pet feels better.

NPS:

by Richard & Penny Flora on 2017-01-04
The veterinarian and veterinary technologists are very caring and knowledgeable.

NPS:

by Mischa & George Andreasen on 2017-01-04
I am so thankful that Dr. Lawrence was able to see my beloved little dog Clyde right
away when I discovered that he needed medical attention. The St. Francis staff was
friendly and attentive and Dr. Lawrence is always kind, understanding and gives great
care to my dogs. Dr. Lawrence diagnosed and treated the problem and my dog and I
both left the clinic happy and reassured with the care we received. Thank you, Dr.
Lawrence and St. Francis Pet Clinic!

NPS:

by Claire Pendergast on 2017-01-03
The staff is always so friendly and helpful! I feel like everyone at St. Francis genuinely
cares about you and your pet. I would highly recommend them to anyone!

NPS:

by Helen Williams CC# on 2017-01-01
...Always made to feel emotionally supported especially when your pet is sick...

NPS:

by Helen Deshler on 2016-12-31
Im concerned because I looked up mites on internet and mites can appear on a dog's
muzzle and cause hair loss. Now Rudy is on anti biotics and I dont know if he even
needs to be. An ointment called Goodwinol might have been what he needs. I don't
like giving my dog meds when the cause of his symptoms is unknown. So, no, I don't
feel confident right now about the treatment.

NPS:

by Marcia Spranger on 2016-12-31
Always a GREAT experience having a vet appointment with Dr. Oliver at St. Francis.
She is so caring and thorough and our dogs love her. Recommend her highly! Kelly
and all the staff are very accommodating and caring as well. My only wish is that
when we had an emergency with one of our dogs, St. Francis could have fit us in
somehow for care instead of directing us to an vet ER facility where we had to spend
almost $1200. Whew, very hard to manage those kinds of bills.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-31
Our dog saw Dr. McPeters today for a dog bite and we were extremely happy with the
service. The doctor listened to our concerns and accommodated our wishes. She was
very patient and thorough and spent quite a bit of time with us explaining all the
various signs that our dog showed regarding this incident. Maria was the doctors

assistant and she too was extremely helpful and very loving toward our dog. We are
so glad that our dog is in such competent hands. Thank you to the team at St. Francis
Pet Clinic.

NPS:

by Terry & Susan Lydon on 2016-12-30
Our experience at St. Francis was great! Dr. Oliver was wonderful with our dog,
Tippy. She was very, very friendly, and extremely professional, and explained
everything very clearly in terms that we, as laymen, could understand. We would very
happily recommend St. Francis to anyone.

NPS:

by Karen and Greg Novak on 2016-12-30
I needed some flea meds for my dog Sadie and my cat Patches. I was able to
purchase over the counter flea meds for my cat. thank you. I am aware that my dog is
due for her Bordetella vaccine, I will have that taken care of at the Humane Society
clinic as it saves me money. Thank you, Karen Novak

NPS:

by Nadia Bernardi on 2016-12-29
Always the best! Thank you for seeing my Lola in such short notice!!

NPS:

by Elaina Rife on 2016-12-29
My pets all love Dr. Lawrence!

NPS:

by Janet Servatius on 2016-12-29
I came in to swap a collar that was too small for my dog for a larger one. No Appt. Dr
Lawrence said to just come in. It was very busy but everyone was in a good mood
(dogs too). The gal upfront took care of it immediately and I was in and out very
quickly. Thank you team St Francis!!

NPS:

by Becky & Kevin Hebert on 2016-12-29
Excellent care! Always so kind and helpful

NPS:

by Wendy Reid on 2016-12-29
Great service. The doctor was incredibly understanding, kind and compassionate with
me inquiring about my dog that has congestive heart failure. I have never been
through this and honestly, he was simply to the point and cleared my head of what
happened, what I can do and after all she is 14, I have finally come to terms with it for
now. She is comfortable.

NPS:

by Bobbi King on 2016-12-29
everyone was very nice and supportive with Shadow. It was his first trip there and I
had gotten him from a rescue. He was a bit nervous but they gave him treats while
giving him vaccines instead of holding his muzzle like vets used to do. He is a large
100 pound German Shepherd.

NPS:

by Sara & Mike Weisenburger on 2016-12-23

We've brought our dog to every veterinarian at St. Francis and each one of them has
expressed genuine care and concern for our dog while providing exemplary service.
The staff there is equally caring, friendly, and ready to help at the drop of the hat.
Couldn't ask for anything more!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-21
The doctors and staff here are beyond amazing! They really go above and beyond for
my animals and I love that so much. They are trust worthy, honest, and genuinely
care for your fur babies.

NPS:

by Ethan Ragsdale on 2016-12-20
Always outstanding! Thanks for taking care of my pup!

NPS:

by Jacquelyn Savani on 2016-12-20
What a well run business! I have been using this vet facility for years, and the folks at
ST. Francis are truly excellent--caring and competent!

NPS:

by Tomi Topinko on 2016-12-18
best ever as always Dr Morgan is awsome, he takes time answers questions and
truely loves the animals!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-17
One of the nicest Vets I've ever been to!

NPS:

by Nick & Megan Cassidy on 2016-12-16
We love St. Francis Pet Clinic! We're always able to get an appointment within a
reasonable time frame, their hours also make that possible. The staff are incredibly
kind and knowledgable. Dr. Morgan has been the vet to our two dogs for 3 years now
and we couldn't be happier with the care they have received.

NPS:

by Yanee Deramat on 2016-12-15
Fantastic! Dr Morgan and staff are very kind and gentle I did not hear Oliver yelp
when he got the vaccination shot at all! I'm quite pleased with how Oliver responded
from the treatment! Cheers! Yanee...

NPS:

by Laura Nunn on 2016-12-13
Your staff is very courteous and helpful. Thank you for all the excellent care for
Theodore, Quincy and Morgan. Thank you, Laura Nunn

NPS:

by Amber Paresa CC# on 2016-12-11
Always friendly staff. Everyone truly cares about the animals.

NPS:

by Elizabeth Bowman on 2016-12-11
Timely Friendly

NPS:

by Steve and Melissa Hausz on 2016-12-09
The patient, Chairman Meow, is feeling a bit punky today after his rabies vaccination
yesterday, but he asked me to convey how well cared-for he felt in his visit.

NPS:

by Melissa Costello on 2016-12-09
I love Dr. Morgan. He's so kind, thorough and thoughtful. The staff is great and
always very welcoming and helpful.

NPS:

by Maria Yapur on 2016-12-09
Took forever to get an apt. Told them several times I had to be a work @ a certain
hour when I made the apt 4 days prior. Reminded them of that when I showed up to
the apt 1 hr & 15 min prior to the time I had to be at work. No one came to talk to me
about them running late until I let them know I had to leave... Then they weren't
apologetic or acomodating when trying to reschedule... I personally want way better
attention & service when dealing with the one I love. They are obviously too busy for
the amount of patients they have. Felt like a # at a deli more than my future vet.. Went
elsewhere & got taken care of properly & treated like my dog was important to them...

NPS:

by Matina Demourkas on 2016-12-08

the staff were very professional and courteous, and met our customer service needs,
and took great care of willy while we were there,merry xmas and happy 2017 to all of
the staff&management team and vets.thank you very much, matina/nick Demourkas

NPS:

by Raquel Do Carmo on 2016-12-07
We absolutely loved the clinic! Staff was helpful and courteous and clinic was very
clean and neat. We are so happy to have become clients! Thank you!

NPS:

by Vickie Merenbach on 2016-12-06
Your kind staff did a great job, as always.

NPS:

by Mark Matthews on 2016-12-04
Excellent, prompt, friendly, insightful veterinary care.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-03
I was glad to be able to bring my cat for the first time, get her wound tended, and get
clear care instructions -- quickly, on the same day I called. Wish there was a little
more parking near the clinic, but it worked out.

NPS:

by Nikki Ramirez on 2016-12-02

We were searching for a new vet clinic when a friend recommended St. Francis. I was
not disappointed! The staff and veterinarian were so nice and knowledgeable! They
even had hypoallergenic treats for my very allergic dog. They are also very
reasonably priced! I would recommend them to anyone:)

NPS:

by Ruth Agarano on 2016-11-30
Everyone, from the ladies at the front desk to the doctor seeing my Kashi treats us
with kindness and respect. They listen to my concerns and answer any question I
may have.

NPS:

by Evan Langenbach on 2016-11-29
Everyone is so friendly! I always have a good time.... especially meeting new patients
while waiting for our appointment...

NPS:

by Liz Justo on 2016-11-29
Friendly service

NPS:

by David Fleischer on 2016-11-29
Always a wonderful experience. The team there including Dr. Harman and the
assistant, Megan, clearly love dogs and always do a wonderful job.

NPS:

by Sandra Cable PHONE on 2016-11-28
caring and helpful

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-11-27
Amazing as always!

NPS:

by Lisa Kaftori on 2016-11-27
Very pleased, as always,with the care our Labrador Max received at St. Francis Pet
Clinic.

NPS:

by Dino & Sandra Rubio on 2016-11-26
Thank YOU for all the special attention you gave Neka, our Min Pin. She is doing
great just one day after having had a piece of fox tail in her eye. She had a grey
cloudy eye yesterday and today she is back to her ol self. She has these beautiful
brown eyes! All cleared up in 1 office visit! amazing!!!!

NPS:

by Laura & John Bridley CC# on 2016-11-26
Our Springer Clara always loves the whole staff at St. Francis, and we owners are
indebted to Dr. Harmon for saving her young life when she ate a bee and had a
serious reaction. They are always kind, loving and thorough.

NPS:

by Heather & Mark Munoz on 2016-11-23
We love the staff at St. Francis. Thank you for squeezing us in before the holiday!
Happy Thanksgiving to you all!

NPS:

by Abby Honikman on 2016-11-23
Always appreciate all the staff and especially Dr. Lawrence, who always takes such
wonderful care of my little dog. Thank you!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-11-22
The care my cats, and I, receive at St. Francis Pet Clinic is beyond excellent. They
are compassionate, caring and very, very thorough. Dr. Harmon is the only vet I have
ever had that calls daily (if necessary) to see how we are doing during an illness, after
a procedure, or a change in medication. She never rushes or makes me feel as if I
am taking too much time. I can not say enough good things about Dr. Harmon and
her staff and their carrying on Dr. Faro's legacy. Thank you!

NPS:

by Kara & Bryn Home CC# on 2016-11-18
We love Dr. Harmon and all staff at St. Francis. We have been seeing her for over 7
years and recommend her to everyone that asks!

NPS:

by Bobbi McGinnis on 2016-11-18
Timely and helpful

NPS:

by Jill Nida on 2016-11-18
Very good

NPS:

by Nancy Foerster on 2016-11-08
I just love this office! They are very accommodating, friendly and professional. My dog
had an eye infection. I called at 7:00 am and was given an appointment at 8:30!! This
was very helpful for myself and my dog! The technician, Doctor and office staff were
wonderful. I trust this office and will continue to go there as long as I have pets. The
best!

NPS:

by Karen Rabin CC# on 2016-11-06
Of course you guys rock and I appreciate you being so available to Skye and I. I think
getting this email to rate you means you have gone digital!! Good for you SFPH!! Let
me know if you ever need me! I am here for you and when people ask me where to
bring their pet... I don't hesitate to mention some of the others but I am quick to add
"IF YOU WANT THE CLINIC THAT HAS THE MOST COMPASSIONATE TEAM OF
PEOPLE WHO WILL EVER HANDLE YOUR PET... you NEED ST FRANCES PET
HOSP!! And I mean that from first hand experience and seeing the back side of many
clinics! Karen Rabin, dvm.

NPS:

by Heather Smith on 2016-11-02
Dr. Morgan and the vet Tech were thorough and extreme helpful. They spent a lot of
time with us and helped me understand the X-rays and prescriptions. I'm most
pleased with the visit. Excellent service and friendly staff as always!

NPS:

by Jeff Schlossberg CC# on 2016-10-31
I love our vet and most of the staff, however I've experienced two service failures in
the last year.

NPS:

by Caroline Taylor on 2016-10-30
Super Visit...thank you...always a pleasure, even for Bode!!!

NPS:

by Kristin Isaac on 2016-10-29
Thank you Dr. Oliver for providing compassionate and transparent services....Super
appreciate the care for my dog and me!

NPS:

by Abby Rappoport on 2016-10-28
Getting Maxwell's booster shot was quick and easy. The office is always clean and
the staff are always kind and professional.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-10-28
Always happy with the care at St.Francis Pet Clinic.

NPS:

by Mike Cordero on 2016-10-27
Every one I came in contact was very friendly and they took care with my dog Loila

NPS:

by Melinda Muro on 2016-10-27
Staff at st. Francis are very welcoming and friendly. My Dog is always excited to see
the staff and dr at clinic. You know that its a good sign when your pets knows that the
clinic that they are established at that they feel loved ,welcomed and greeted every
time they enter the facility.So if your new or just looking to find a good pet clinic look
no further st. Francis is the place for your loved pets . .

NPS:

by Melinda Muro on 2016-10-27
All the staff at st. Francis are very welcoming and friendly. My Dog is always excited
to see staff and dr at clinic its a good sign when your pets knows that they are loved
greeted, and comfortable at the clinic they are established at....

NPS:

by Elaine Rudin CC# on 2016-10-26
Wish teeth cleaning for dogs was less costly.

NPS:

by Sandy Widstrup on 2016-10-26

St Francis pet clinic is always awesome! Your staff is os cheerful and good with my
dogs, Dr. Harmon is kind, gentle and never tries to talk me into extras. I feel safe
bringing my furry kids to you and value your clinic! I have sent many people to you
over the years because I know it's a solid referral. Keep up the great work!

NPS:

by Amy & PJ Cosentino on 2016-10-25
We have loved all of our experiences thus far with St. Francis Pet Clinic. The team is
so kind and welcoming to our pup; we can tell that he has no anxiety about going to
the vet, which makes us happy! The doctors always explain things very thoroughly to
us, and give us our options. As first time, loving and concerned pet parents, we could
easily be talked into more expensive treatments or precautionary measures. We are
thankful that the staff does not take advantage of that, and instead give us all of our
options & helps us make the best decisions. They help keep our boy at optimal
health!

NPS:

by Storee Valenzuela on 2016-10-25
St Francis is the best!! Always a great experience for me and my dog.

NPS:

by Gil Tahanian on 2016-10-22
We had our fist visit to see Dr. Harmon and she and the entire staff were wonderful
and caring. We have found our vet and couldn't be happier..

NPS:

by Ellie Altomare CC# on 2016-10-21
You are the best!

NPS:

by Frank and Charlotte DiTirro on 2016-10-20
Great service!

NPS:

by Liz Gates on 2016-10-19
Simply the best!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-10-17
I bought a bag of food and the experience was nice!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-10-15
Professional & very kind.

NPS:

by Rich and Jill Dixon on 2016-10-10
We love having you as our vet. We always feel we taken care of and that our dog is
getting the best. Thank you!

NPS:

by Tom & Diana Lackner on 2016-10-10
We have been going to St. Francis for over 30 years and have never had a bad
experience with any of our pets.

NPS:

by Kody Kuckuck on 2016-10-08
I will always continue to come back to St. Francis for all of my dogs needs. The staff
is extremely friendly and helpful. The veterinarians are awesome and work in a very
efficient manner to take care of your pet. I always feel so welcomed. Thank you for all
of your hard work. -Kody (Kali & Azula) :)

NPS:

by Shawn Southgate on 2016-10-08
The staff is always so loving and caring with my dog even though she is a big wimper.
Dr Morgan is the best vet in town and is always so good with my Ninya.

NPS:

by Rosa & Reynaldo Lopez on 2016-10-06
staff was very friendly and doctor was thorough and explained everything that was
going to be done

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-10-05
Fantastic Vet Clinic. I would recommend Dr. Harmon to anyone.

NPS:

by Jack Franklin CC# on 2016-10-04
Very nice and helpful. Been going here for years and wouldn't go anywhere else.

NPS:

by John and DeAnne Hartman CC# on 2016-10-03
Dr. Lawrence and staff have taken such good care of Pinkie, with her sickness, then
when she got hit by a car. Love love love St. Francis peeps

NPS:

by Claire Pendergast on 2016-10-03
The staff at St, Francis is the absolute best! From the Vetinarians to the front desk
and everyone in between are the most compassionate, kind, competent and caring
group of people. I recommend St. Francis all the time!

NPS:

by Sheila Hummel on 2016-10-02
We ere able to make an appointment at short notice. Staff is orofesional and caring.

NPS:

by Vickie Merenbach on 2016-10-02
Always a great experience. You guys are the best.

NPS:

by Ron and Edie Robertson on 2016-10-01
As always, our CockaPoo, Wally Wednesday, is well-looked after. Wally responds to
gentle care. This is the only Veterinarian's he visited. We selected it because of its
reputation, and it is a good choice for us. Close to home and always available by
phone if needed.

NPS:

by Becky Kelber on 2016-09-29
Always friendly. Very timely. And they love my pups

NPS:

by David & Kaylyn Fierro on 2016-09-27
We love St. Francis! Very caring and helpful staff! We will continue to bring our newly
adopted dog.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-09-27
The appointment was quick and thorough. The staff was very friendly and made us
very comfortable.

NPS:

by Aurora Gigon on 2016-09-27
As Usual, great friendly service and amazing staff.

NPS:

by Kristine Pacheco on 2016-09-23
Thank you so much for making me and Hilda feel welcome and comfortable. Dr.
Morgan answered all my questions thoroughly. We look forward to our next
appointment!

NPS:

by Felicia Saunders on 2016-09-23
The staff were pleasant and efficient.

NPS:

by Brooke Robbins on 2016-09-21
This is our third cat we have taken to you guys and it's always an amazing
experience! Everyone is so kind that works there. Couldn't ask for a better vet.
Thanks for everything you guys do!!!

NPS:

by Roberta Overby on 2016-09-20
Love these guys. Dr. Morgan was so informative and helpful - took care of my
precious cat Sweetpea and has wonderful bedside manner for us humans too. The
front desk staff are always lovely. So glad I was referred to them a couple of years
ago. Thanks for taking care of my family.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-09-20
I had a great experience. We just moved in the area from NC and this was our cat's
first visit to the new vet. Our cat got out of his cardboard box in the car and I arrived

having to hold it shut. The staff was very sweet about it, I didn't have to wait long and
they came over to me while I was keeping our cat in the box. They didn't pressure me
to get vaccinations, which I dislike from other vet offices. The only thing I didn't like
was I asked them if they could throw the box away for me because I got a new one
and couldn't carry both home without a second trip. They said they would take care of
it and were very nice, however, when I checked out and went to pay they changed me
4 dollars to throw it away saying it was "hazardous material". I wish they would have
just told me that as I paid over 50 dollars for the visit itself and over 20 for one shot
and 30 for another. The bill was already very high. I didn't like that. But all in all my
experience was good.

NPS:

by Rick & Carol Wilson on 2016-09-20
Always a good visit for Magie and us. Dr Morgan is kind, gentle and has an answer
for what we are concerned with.

NPS:

by Jennifer & Victor Plana on 2016-09-18
Dr. Lawrence always kindly takes the time to answer all my questions and provide
information on the best care for our lab Jordy, and the wonderful staff and vet techs at
St. Francis made our annual wellness visit (and all our visits, whether its dog, kitty or
bunny) enjoyable for all!

NPS:

by Mari Fullmer on 2016-09-17
All of the staff at St. Francis have been very kind, helpful, and knowledgable.

NPS:

by Heather & Jim McBride on 2016-09-16

Great Vet. Clinic

NPS:

by Diane Harding CC# on 2016-09-16
Top quality service, performance and treatment every time! My dog actually gets
excited to go to the vet because they spoil and treat him so well.

NPS:

by Chelsey Brown on 2016-09-16
Everyone was extremely helpful and kind.

NPS:

by Alyssa Somavia on 2016-09-15
Dr. Harmon and the staff at St. Francis are always so great with Mufasa! They make
our visits as stress free as possible and I trust their advice on how to keep my old guy
healthy. We recommend St. Francis to all of our friends with fur children. :)

NPS:

by Sue Green on 2016-09-14
Awesome as usual

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-09-14
We love St. Francis!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-09-13
Best vet clinic we have ever used!!!

NPS:

by Randine & Travis Manach on 2016-09-10
Great care!

NPS:

by Ed Meyers CC# on 2016-09-10
My dog actually stands and wags her tail whenever we pull into the parking lot at St.
Francis. I would too if I didn't have to drive.

NPS:

by Marguerite Berti CC# on 2016-09-08
Dr. Lawrence is great, as always.

NPS:

by Brooke Pelen on 2016-09-08
I couldn't be happier with St. Francis and Dr.Morgan. I know my dog always has the
best care and I'm always reassured when I leave the office.

NPS:

by Norma Hernandez on 2016-09-07
I was very pleased on how you welcomed and treated Duko. He's a very shy and
timid dog so he felt comfortable. Thank toy do much!

NPS:

by Allan & Paula Steinmetz on 2016-09-07
My dog and I would never go to any other vet. Woof

NPS:

by Carol & Robert Del Campo on 2016-09-07
very pleased

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-09-02
Thank you for an excellent job with my dogs nail trim!

NPS:

by Tisha Ford on 2016-09-01
Dr. Lawrence is the best!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-31
Everyone is friendly and eager to be helpful! Dr. Harmon has taken the best care of
my 2 cats!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-31
kind, professional, caring

NPS:

by Melanie Belanger on 2016-08-30
Dr. Harmon was very knowledgeable about Shar Pei's and their skin, feet and other
breed issues. She made friends with my shy dog quickly (the salmon cookies helped)
but so did her gentle nature and wonderful technicians Roxy! Thanks! :)

NPS:

by Niklas Knoph CHECK ADDRESS on 2016-08-29
I visited St. Francis Pet Clinic with my 65 pound Pitbull Terrier named Captain Blue.
Our appointment was the result of flees and loss of hair due to scratching. I was
highly satisfied and impressed by their service and price. Captain Blue is as happy
with their service as I am. Thank you St. Francis Pet Clinic!

NPS:

by Janet Servatius on 2016-08-28
I arrived early but the technician took me right in and came right back with my dog
after giving her two shots. She was quick, very pleasant and very efficient with all the
dogs and owners too. Thank you so much. I was very delighted

NPS:

by Karen and Greg Novak on 2016-08-27
Right from the start the experience was great. Megan was so friendly and positive.
We were a little bit late for our appointment but no complaints from staff. Our vet was
so friendly and also upbeat with our dog. Thank you Karen Novak

NPS:

by Storee Valenzuela on 2016-08-26
The best vet in town!! Love Dr Mirgan and the whole staff!!

NPS:

by Kathy Schmitt on 2016-08-26
Perfect

NPS:

by Leah Ball on 2016-08-25
Such kind and genuine staff. Very helpful and willing to answer any questions it was a
great experience!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-25
Very fast and efficient

NPS:

by Mary Sila on 2016-08-25
Love St Francis!

NPS:

by Scott Young CC# on 2016-08-25
It's only been a day and Bronco's doing better already.

NPS:

by Cynthia McNulty on 2016-08-24
We feel that our dog is loved and cared for at St. Francis!

NPS:

by Diane Randall on 2016-08-24
My experience was 100% positive as it always is !!

NPS: N/A

by Melissa (Melch) Chun CC# on 2016-08-19
Dr. Morgan is so nice. My dog Malana loves him, as well as the rest of the staff at St.
Francis!

NPS:

by Bob and Jackie Gonzalez on 2016-08-17

Courteous and all personnel obviously dog lovers. Doctors Oliver and Lawrence are
just wonderful!!!

NPS:

by Lupe Guzman on 2016-08-17
Love this place! Always wonderful and kind service.

NPS:

by Deborah Uphold on 2016-08-15
We totally trust Dr. Lyn Lawrence and the staff at St Francis Pet Clinic to take care of
our Baby! They are friendly and professional. Dr. Lawrence is knowledgeable and
truly listens to us as well as having a loving gentle touch with our much loved Beagle.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-13
Great experience for my dog and myself.

NPS:

by Delphine & Eric Tran Le on 2016-08-13
great as usual!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-10

Dr. Harmon is just so entirely down to earth, kind and easy to talk to that every visit is
good. Even if my cat is being an asshole (who can blame him). Also, the nice young
lady that checked us into the room was soooo great. She was super engaged and
genuine. I'm so grateful for this clinic. I wish we had been coming here longer.

NPS:

by Colleen Bramel on 2016-08-09
Our visit to St Francis was great. Rosie made herself right at home in the exam
room.There were 2 chairs Rosie took the one in front of the window. The wait was
short to see the Vet. the Asst. was very kind and gentle taking the temp and all,
cookies a plus.Dr. Morgan was very through, and took a good amount of time
discussing Rosie and some issues she has. Very helpful. I have been taking my dogs
to St Frances for over 30 years . They are the best.

NPS:

by Kristin & Randy Corpuz on 2016-08-09
The best.

NPS:

by Jenny Lesch on 2016-08-08
The blood testing was outrageously expensive. It was cheaper to put my dog to sleep
than to get a blood test!

NPS:

by Scott Travis on 2016-08-07
Best everything!!!!

NPS:

by Bill & Delane Krumm on 2016-08-07
We love Dr. Oliver and her attention to details with our dogs is unsurpassed. she
always has the right answers!!

NPS:

by Amy Andersen on 2016-08-07
Koda loves St Francis. The staff is so kind and loving with her and she feels it when
she walks in the door. They are patient with all my first time pet owner questions.
Lynne Lawrence is the best nd we have complete faith in her.

NPS:

by Jean Johnson on 2016-08-07
Each of the doctors at St Francis give excellent loving care to my Golden! I love how
they get on the floor with her and give her a nice rub down and petting!

NPS:

by W. David Walls on 2016-08-07
Everyone at St. Francis is friendly, welcoming, and emathetic. I've taken my dogs
there for excellent care for some 16 years.

NPS:

by Alayna Johnson on 2016-08-06
The staff is always curtious and incredibly helpful in answering my questions. We are
sad to be leaving Santa Barbara but we do hope to schedule vet visits for when we
are in town again, and to keep Dr. Harmon as our primary vet. Thank you for all you
do!

NPS:

by Carol Spence CC# on 2016-08-05
The BEST staff!! I love you all. Perhaps more importantly, my dogs love you too!! XX

NPS:

by Jose Paredes on 2016-08-05
Claire loved Dr. Rick. I did, too. He calmed her right away and was so reassuring that
we left the office with a bif load off. thank you so much for your excellent attention and
care. See you soon! Teresa

NPS:

by Laurence Hauben on 2016-08-03
Everyone at St. Francis was extremely friendly and helpful, and Dr. Rick took fantastic
care of my dog Lily.

NPS:

by Vickie Merenbach on 2016-08-02
Dr. Harmon

NPS:

by Jill & Mark Davis CC# on 2016-08-02
I wouldn't take my beloved fur babies anywhere else!

NPS:

by Barbara & Tom Collinson on 2016-08-02
Love the friendly staff and Dr. Harmon !

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-01
Everyone was so nice!

NPS:

by April Ennis on 2016-07-31
As always: very informative and pleasant visit

NPS:

by Wayne DuPont on 2016-07-30
I always love having Dr Harmon take care of our pets and her excellent way of
explaining things. The whole staff is helpful and friendly

NPS:

by Michael & Monica Mocny on 2016-07-29
Excellent! Always has been thats why we take our Pets there!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-29
Dr. Harmon was attentive and took her time to hear my concerns. I always enjoy
going to St. Francis - the staff are friendly and welcoming. It's a feeling of being right
at home. Thank you!

NPS:

by Anel Garcia on 2016-07-28
Great experience. It was a very safe and welcoming environment, and our vet Kelly
was amazing! Thank you for taking care of Normans needs. We appreciate it!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-28
The sweetest place and great staff

NPS:

by Rebecca Padgett on 2016-07-28
Wonderful staff and experience.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-26
Everyone is always so nice and takes the time to explain what is going on with my pet
and what needs to be done. Dr. Lawrence and staff are the best.

NPS:

by Jody Macallister on 2016-07-26
You guys are the best! And I love Dr Lynne; she's taken excellent care of my beloved
Timber for four years now! Wouldn't go anywhere else; thank you!

NPS:

by Ysidra Maria Munoz on 2016-07-26
Everyone is so friendly and inviting.

NPS:

by Beth Johnson on 2016-07-24
St. Francis Pet Clinic is terrific!

NPS:

by Jo Taylor on 2016-07-24
Great staff and office. Abby was happy to meet you all.

NPS:

by David & Kaylyn Fierro on 2016-07-24
Very caring and professional service. Our choice for vet care, even though we have to
travel from North Goleta.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-24
Friendly, caring staff and wonderfully compassionate Docs. Been visiting this clinic for
6 years and have only received the best of care for my two 50 pound pups.

NPS:

by Diane & Leslie Ekker on 2016-07-24
Lovely office. Wonderful staff! Our pup was well taken care of!

NPS:

by Benita Sachs CC# on 2016-07-24
Dr Harmon is very kind and caring. Even though Bruno was not helping and made a
simple procedure difficult.

NPS:

by Jim Underwood on 2016-07-23
Always friendly and professional! Was able to get an appt. on the same day! Always
happy with St. Francis! Have recommended SF to many friends!

NPS:

by Rick & Carol Wilson on 2016-07-21
Always pleasent when we come in.

NPS:

by Jerry and Georgina Dahill on 2016-07-21

Receptionist was very courteous and efficient.

NPS:

by Dawn Fargas on 2016-07-21
Five star! Everyone here truly cares about your pet and understands how their
owners are impacted by health issues of their animals/family members. All of the staff
are professional, warm, patient and knowledgeable. This is the place you want to go
for excellent and compassionate care from the front desk staff, assistants and the
doctors. Dr. Morgan was very thorough, kind, patient, knowledgeable (answer all of
my questions and more) and professional. Thank you all for taking care of Lola!

NPS:

by Barbara Allen on 2016-07-20
This positive review begins at the front desk. The staff was polite, efficient and
obviously loves their work. The time spent with us and our rescue dog by Dr.Harmon
was beyond what I expected. She took time to answer all my questions and was
extremely thorough in her exam. It was a pleasure to interact with her.

NPS:

by Michele Martin on 2016-07-20
It was a delight to meet Dr. Oliver. She was gentle with both of my dogs on their first
visit. It turned out my Black Mouth Cur, named Beau had an ear infection and my Mini
Daschund needed attention too. At my previous vet my little dog would over react
when the vet even touched him. He was very comfortable with Dr. Oliver, going with
her easily. We had a wonderful first visit!

NPS:

by Sarah LeBaron on 2016-07-20
Thank you for the personal service!

NPS:

by William James on 2016-07-19
Always a quick and easy visit! Love the staff too:)

NPS:

by Michelle Madril on 2016-07-18
For the first time I feel like my Vet (Dr. Harmon) has my pet's best interest at heart.
The staff is so friendly and attentive at St. Francis. So thankful that I found them,
prices are very reasonable.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-18
Excellent! My pup trusts them so much.

NPS:

by Elaine Rudin CC# on 2016-07-18
wonderful pet clinic we have been going there for over 4 years

NPS:

by Jenny Valenzuela CC# on 2016-07-17
I have consistently had good experiences, great place

NPS:

by Devin Scott on 2016-07-17
Always a great experience when we visit St. Francis. Everyone from the reception
desk staff, to the vet techs, to the veterinarians are so good at making our dog feel at
ease. They always give is several treatment options with pricing estimates before we
make any decisions. After trying three other pet clinics in Santa Barbara, we are
thrilled to call St. Francis our dog's home for check ups and treatments.

NPS:

by Carol Gemberling-Stewart on 2016-07-17
I am always so impressed with the wonderful, kind and professional care that I
receive when I take my dear "baby dolls" in for a visit. Dr. Kellye and her staff will
always be my Veterinarians forever and ever. I hope that is clear as can be. I wish
that humans could receive such consistently high care at each of their visits! Thanks
again and again!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-15
Wonderful care, service and follow up!

NPS:

by Jim Pendergast CC# on 2016-07-15
Hubter's tail wags as he climbs the steps to SFPC - Hunter's vet is very caring and
knowledgeable; and, just as important, he spent time telling me in detail Hunter's
health issues. The staff is great and smile genuine grins as my 105lb boy sneaks
around the counter to get treats. SFPC is a great place for Hunter as he ages.

NPS:

by Connie & Dennis Feeley on 2016-07-15
The clinic is always a very friendly place to bring my dog. Staff are polite and
professional. The clinic is very clean, with no smells and is comfortable.

NPS:

by Bobbi King on 2016-07-15
they were quick to answer my questions. Very helpful

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-15
The appointment went well but I was very disappointed with the half hour wait for our
appointment with a technician, none the less.

NPS:

by Leslie Gascoigne on 2016-07-14
All of the staff was very friendly and helpful. Dr. Oliver rocks!

NPS:

by Carla and Terrance Early on 2016-07-13
I have been taking my pets to St Francis since I moved to Santa Barbara, they are
always kind, attentive, effective and courteous. Poquito, Schmeigel, Bandit and Kiki
thank you as well. :)

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-12
Ordered cat flea meds by calling in Kelly always courteous and professional had them
ready for me to pick up an hour later

NPS:

by Jennifer Kemp on 2016-07-10
The entire staff is always friendly and so efficient, they took great care of my Sonny

NPS:

by Russell Urquhart on 2016-07-10
Everyone was very friendly and took great care of our old boy Jack.

NPS:

by Aaron & Megan Bright on 2016-07-09
Amazing as always. Everyone is friendly and loves what they do. Thank you!!

NPS:

by Karen and Bill Gallivan on 2016-07-09
Attentive, caring, and knowledgeable! I adore the staff at St. Francis Pet Clinic - and
my dog, Emmet does too!!

NPS:

by Jerry & Lisa Lopez on 2016-07-07

great! always great customer service......

NPS:

by Jessica Regina on 2016-07-05
Dr Oliver is so caring and thoughtful. She listens to concerns and goes above and
beyond to address them.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-02
Dr. Morgan and all of the staff are such a delight to work with.

NPS:

by Caroline Taylor on 2016-07-01
Super...just for shots but Bode was FINE!!!

NPS:

by Sheena Lopez on 2016-07-01
They are great

NPS:

by Danielle & Brendan Dwan on 2016-07-01
We always feel like a priority! Dr Morgan is wonderful and the entire staff gave
personal and caring attention. Thanks for another great visit!

NPS:

by Allan & Paula Steinmetz on 2016-07-01
Excellent!

NPS:

by Adrienne Oliver *Staff* on 2016-07-01
Mr. B received the best care in the world from Doctor Oliver and her staff. Doctor
Oliver has super human/cat powers that allow her to talk to our animal in ways that I
can only describe as magical. Mr. B returned home with an aura of love and
understanding of his purpose in life. When he wants food he seems to try to say
"please" now and is less pushy. When he vomits on the floor he does it more calmly
and out of the way of traffic. Before he hunts down and pounces on one our kids he
meditates in the window sill signaling us of an imminent attack thus allowing us to use
our safe room in time. We are so happy Doctor Oliver keeps Mr. B in such good
health. I would highly recommend St. Francis Pet Clinic for top notch animal care.

NPS:

by Ann Rudolph on 2016-07-01
Wally's visit was a yearly examination - the exam seemed thorough, some weight
advice given and will be taken. Appreciated that the scheduled appointment was on
time.

NPS:

by Frank and Charlotte DiTirro on 2016-06-30
Dr. Harmon is amazing. She takes care of our dog as if it's her own. I always know
that "our" little Amelie will be well cared for at St. Francis.

NPS:

by Ransom Bullard on 2016-06-30
I have been entrusting the lives and care of three beloved dogs to the dedicated staff
at St. Francis Pet Clinic for the past 31 years. F***o became diabetic, but lived for 14
years with insulin shots from me, good food and lots of love. Then came B***i, whose
life was filled with running on the beach, adventures in the woods and rides in "her"
car. She was ignored by her previous owner and decided to adopt me and my
comfortable California King bed! Now, there's M****e M*e who was abandoned by her
owners at nine years of age! She loves living in the woods, digging deep holes to find
gophers and eating an organic diet of the finestkind. Yes, we must drive all the way
down the mountain to see the staff at St. Francis, but wouldn't you?

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-29
Dr. Harmon and staff are excellent! Highly recommend!!A+++

NPS:

by Chalice & Aaron Harkey on 2016-06-29
Excellent, Excellent! Dr. Harmon and the rest of her staff are top notch. I had tried to
go to a different Vets closer to home and was so disappointed that I went back to St.
Francis. Attentive, efficient, and always professional. There's no better vets than St.
Francis.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-29
Dr. Morgan was very kind. After his examination of Lena he explained what he
observed clearly, our options and then his procedure. We were kept well informed.

NPS:

by Katya Armistead on 2016-06-28
Stopped in to purchase Nextgard. The staff was helpful and friendly.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-28
Great care & service!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-28
Vet is great and front desk is both friendly and efficient.

NPS:

by Bobbie Kinnear on 2016-06-28
This Vet Hospital is the BEST

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-27
Complete, gentle in examining my 2 cats. Taught me how to brush feline teeth and it
worked!

NPS:

by Leanna Pearson on 2016-06-27

AWESOME PROFESSIONAL AND CARING STAFF!

NPS:

by Joseph Chapel on 2016-06-26
Dr. Morgan is always incredibly friendly, informative and definitely seems to have a
'pet first' mentality.

NPS:

by Julian Covert on 2016-06-25
Just feel like we are part of a family.

NPS:

by Holly Roose on 2016-06-24
You all are amazing and I really appreciate all you have done for Peri!

NPS:

by Laura Nunn on 2016-06-24
The staff at St. Francis Pet Clinic are very professional and take great care of my 3
dogs. I would recommend them to anyone looking for a great veterinarian.

NPS:

by Dana Polomski on 2016-06-23
Our visit to St Francis was great as always.

NPS:

by Nancy & Trey Pinner on 2016-06-23
Dr. Harmon is AWESOME! She really knows and understands both Holly and me,
and I am always made to feel like I'm a partner in Holly's health care. Holly whimpers
happily when Dr. Harmon walks in the room.

NPS:

by Trish Caron on 2016-06-23
Always a great experience! We love Dr. Morgan and all the staff!

NPS:

by Meghan Huffman on 2016-06-23
I love the entire office staff. They are always so sweet, caring and helpful!!

NPS:

by Barbara Ruh on 2016-06-22
Easy to get an appointment and my dogs' need were met with kindness and caring/

NPS:

by Mike Summers on 2016-06-22
The staff and vets are always very nice, professional, and all around awesome!
Rhythm (chocolate lab) loves coming in for check ups due to the warm and loving
nature the staff always extends to their patients. Cannot recommend them enough.

NPS:

by Sedef Buyukataman on 2016-06-21
i love dr. harmon

NPS:

by Magda Stayton on 2016-06-21
Everyone was so warm, welcoming. We're so happy to be in SB and to have found
you. We're confident Cooper will be in the best of hands if and when needed! Thank
you.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-19
Because the vet tech could not successfully give Loki his pills, she gave them to me
to give to him at home. This just doesn't seem right to me. But I did not argue the
arrangement at the time. I should have. I failed in the attempt so now the pills are
wasted, he is not wormed, and I wonder if I'll have to pay twice to have done what
should have been done when I was initially there. Plus, I'll have to make another trip
back into SB to have it handled. By somebody. Otherwise everything was handled
well and I have no other complaint.

NPS:

by Nicole Kraus on 2016-06-18
Basil and I Dr. Harmon!!!! Excellent Dr and person! Thank you!!!

NPS:

by Shaw McFarlan on 2016-06-18
Always excellent service at St Francis Pet Clinic! Thanks for always being there to
take care of Zion!

NPS:

by Ursula & Bob Dial on 2016-06-18
We were so concerned about an ear issue with our newly adopted dog as we had no
background on him. Dr. Morgan really put us at ease and after a procedure which
included anesthesia, a foreign object was removed from his inner ear. He's doing
great and without pain. They did a phone follow-up that showed their interest in our
pet. We wholeheartedly recommend them.

NPS:

by Heather Lilly on 2016-06-17
Dr. Morgan is always so kind and gentle. The technicians and front desk staff are
amazing, really helpful.

NPS:

by Michael Braverman on 2016-06-17
Always great. They are so nice and take great care of our pet.

NPS:

by Catalina Esteves on 2016-06-16
My experience with ST. Francis was great. The vet answered all of my questions and
recommended a different medication for my kitty's conjunctivitis that worked
immediately. I left feeling assured that my kitty would get better!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-16
PROS. The docs are very capable and take time to explain. The staff is caring and
friendly. The wait times are usually short. You are typically able to get an appointment
when needed. The office visits are reasonably priced. CONS: $$$. If there is anything
else required it will cost. It is hard to leave without paying $300 or more. There are
high prices for every injection and service. The care while very good is very
conventional. They will offer conventional options but do not have experience in
non-pharmaceutical choices. I don't have a lot of experience with other vetenarians in
SB but when there is a need we will continue to go to St. Francis but know it will cost
you.

NPS:

by Cassandra Fildey on 2016-06-16
always friendly and helpful.

NPS:

by Susanne Wood on 2016-06-16
Best vet in Santa Barbara: Dr. Lynne Lawrence Best pet clinic in Santa Barbara: St.
Francis Pet Clinic

NPS:

by Diana Frausto on 2016-06-15
Excellent service

NPS:

by Mary Lewandowski on 2016-06-13

The staff at St. Francis Pet Clinic are extremely accommodating and wonderful with
our pets! We were concerned for our dog because she had an injured paw and was
panting inexplicably. They were able to squeeze us in and treat her without a previous
appointment. Also, because our dog is not generally fond of males, they always try to
have her seen by a female whenever possible. They take great care in keeping our
dog comfortable and prevent any unnecessary anxiety. We love St. Francis!!

NPS:

by Jennie Kim on 2016-06-12
I am so happy that my friends recommended St. Francis Pet Clinic- Lincoln was
treated so well when I got there and I was provided with so much insightful
information on how to take care of my new puppy. 5 stars all around! Thank you so
much!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-11
Professional, caring & thoroughly competent.

NPS:

by Elaine Clark on 2016-06-08
You guys are the best!

NPS:

by Scott Travis on 2016-06-08
St. Francis Pet Clinic is beyond the best. I have never been to a better clinic. And Dr.
Morgan is the most knowledgable, personable and kind Veternarian my dogs have
ever gone to.

NPS:

by Liz Gates on 2016-06-07
The best!!

NPS:

by Terry & Ingrid Luna on 2016-06-07
The entire staff were so helpful and professional, and made my new kitty's visit
seemingly pleasant.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-07
St. Francis Pet Clinic is the best. I wouldn't trust my dog with anyone else.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-05
Everyone was pleasant and helpful. My only concern was that it could be cleaner. I
was concered when my puppy was going to be examined while on the floor. I asked
to pull the table down to complete the examine. The room I was, in my opinion was
not clean. I have recommeded a friend of mine to have his puppy checked there.

NPS:

by Michelle Greene on 2016-06-05
Service was fast, friendly and attentive. The staff are all wonderful. I have
recommended the clinic to many friends and family. I wouldn't go anywhere else.

NPS:

by Casey & Brianna Balch on 2016-06-05
Excellent facility and top notch staff.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-04
The office manager came out to answer all of my questions about fleas. Good, solid,
and free information.

NPS:

by Vickie Merenbach on 2016-06-03
The best!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-01
The Drs and staff are fantastic! Marlin loves them. He is treated with respect and so
much care. I always get phone calls from the Drs. Following up in treatmets after
visiting the clinic. I feel that there are always there when Marlin needs them. Thank
you!

NPS:

by Ann Marie & Hal Kopeikin on 2016-05-31
Simply the best vet clinic around! We love our cat and so did the caring staff at St.
Francis. Dr. Kelly Harmon is an amazing person and our cat immediately loved her.

Dr. Harmon also cared for our Beast---a 170 pound St. Bernard male who is a
handful! Dr. Harmon is patient and professional and REALLY takes time to LISTEN to
concerns. I know that St. Francis Pet Clinic is incredibly busy, but we did not feel
rushed and the vet gave ample time to check out both pets thoroughly. Everyone is
exceptionally nice and the vet techs are skillful...you can tell that these people love
their jobs...and our pets!

NPS:

by Antonio Hernandez on 2016-05-30
We took our dog in for a skin infection and the dr. checked him for that, but also
observed him well and noticed his eye problem. She was truly concerned for his
overall health. She was very kind to him even though he's aggresive. You could tell
she enjoys working with animals. We had a wonderful visit!

NPS:

by Raina Garcia on 2016-05-30
Excellent and caring, over all wonderful.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-05-27
I have never seen better treatment by a vet staff than at St Francis. My dog suffered
from aggression, and the knowledgable staff knew exactly how to work with her. I was
very impressed.

NPS:

by Carol Spence CC# on 2016-05-26
Fabulous experience, as always. Love you guys!! Xx

NPS:

by Matina Demourkas on 2016-05-26
Very professional and courteous!

NPS:

by Jody Macallister on 2016-05-26
You run a tight, but comfortable, ship there! So impressed with the friendly, helpful
office staff and LOVE Dr Lynne! Totally trust my critters with you!

NPS:

by Diane & Leslie Ekker on 2016-05-25
Very clean and bright space! The staff was very friendly, helpful and cheerful! The
doctor was wonderful!

NPS:

by Oscar Zavala on 2016-05-23
Very friendly technicians and the vets are genuinely concerned about my dog's
health.

NPS:

by Jim Underwood on 2016-05-22
Everyone was great! Brody was well taken care of and was even checked up on after
his surgery, which was really nice. Thanks to everyone who helped make his
neutering a success! We could not ask for a better experience!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-05-22
Staff always friendly and helpful.

NPS:

by Suzanne Austin on 2016-05-21
The staff here are compassionate and kind. Great attitude toward the customers and
really great advice on my pets health issues. I highly recommend all the docs I have
seen!

NPS:

by Sandra Cable PHONE on 2016-05-20
As always, friendly and reliable. Most important they take great care of the pets.

NPS:

by Amber Gomez on 2016-05-18
Everyone is so nice and very helpful. They always answer all my questions and give
me an honest answers. I've been taking my animals to St. Francis for about 8 years
now and wouldn't think of going to any other place.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-05-18
The People that work there really care about animals and pets. The doctors are
professional and take the time to get to know you and your pet.

NPS:

by Neil & Barb Botts on 2016-05-18
Very responsive to my questions and concerns about Ali.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-05-15
Very caring folk! They didn't break the bank to!

NPS:

by Kara & Bryn Home CC# on 2016-05-12
We always have the best experience with Dr. Harmon and the staff at St. Francis! We
highly recommend them to anyone that asks!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-05-11
The customer service is amazing and I wouldn't take my dog anywhere else.

NPS:

by Mia Trautwein on 2016-05-10
Dr. Oliver was patient and kind to our very excited and scared dog. Thank you!!

NPS:

by Jennifer Kemp on 2016-05-10
The entire staff is always so friendly and helpful :) even with Sonny's nervous energy

NPS:

by Mark & Tami Bennett CC# on 2016-05-09
Dr. Oliver is wonderful !!!!

NPS:

by Kim Garden on 2016-05-07
Dr. Oliver is compassionate, knowledgeable and informative. The clinic is clean and
people who work there are helpful and friendly!

NPS:

by Joann Bell on 2016-05-06
As always, Dr. Lawrence and staff were really "on it" in terms of being
communicative, attentive and caring. Dr. L. has cared for my little one for more than
14 years -- it is very comforting to know there is not only expertise and knowledge at
work, but also a sense that you, and your animal, are important.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-05-05
Dr. Morgan and the rest of the staff are amazing! Excellent customer service, care
and advice are given by all at St. Francis!

NPS:

by Azure & Ben Smith CC# on 2016-05-04
Always wonderful. Thank you for being able to board my dog for the day so she could
get the vaccines she was overdue for.

NPS:

by Victoria Feld on 2016-05-04
We always receive the best service at St Francis! Thank you for taking such great
care of my babies!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-05-03
My appointment was great overall! The staff is really friendly and is willing to assist
you in any way you wish!

NPS:

by Ransom Bullard on 2016-05-02
I have been counting on the folks at St, Francis Pet Clinic since 1985. Back then, I
brought in my Black Lab Frodo, who was so thirsty all the time that she drank salt
water at the beach! She had Diabetes, so Dr. Faoro wrote a prescription so that I
could purchase insulin and a box of 100 syringes (the old days) and with one shot per
day, Frodo lived for five more years. My Yellow Lab Maggie Mae, abandoned by her
previous owners at age 9!. felt no fear when I brought her in for a thyroid test last
week. She is a happy and very friendly dog who really enjoys barking at the other
dogs in the waiting room. There is so much love and caring for the patients at St.
Francis....just ask and you will get an immediate Woof ! and a friendly wag.

NPS:

by Columba Pedroza on 2016-04-30
The staff is very nice and they call back in a timely matter thay had my dogs mecine
ready right of way Very happy

NPS:

by Emmaly Knecht on 2016-04-30
Love our vet, they are nice and you don't wait long. They really show they care for
Lola.

NPS:

by Debbi Pearson on 2016-04-29
Always a pleasant experience.

NPS:

by Charlene Stahl on 2016-04-29
Dr. Harmon was wonderful. She was very helpful and caring towards my little puppy :)

NPS:

by Renee Bahl on 2016-04-27
always professional

NPS:

by Harlan Higginbotham on 2016-04-25

The staff are always friendly and helpful and my pet received excellent care.

NPS:

by Nona Polk on 2016-04-24
I love St. Francis, very friendly, clearly animal lovers and affordable!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-04-21
We saw Dr Morgan with our puppy. He was wonderful with the dog and took plenty of
time to talk with us and to answer our questions.

NPS:

by Mary Hickey on 2016-04-21
Perfect, as always.

NPS:

by Serena Singer on 2016-04-21
We had a wonderful first visit with Dr. Harmon. She was patient , caring and thorough.
Bella loved her and she answered all of my questions (that I remembered to ask
during the appointment!) The staff was also extremely friendly and caring.

NPS:

by Rachael Randall on 2016-04-20

Love St. Fancis Pet Clinic, they have the warmest staff, and you can truly see that
they LOVE animals and have your pets best interest at mind/heart!

NPS:

by Terri & Brad Jellison on 2016-04-20
friendly, quick and pleasent

NPS:

by William James on 2016-04-19
Every time I've been here I've had great service and it was fast to get in and out. The
employees are nice and very helpful. I'll be going back here when I need to.

NPS:

by Connie & Dennis Feeley on 2016-04-18
Mickie's last visit was great. People are cheerful, and helpful.

NPS:

by Bobbie Kinnear on 2016-04-17
Great office, vet and staff.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-04-17
Everyone is so nice and treats our Silver very sweetly.

NPS:

by Larry Koppelman CC# on 2016-04-17
Works for me and my dogs

NPS:

by Karen and Bill Gallivan on 2016-04-15
Loving, attentive, and expert care for both my dog and cat!! All their health needs
were evaluated and addressed - including making them as comfortable/relaxed as
possible in a stressful visit to the vet!! All the staff at St. Francis are terrific!

NPS:

by Chad Stewart on 2016-04-15
Great!

NPS:

by Bill and Sharon Bolton on 2016-04-13
Excellent as always

NPS:

by Leslie Quinn on 2016-04-11
You guys are the best!!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-04-09
I was happy with our visit, however, I was a little uncomfortable with the stress put on
getting dental work for my cat. I felt responsible for the plaque on his teeth when
really, what could I have done? I've had cats all my life and never thought once about
their teeth. Cats who lived to 17 & 18 yrs old. I can't imagine trying to brush them and
I sure can't afford the minimum $500 to have them cleaned more than once. Now I
am considering this expense mostly because I was made to feel neglectful. Most pet
owners cannot afford such an expense and shouldn't have to feel uncomfortable
about it. I brought my dog there two years ago to have his teeth cleaned to the tune of
$1000. I couldn't have paid for it. My then boyfriend did. There's just no possible way I
can pay that for my cat. I'm sorry to submit a negative review of our visit but I'm being
honest. On the up side, I very much like our vet and staff. Our visit was nice and my
cat was very comfortable. I wouldn't take my animals to any other clinic.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-04-08
The staff is accommodating and thoughtful. The staff is so gentle with our pets and
they always take time to explain our pets needs to us.

NPS:

by Marie France Sergent on 2016-04-07
I do believe it is outreageous to charge over $20 to clip dogs nails. I do not even pay
half to have my nails done. The Doctors are very professional and caring toward
Chipoe

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-04-03
Thank you for taking great care of Ruca. She always loves coming in for her
appointments, and hanging out with your entire team which makes my life so much
easier.

NPS:

by Bronwyn Green on 2016-04-03
Very helpful, as always. Thanks!

NPS:

by Peggy Rowland on 2016-03-31
Friendly, professional staff. Prompt service.

NPS:

by Katelyn Lynch on 2016-03-31
Office and staff have always been very friendly. My vet takes the time to explain
everything, is extremely gentle with my pet, and makes me feel very comfortable with
his course of action and why. Every visit, my vet has offered to reach out to outside
specialties to find out any other information that might help with questions I have. I'm
never felt more confident or comfortable in a vet's office before.

NPS:

by George Backman on 2016-03-26
Fine reception and efficient handling of everything.

NPS:

by Beth Johnson on 2016-03-26
St. Francis Pet Clinic is terrific. The technicians are great with the animals, and we
love Dr. Kellye Harmon, our vet.

NPS:

by Rebecca Miller on 2016-03-26
If you want the BEST doctor for your pet, then Dr. Kelly Harmon is the one for you.
She is so caring and loving that you feel as if you are with your best friend. 5 stars
doesn't come close to what she is worth! PRICELESS!! I am moving back to Chicago
and my little Juliette will miss her!

NPS:

by Heather & Mark Munoz on 2016-03-25
Thank you

NPS:

by Jill Nida on 2016-03-22
Thank you Dr. Kelly Harmon for your assistance.

NPS:

by Chad & Shelby DeWitt on 2016-03-20
Dr Harmon is such a compassionate and caring vet. I trust her very much with our
pugs. All the staff is very kind and welcoming

NPS:

by Ron and Edie Robertson on 2016-03-19

Wally is always cared for in away that understands that he is part of our family.
Parking is sometimes an issue, but I'm willing to work around that for Wally to be at
your clinic. Thank you.

NPS:

by Jenny Valenzuela CC# on 2016-03-19
We were really scared to get our elderly dog's teeth done but with the expert care and
love that the staff give our best friend we know we are in good hands. Our dog has
done wonderfully under the care of Dr. Morgan and the amazing staff. We are so
grateful for the work they do, truly a blessing, Thank You!!!

NPS:

by Frank & Karen Willey on 2016-03-18
Excellent animal hospital/vet -

NPS:

by Jane Kingkade on 2016-03-17
The experience was excellent and service was fast and thorough and I will always
take my pets to you the staff were very nice and welcoming. Thanks for your excellent
service

NPS:

by Marsha Wright on 2016-03-14
I appreciate the Dr. and staff. Always takes the time to answer any questions and
great customer service. Thanks!

NPS:

by Vickie Merenbach on 2016-03-13
Super awesome!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-03-12
My 20 year old cat, 8 yr. old dog, and I, ALL LOVE Dr. Lawrence and the staff !

NPS:

by Lynn Hurley on 2016-03-12
The entire staff is friendly, knowledgeable, attentive and professional. I love this
place!

NPS:

by Katherine Griffin on 2016-03-12
Everyone from the front desk to the doctor was so kinda, patient, and helpful with my
nervous dog and I. Absolutely love this clinic! I will never take my dogs anywhere
else.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-03-09
I picked up my refill for Willie's prescription and was very grateful that they cut the pills
in quarters for me.

NPS:

by Sean & Anna Dearth on 2016-03-08
Great staff. Very helpful and passionate about what they do. Amazing experience.

NPS:

by Rick & Carol Wilson on 2016-03-06
Great staff. Was treated very politely when I came in by receptionist. Friday afternoon

NPS:

by Mike Daly on 2016-03-06
Great, as usual...all very friendly and supportive!

NPS:

by Anhlan (Taylor) Tran on 2016-03-06
Staff was helpful and friendly. Dr. Oliver was great! Rates were given before any
treatment or procedure. Very upfront and honest. Baby Cat and Cody are excited to
find their new vet in Santa Barbara!

NPS:

by Kristin St. John on 2016-03-05
Worst experience in my life to have our 18 year old cat paralyzed and suffering
severe pain from a rabies shot. And the worst part is the doctor never informed me of
the seriousness of the vaccine or possible side effects. There was no need for this to
happen and my daughter and I are devastated. Here is her facebook post today. The
reason this post is called, "The Amazing Tiger," is because this is the third time I have
been home for 48 hours at my cats side nursing him back to health. I cannot stand to
see animals in pain. They are so helpless but also have an insane fight and will to
live. Animals do not want to die. They too experience joy and love; trust me, my cats

been been kicking coyote ass for 18 years just for one more day to eat tuna and bask
in the sun. Tiger is our little furry, six-toed (polydactyl cat, google it) cranky ass,
miracle. Coming from an abused family, to a very severe coyote attack, then a bobcat
attack and now an allergic reaction to his rabies shot he got yesterday. He can't
move. :( I am going to one day write a childrens story on him called, "The Amazing
Tiger." But for now I am not leaving his side-Spoon fed baby food, forced shots of
pain medicine and some pee on my leg is worth the fight to give this guy another day
in the sun. Pray for Tiger! xx

NPS:

by Jennifer Hardin on 2016-03-05
My little pup is on the shy side. While making a purchase, the girls up front helped my
nervous guy feel more relaxed in the office with cookies and kisses. By the time I was
ready to go, he was calm and happy . I can't say enough great things about St.
Francis!

NPS:

by Victoria Feld on 2016-03-05
I absolutely love everyone at St Francis. No matter which vet one of my babies sees
we are always so well taken care of. Thanks so much you guys!

NPS:

by April Montoya on 2016-03-04
Thanks to everyone for taking such great care of Bella. I appreciate it so much.

NPS:

by Rosa & Reynaldo Lopez on 2016-03-04
doctor was very nice and knowledgable, felt very comfortable at the appointment

NPS:

by Jennifer Higgins on 2016-03-03
Michelle was informed and friendly. I know my dog will love her! The
receptionist/assistant was great, I'm sorry I don't remember her name- she helped me
on the phone and remembered me when I came in, thanks for the service and warm
welcome.

NPS:

by Nick & Megan Cassidy on 2016-03-02
The staff at St. Francis are all incredibly warm as well as knowledgable. They really
take the time to make sure they've covered all the bases with our dogs and are
thorough in educating me and my husband on how to utilize any meds our dogs may
need. Missy was particularly wonderful in our most recent visit! We have been seeing
Dr Morgan for about 2 years and we always know that our dogs are in capable and
loving hands.

NPS:

by Courtney Gutierrez on 2016-03-02
I have been working a lot with my dog, Bear, to get him to be more socialized. The
staff at St. Francis Pet Clinic make him feel super comfortable and I can tell he is not
as nervous when going to an appointment as when we first started going. The staff is
very friendly and accommodating. I have enjoyed every visit I have had with Dr.
Morgan and have never left feeling that I was not being heard or that Bear's needs
weren't being met. Thank you!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-03-02
I feel special when I bring my dog to St. Francis Pet Clinic. The entire staff is friendly,
knowledgeable and kind. I am so happy that I switched to them. They truly care!

NPS:

by Henri Albert CC# on 2016-02-28
Easy and efficient for refill, cheerful and friendly desk personnel.

NPS:

by Lesa Crocker on 2016-02-28
Always I feel like I am loved at St Francis. Thank you everyone at St Francis.

NPS:

by Geness Lorien on 2016-02-27
St. Francis always takes great of my animals, and is very friendly and
accommodating! My animals are always safe with them; I know I can trust them. A
lovely, caring clinic, reasonable, professional and kind.

NPS:

by Colleen Bramel on 2016-02-26
Rosie can be difficult, and doesn't do real well around other dogs. Therefore the asst.
toke her to the back and her needed shots were given to her there. Everything went
well as usual. We love St Frances Pet Clinic they are all very caring, and loving
towards all animals they care for.

NPS:

by Dimitri Chalupka CC# on 2016-02-26
Doctor Morgan is great !!

NPS:

by Jane & Tom Kern CC# on 2016-02-26
The doctors and the personnel are always over-the-top friendly and accomplished.

NPS:

by Dorothy Padilla Dyruff CC# on 2016-02-25
excellent, caring,friendly and efficent

NPS:

by Eric & Jennifer Nichoson on 2016-02-24
For many years our pets have received the highest quality care at St. Francis Pet
Clinic. Not once have we had a negative experience. They are the best vets in Santa
Barbara!

NPS:

by Ellen Schipper on 2016-02-24
The receptionist helping me is one of the best. She knows my name and is always
smiling. She is efficient and keeps my file in her hands for any references needed.
She has been with the clinic for a long time. I was lucky she was on duty.

NPS:

by Nicole Kraus on 2016-02-23

I love St. Francis Pet Clinic more than I can express. Everyone there is genuine,
loving and real. Dr. Harmon is amazing. She explains what's happening in a
comforting detailed way that is gentle yet exceptionally approachable. Thank you all
so very much for helping with all stages of our boys lives. We love you! Thank you!
Basil, Nik and Seven

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-02-23
Very sick 14 month French Bulldog. He was sent home with an anti-biotic and bland
dog food for his diarrhea and lethargic behavior. We had to rush him the next day to
VCA where he was severely dehydrated, low blood sugar, extremely lethargic and put
on an IV to bring him back. It was touch and go for 12 hours. He was diagnosed with
Addison's. I wish Dr Morgan would have thought out of the box to other possibilities
rather than jumping to giardia since it going around. St Francis has been my go to Vet
but not anymore.

NPS:

by Jack Franklin CC# on 2016-02-20
Great place for your pets. Always nice people. Been here for a long time. I do miss
Ron though

NPS:

by Christine Beach on 2016-02-19
Thanks for taking great care of Gemma with her Giardia! You guys are the best!

NPS:

by Caroline Taylor on 2016-02-19
Good, as always..

NPS:

by Frank and Charlotte DiTirro on 2016-02-18
Love, Love, Love Dr. Hartman. She's so amazing, gentle and attentive to our dear
fuzzy baby

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-02-18
Kind. Helpful. Knowledgable. Trustworthy. Safe

NPS:

by Paula Brown on 2016-02-18
Dr. Harmon is our favorite! She gives the best care and is super thorough.

NPS:

by Bobbie Kinnear on 2016-02-17
Super clinic, super staff, super docs

NPS:

by Connie & Dennis Feeley on 2016-02-17
We always receive great service.

NPS:

by Mimi Elder CC# on 2016-02-16
Outstanding across the board! Dr. Adrienne Oliver is clearly an expert and
well-trained DVM who showed great compassion and skill for all four of the dogs (one
very ill Rescue; three of my own) that she has seen so far. Her interactions with me
have been kind, empathetic, detailed, scientifically sound, respectful of my knowledge
base, and practical. Staff Melanie, Anjelica, Susie, and many others were
experienced, friendly, prompt, efficient, remembered my animals, and all interacted
with them as if they TRULY CARE. Have already referred a number of other clients
and will continue to do so.

NPS:

by Susanne Wood on 2016-02-16
Excellent care, as always, for my dog. And they got us in within an hour and a half of
calling for an appointment. Thank you St. Francis.

NPS:

by Ken & Elizabeth Sorgman on 2016-02-14
Always friendly attentive service. Lucy loves Dr. Morgan! Ken Sorgman

NPS:

by Tom & Diana Lackner on 2016-02-14
Friendly, animal-loving staff. Thanks for taking care of all our pets over the years.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-02-13
Staff was great - as usual!

NPS:

by Alayna Johnson on 2016-02-11
The staff are always willing to listen my concerns, and they go the extra step to make
me and my pup as comfortable as possible.

NPS:

by Carol Gemberling-Stewart on 2016-02-09
My appointment was a follow up to recheck an issue that I didn't want to reoccur. Dr.
Kellye was kind enough to bring in some charts to show the anatomy and then teach
me how to examine the area that needed greater observation. She is always so
supportive and demonstrated great patience throughout the visit. This visit
exemplified the best in prevention and patient education. Thank you Dr. Kellye and
staff.

NPS:

by Jill & Mark Davis CC# on 2016-02-03
The staff and vets at St. Francis exemplify extraordinary service. We have been
taking our fur babies here for over 10 years and wouldn't think of taking them
anywhere else!

NPS:

by Susan Gibson CC# on 2016-02-02
Always a pleasure

NPS:

by Katelyn Lynch on 2016-02-01
The staff was very nice and helpful, the vet was fantastic and answered all of my
questions. The experience was very easy.

NPS:

by Claire Pendergast on 2016-01-31
I love the staff at St. Francis. Everyone is super kind, helpful and very knowledgeable.

NPS:

by Christina Tolbert on 2016-01-30
Staff was nice and we were in and out

NPS:

by Rocio Cardenas on 2016-01-30
Always the best! Thanks to Dr. Oliver I have a happy pain free fur any!

NPS:

by Martha Sundholm CC# on 2016-01-29
Amazing

NPS:

by Linda Ritter on 2016-01-26
Five stars all the way!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-26
Everyone at the clinic is always very friendly and welcoming. They are very attentive
to every pet that walks in. It truly feels like you are surrounded by friends. Dr. Harmon
is a very kind, patient and loving physician. She is definitely someone you want on
your pets side did health care.

NPS:

by Debbie Reginato on 2016-01-26
St Francis pet clinic is the best. The staff is amazing and the vets care not only about
your pet but also about their owner.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-25
Fantastic service!

NPS:

by Angelica Chavez on 2016-01-24
They are so nice. Even though we didn't call to make an appointment, they took care
of our dog very soon.

NPS:

by Joey Benaron on 2016-01-23

We love St Francis and Dr. Morgan. All the techs are great. We will always bring out
pets to St. Francis

NPS:

by Jenny Valenzuela CC# on 2016-01-22
Top notch customer care. I feel like the staff loves my dog as much as I do. Very
welcoming and calm environment.

NPS:

by Todd Henderson on 2016-01-22
Staff were excellent. Service was great.

NPS:

by Diane Harding CC# on 2016-01-20
I've bringing my dogs to St. Frances Pet Clinic for 16 years. The staff, service and
facility are the best in town!!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-19
Very informative and fast service as always

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-18

Bailey needed her Bordetella inoculation and I needed to consult with Dr Lawrence
about her allergies. Dr Lawrence knows Bailey very well and together we came up
with a workable plan.

NPS:

by Daisey Valadez-Miguel on 2016-01-16
St Francis pet clinic of Santa Barbara has the nicest staff. From the receptionist all
the way to the Dr's, everyone is so helpful and kind. My dog has been going here
since he was a puppy and even though I've moved from city to city (within the county)
I still come back to St Francis of Santa Barbara.

NPS:

by Melissa Abrams on 2016-01-16
Excellent, as usual!

NPS:

by Tina Cervantes on 2016-01-16
The whole staff is so nice. I really appreciate all the care and the follow up phone call.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-15
Techs and vets are attentive and kind. Impressed that techs know pet's names as
clients come through the door!

NPS:

by Robin Sager on 2016-01-14
Great staff that clearly loves what they're doing and knows what they're doing.

NPS:

by Alison Hansen on 2016-01-14
Fantastic! Dr. Oliver is the BEST! She is so smart and immediately correctly
diagnosed an intricate knee problem in my male dog, almost upon sight. I followed
her from White's Pet Hospital and have been thrilled with the change. The vet techs
are knowledgeable and so friendly. I already have referred several others.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-14
It's always wonderful to visit your site, I always feel confident that the doctors and
staff will treat my dogs with care and do their best. So glad I switched to your facility.

NPS:

by Diana Joyner on 2016-01-13
Saw a different vet because my dog needed to be seen ASAP! This vet (Dr. Morgan)
was great also! Super sweet to my dog Pongo;)

NPS:

by Kara & Bryn Home CC# on 2016-01-12
Every visit is always same, great service & friendly staff!

NPS:

by Joanna Krenich on 2016-01-12
Great service, very caring and helpful staff!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-12
Dr. Morgan was great with my dog real nice friendly all that, and she isn't typically a
fan of the vet or strangers. Same goes for Missy and the rest of the staff.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-12
We were treated very professionally as always and with plenty of TLC!!

NPS:

by Liz Gates on 2016-01-10
St.Fancis Pet Clinic is wonderful!

NPS:

by Dino & Sandra Rubio on 2016-01-09
Thank You for all your expertise, Neka, my 3yo Min Pin is feeling much better. I'm so
happy with her improvement. She was vomiting, had diarrhea and was just getting
weaker with her fever. Our gratitude can't be put into words. After loosing my Toy
Terrier at 16, last Sept 30. I couldn't bear another loss. Sincerely, Sandra Rubio

NPS:

by Brian Wainwright on 2016-01-08
I have a 14 year-old dog / best friend, so I have definitely seen my share of
veterinarians and pet clinics, and St Francis Pet Clinic is right up with the best of
them. The staff is very professional, yet completely personable. I tried a few other
highly rated vets around town, but didn't feel like they actually listened when I tried to
explain what was going on with my buddy. At St Francis, the vets listen and I feel like
they treat my old friend the way I would if I were also his vet. I'd recommend them to
anyone.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-07
Everyone there is always very friendly, helpful and caring. They listen to all concerns
and make follow-up calls.

NPS:

by Evan Langenbach on 2016-01-07
Everyone was so friendly and helpful. We also had a nice visit with one of your other
puppy patients & her owner.... it definitely made my puppy's experience better!

NPS:

by Jane & Joe Streiff on 2016-01-07
Dr. Lawrence is a caring vet

NPS:

by Jacqui Bravo on 2015-12-31
Dr. Lawrence was wonderful as usual taking good care of my dog, Tiny.

NPS:

by Devraj Maitra on 2015-12-30
Dr. Morgan anf Missy are amazing

NPS:

by Nicole Grossmann CC# on 2015-12-29
The care that Dr.Morgan and Missy give to my pets is just incredible. Dr. Morgan is so
loving and educated when ever I walk in the door I know my little family members are
in amazing hands! Missy is so sweet and helpful and so commited to the health of my
pet and educates me to. You can tell that everyone that works at St Francis loves
what they do and really care for the well being or everyone who walks in the door!
Thank you for the love and care!

NPS:

by Lesa Crocker on 2015-12-25
It absolutely does not get any better than this loving animal clinic. I feel like they cared
as much about me as my cat. From the dearest front desk assistant to the vet
assistant to the veterinarian, I was greeted with smiles and kindness and the vet even
gave me a hug as we left on Christmas Eve morning. Thank you all at St. Francis!!
My cat and I love you!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-12-24
Came in for a shot and asked if my pet's ears could be looked at as well. Was told
that a separate appt would be required for the latter. I understand appointments are
part of the business. I was simply looking for a "yes/no, this is a concern that should
be followed up on." As a client, my in person visits to your business are limited to
once or twice a year. It's of high value to get the most from those visits, even if it is
just an ancillary opinion.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2015-12-23
Outstanding treatment and care! I've taken my various pets to St. Francis for more
than 25 years and have never had a questionalble moment. They are first rate!!

NPS:

by Rachel & Steven Troost on 2015-12-22
I was able to get an appointment that very morning. Dr. Oliver saw us quickly and
shared her treatment plan with me clearly, also providing an estimate with options.
Always a great experience at St. Francis.

NPS:

by Barbara Ruh on 2015-12-22
Dr. Oliver is wonderful.

NPS:

by Dorothy Padilla Dyruff CC# on 2015-12-20
excellent care,very friendly staff, daisy and I always feel comfortable and cared for.

NPS:

by Mark Matthews on 2015-12-19
Five star service and amazing staff to the rescue!

NPS:

by Nancy Alexander on 2015-12-18
Dr. Morgan and the entire staff are true pet lovers! My dog actually looks forward to
going his visit. The doctor looks at past history for trends. Nancy Alexander

NPS:

by Chelsea & John Lancaster on 2015-12-18
OUTSTANDING, always!

NPS:

by Bobbi McGinnis on 2015-12-18
Had an excellent visit with Dr. Lawrence. Putts slept better than ever last night and
his itching has almost disappeared. Thank you so much for your help. No more Tree
Oil shampoo or flea baths for Putts.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-12-13
Dr. Morgan provides Bodie with excellent care! He always carefully listens to all of our
questions and takes the time to answer them and provide us with options. Great staff
at St. Francis too!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-12-12
I went for a second opinion on whether our dog needs surgery. Dr. Lawrence, the vet,
and her assistant were easily able to handle and make friends with my wiggly,
nervous dog. Dr. Lawrence was very patient with my questions, generous with her
time, and offered suggestions on other options while being frank and sympathetic

about the cost. When I checked out, all the names and numbers of the referrals we
discussed were given to me. I was impressed with the efficient and friendly front desk,
the calm and sunny vibe of the waiting room, and the compassionate manner of Dr.
Lawrence. It was such a nice experience, I decided to switch to St. Francis.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-12-11
Happy with the care, concern and time taken with my boy. He's not always an easy
patient but the staff are always kind and understanding to him.

NPS:

by Nadia Bernardi on 2015-12-11
Always very kind and helpful! Thank you for all the wonderful care you provide for my
pets!

NPS:

by Clanci Chiu on 2015-12-11
I always feel comfortable knowing my little guy is in the best caring hands when I
have to leave him at St. Francis. The staff and Dr. Lawrence are terrific.

NPS:

by Casey & Paul Nugent on 2015-12-11
Wonderful experience!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-12-10
Excellent experience...staff all efficient, friendly and welcoming. Dr.Harmon was
warm, friendly, interactive, informative and great with my little dog!

NPS:

by Kerri & Matt Boeddeker on 2015-12-10
Always a great job! Thank You

NPS:

by Sarah and Jordan Bentley on 2015-12-09
I have always had a great experience with St. Francis! They are always kind, efficient,
and genuinely care about my pet. They went above and beyond at my last
appointment and helped brush my cat's teeth (sounds strange but she was getting
plaque and needed it to be done). Thank you so much St. Francis!

NPS:

by Stephanie Stokes on 2015-12-08
As always, the technicians and Dr. Morgan were amazing.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-12-07
Friendly

NPS: N/A

by Tim Sisneros on 2015-12-07
My dog is a hard to deal with dog. Every time I bring him in, I feel like he feels safer
than he has at most other places. The staff here are awesome! I would highly
recommend then to anyone with any animal.

NPS:

by Carol Gemberling-Stewart on 2015-12-07
As always, EXCELLENT! Thank you so much.

NPS:

by Denice & Tim Dir on 2015-12-04
St Francis is the best! We've been going there for years! They are always so
personable and friendly. I love Doctor Harmon and Doctor Morgan and trust them to
my little fur children!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-12-02
I love St Francis! Dr Harmon is so patient and kind and it's obvious she really cares
about all her patients. Thank you for the work you do!

NPS:

by James & Norma Bernal on 2015-12-01
Everyone there shows a lot of love and concern for Halo. We love to take him there
for the expert care and attention given to our four legged member of our family.

NPS:

by Maria Richard on 2015-12-01
They are always very pleasant to all our family members including my daughter. I feel
very safe taking our four legged loved one to them.

NPS:

by Harry & Julie Hagen on 2015-11-29
Kody was well taken care of by Dr Morgan and the staff at St Francis.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-11-29
Quick call back to make appointment. Well-explained services.

NPS:

by David Fleischer on 2015-11-28
The staff is always friendly and professional. And Dr. Harmon is as wonderful with
dogs as she is with people.

NPS:

by Carolyn & Lee Savage on 2015-11-26
As always, top notch care!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-11-25
Lovely people, very informative, and caring towards my pet! I would absolutely
recommend to a friend.

NPS:

by Jeff Schlossberg CC# on 2015-11-25
The entire staff is very friendly and approachable. Clearly, they ALL love animals. Our
vet is, I am sure, representative of all of the vets at St Francis; caring, knowledgeable,
and helpful.

NPS:

by Tiara DuPree CC# on 2015-11-22
King is our child and that's why we trust St Francis

NPS:

by Jeroen Koornwinder on 2015-11-21
Always warm, friendly, helpful service.

NPS:

by Angel Cuevas on 2015-11-21
! Really!, nice staff, the doctors!! The best! Fells like home! ;) thanks, st.francis pet
clinic!

NPS:

by Ellen Simonson on 2015-11-20
I love this place, my doctor and the staff. I bring both my cat and my dog in and know
they are in the best of hands.

NPS:

by Rick & Carol Wilson on 2015-11-20
Always friendly staff.

NPS:

by Maria & Alan Cunningham on 2015-11-19
at St. Francis Clinic they are very nice, sweet and profesional. Every time I take my
Dog He gets the most loving care and attention. Thank you Dr. Harmon and everyone
at St. Francis Clinic.

NPS:

by Sandy Widstrup on 2015-11-19
Always excellent, your staff are wonderful with my little dog and patient,
compassionate and Dr. Harmon is exceptional.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-11-19
The staff at St. Francis is beyond caring! My pets always seem eager to walk inside
the building. They act as if they are there to visit with their best friends and are going
on a playdate. That is a great sign! As a pet owner I truly appreciate the
communication that both the doctors and technicians provide during and after our
visit. I often need to call St. Francis with questions as I have a couple of high-needs
pets and they always get back to me within the 24 hours. We have seen all of the
doctors there and they are all very learned and professional. Many of the staff

members have been there for a many years and know us by name but more
importantly, know our pets by name. We have high regard for St. Francis Pet Clinic
and recommend them highly. Thank you for all the years of EXCELLENT care!

NPS:

by Linda Reed PRE COLLECTIONS on 2015-11-18
Dr Lynn Martin is excellent, capable and caring.Front office staff is friendly, helpful
and efficient. Bottom line, you pet is in the best of hands.

NPS:

by Jenna Martinelli on 2015-11-18
Very thankful to have met Dr.Harmon and her amazing staff. Everyone is so friendly
and helpful. When my poor Karma was struggling last year with back pain they were
so supportive and helped heal her as quickly as possible.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-11-17
We love St. Francis and their staff.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-11-15
I always enjoy going to St. Francis Pet Clinic, everyone is so friendly.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-11-14

Welcoming, accomplished health care for my cherished pup.

NPS:

by Petra McPhee on 2015-11-14
As always great, friendly service!

NPS:

by Tere' Luciani on 2015-11-12
Dr. Morgan does a great job of paying attention to owners' concerns. He explains the
options in a clear and calm way which I really appreciate. The other doctors have also
been caring and helpful. The staff is organized and helpful and friendly.

NPS:

by Shaw McFarlan on 2015-11-12
My dog, Zion, and I are always so well taken care of at St Francis Pet Clinic. This
past instance I had to leave town last minute and the kennel required a vaccine that
we didn't have up to date. St Francis took me in the next day in a 2 hour window that I
had available, which allowed me to board Zion the next day. They're always
professional, honest and caring. Thanks to Dr Lawrence and Zineb and their support
staff!

NPS:

by Rhonda Beran on 2015-11-11
The last few appointments I had to wait beyond my scheduled time, but this time
everything went as scheduled. I feel very badly about my dog, Bridgette, giving the
technicians such a difficult time when trimming her nails. She's usually so good, but
we typically go to a groomer where we are present, so maybe that was the missing
ingredient and why she was so scared & required muzzling (I'm so embarrassed)!

NPS:

by Julie Nisbet on 2015-11-11
My visit was wonderful. I had a pretty bad experience at another vet's office so was
super apprehensive about this trip. Within minutes of arriving, Benny had lots and lots
of attention, making him feel very loved and relaxed. Dr. Harmon was great,
answered all of my questions and Benny was jumping all over her like an old friend by
the end of the exam. Thanks so much!

NPS:

by Cerena Childress CC# on 2015-11-10
Thank you for the loving care from the moment we come in to when we leave.

NPS:

by Katherine Griffin on 2015-11-08
Everyone was very helpful and patient with Sophie!

NPS:

by Michelle Madrigal on 2015-11-08
Iowa had such a wonderful experience. The Staff at St. Francis Pet Clinic were so
nice and friendly. They genuinely really cared about helping my dog get well also did
not overcharge me. Being on a tight budget with 3 kids , they understood and helped
me make good choices for my dogs care. I wanted to take the time for this server
because I wanted to share just how amazing they were . I feel lucky to have found
such a great Clinic. Sincerely, Michelle @ my little Westy snow star

NPS:

by Betty & Ken Pierskalla on 2015-11-07
Excellent staff . Dr. Harmon was very thorough . Bernie and I just love her.

NPS:

by Allie & Jan Kalas on 2015-11-04
Everyone in the office was great! I was a referral and I'm as pleased as the client who
referred me. Found a wonderful vet in Santa Barbara! Spent extra time with my
anxious dog trying to make him feel at ease.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-11-03
I had a great experience with Dr. Morgan. They got me in the same day I called.
Pricing is pretty standard (expensive but our babies are worth it). He really made me
feel like he knew exactly what he was doing and that he cared very genuinely. My pup
is back to his normal self. Thank you St Francis!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-11-03
Good advice and friendly

NPS:

by Shawna Dakides on 2015-11-01
I was visiting Santa Barbara with my dog & she came down with severe allergies &
needed some medication. I read the positive reviews for St. Francis Pet clinic and it
was walking distance from where we were staying so I walked in and they were able
to make time to see my dog & get her feeling better. Very kind staff.

NPS:

by Nicole Kraus on 2015-10-31
Fantastic visit. Basil and I always love coming to St. Francis Pet Clinic. You all help
ease my worries with my love, Basil. Thanks for the informative exam Dr. Harmon.
You are a special person. Also, Basil's nail trim was awesome. He's stealth-like now
when he's walking around. See you soon!

NPS:

by Ann Simon on 2015-10-29
You took care of our Kona girl before we all moved to Maui and now you are taking
care of our Hawaiian boy Keo - Thanks for giving them the love :)

NPS:

by Abby Honikman on 2015-10-28
I love Dr. Lawrence! I have been going to St. Francis Pet Clinic for the 2 years since
we got our dog, and she and the staff always take loving care of my pet! Highly
recommended!

NPS:

by Wendy & Larry Barels on 2015-10-27
I am a loyal customer to St Francis Pet Clinic. I was surprised it took 2 weeks to
schedule a tech appointment, but maybe that is because you are busier than usual.
But since this wasn't time critical, it didn't really matter. I did have to wait 1/2 hr for my
appointment and I understood there were some emergencies that preceded mine.
However, it seems like the time to process the payment could have been quicker. I
think I had to wait another 15 mins to get the bill taken care of for a procedure that
took less than 5 minutes!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-10-26
Dr. Morgan and each staff member I interacted with demonstrated an exceptional
level of compassion, understanding and professional courtesy. Despite the fact that
our shelter-rescue dog is having some serious social issues with other dogs and
made a scene in the waiting room, the assistants and techs were gracious and calm,
and even allowed us to wait outside and talk through her file there until the doctor was
ready for us. Dr. Morgan was very knowledgable and informative about how genetic
inheritance, training and physical discomfort/health issues can play into behavioral
problems, and was easy to talk to about the difficult rehoming decision we are facing.
This was my first visit, as we recently moved to Santa Barbara, and I would not
hesitate to return with our older dog or to recommend the practice to friends.

NPS:

by Devraj Maitra on 2015-10-25
Wonderful experience !

NPS:

by Heather Smith on 2015-10-25
As always I had a really good experience. Dr. Morgan was thorough and had all of the
answers to my questions. He was really sweet to Ziggy too.

NPS:

by Jill Nida on 2015-10-24
Thank you it was easy.

NPS:

by Andrew Wallop on 2015-10-23

I went in with my dog who had a 2 day old wound in his armpit. Dr. Lawrence was
very patient and explained all of my options. It is nice to have a vet that cares and is
not aiming to just get the maximum billing solution from a patient. The whole staff was
courteous and friendly and I felt that my dog was getting the best care possible.
Thank you!

NPS:

by Millie Turner on 2015-10-22
Quick response to refill requests for my pets' medications. Thank you so much! Great
service, friendly staff!

NPS:

by Julia Munoz on 2015-10-22
I appreciate the help we get over the phone without being required to make an
appointment, especially when our vet was out of time and received help with another
doctor.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-10-21
I am so grateful that the clinic was able to see my cat not only for a same day
appointment, but after I was 30 minutes late due to the unusually heavy traffic on
10/16/15. Thank you to all the staff at St. Francis!

NPS:

by Julie Danley on 2015-10-20
As always, The doctors and staff at St. Francis exceeded my expectations. I highly
recommend and will continue to refer anyone who asks, to St Francis! Thanks so
much for the excellent care and service!

NPS:

by Victoria Hudgens on 2015-10-19
I am Amazed with the Entire staff! They were sooo nice to me and my baby boy,
Baron. I am forever grateful for the girls that helped.

NPS:

by Denise Speer on 2015-10-18
Dr. Morgan is great, caring, patient and very thorough.

NPS:

by Jose Cruz on 2015-10-18
We have been going to St. Francis for about three years plus years and love it! The
staff is always so friendly and so helpful. Lady loves it because they spoil her with
attention and treats. She is always so calm and comfortable with the staff, they're just
so great! Also, very reasonable I always recommend family and friends to take they're
pets to St. Francis.

NPS:

by Jenny Valenzuela CC# on 2015-10-18
I was very pleased with the office staff and vet tech, they were all super friendly and
very nice to our chihuahua. Dr. Morgan was awesome, he handled my dog with love
and care. My dog actually relaxed a bit. I will definitely be back. I feel relieved to have
found a calm place to take my dog.

NPS:

by Marcia Spranger on 2015-10-18
Fantastic experience with Cooper's dental and extraction work. Prior to procedure,
great communication regarding estimate from front office and great communication on
what to expect during and post surgery from Dr. Oliver. I was concerned about how it
would all go and was on pins and needles the day of procedure. The spot-on contact
from the office and Dr. Oliver the day of and during the procedure was great. Cooper
had two cracked molars extracted and was up and running the next morning. Follow
up calls post surgery from the office were a nice touch and appreciated. Oh, if only we
humans could recover from health/dental incidents, and without any complaints, as
quickly and quietly as our canine luvs! Office is efficient and cooperative. Dr. Oliver is
wonderful, as always! Thanks to Dr. Oliver and St. Francis staff for everything!
Cooper concurs!

NPS:

by Rebecca Miller on 2015-10-17
I think that Dr. Harmon is one of the finest Vets in the country! My little Juliette loves
her and you can tell she is like "doctor mom" ! The entire staff is warm and welcoming
and they really care! 5 stars isn't really enough! Dr. Harmon is a 10 as far as I am
concerned! Thank you for taking care of my Juliette! :-) Rebecca Miller

NPS:

by Lindsey Kaplan CC# on 2015-10-15
Always a pleasure!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-10-15
The staff and particularly, Dr. Lawrence, are fabulous! I've been taking my pets here
for 20+ years and am still a very satisfied client.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-10-09
I am currently looking for new vets. Your service is awful. I hope people do the same.

NPS:

by Bob and Jackie Gonzalez on 2015-10-09
Staff are all very courteous, professional and exceptionally helpful!

NPS:

by Leanne Polacco on 2015-10-07
My dog, being a most sentient being, literally runs up the ramp to get inside. She
loves the doctors and technicians, is always treated with loving kindness and certainly
feels most comfortable there. Her issues have always been handled efficiently and
professionally, with wonderful communication and follow up. We wouldn't ever
consider going elsewhere.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-10-07
I get the best service for my Eddie and Bailey at St. Francis Pet Clinic. They are
exceptionally helpful and courteous. I know when I call they are reliable and truly
concerned for my pets. I can count on St. Francis Pet Clinic always. Great
professionals!

NPS:

by Lia Suzuki on 2015-10-06
I've been taking my pets to St. Francis for years now and have no intention of
changing. Great, caring staff. Highly recommend.

NPS:

by Tim Sisneros on 2015-10-05
My dog is hard to deal with at times and the team here understood that and was able
to help him out. I was late trying to get him ready as well and they were still able to
see me. Dr Morgan gave me great advice on how to treat my dog with separation
anxiety and referred a great behaviorist to help his his issues at home. I will be
coming back here for my dogs check ups! Thanks!

NPS:

by Liz Gates on 2015-10-03
St.Francis is always very good. I won't take my kitties anywhere else.
Compassionate, clean, and excellent care. Always five stars .

NPS:

by Natasha Bennett on 2015-10-02
They are so wonderful with Paisley!

NPS:

by Laurie Dalton on 2015-10-01
Always kind office staff and exceptional vet assistant and wonderful dr. Harmon

NPS:

by Frank Marino on 2015-09-30
Top notch! Dr. Harmon and Tech assistants were very thorough and professional.
Spenser says "Woof, woof- thanks for the cookies."

NPS:

by Emily Cash on 2015-09-30
We love all staff here. Especially Dr. Harmon!

NPS:

by Sheila Hummel on 2015-09-25
I called in for worm medication. They got it ready and my cat was on it in 24 hours. All
good.

NPS:

by Marilyn Gillard on 2015-09-25
Dr. Kelly Harmon is the BEST vet we have ever met. She is compassionate, caring,
skilled and has a great sense of humor!

NPS:

by Cat & Terrence Ladd on 2015-09-24
Henry Wolf is so lucky to be taken care of by Dr. Morgan and the amazing staff!

NPS:

by Debbie Iuele on 2015-09-24
The staff at St. Francis are efficient and friendly

NPS:

by Leslie Quinn on 2015-09-23
Always the best! Dr. Harmon and all of the staff show such great care!!!

NPS:

by Lara Kesselring on 2015-09-23
I was really impressed w the efficiency, knowledge and love they gave my dog. It was
one of my best vet experiences. I will be back, hopefully just for annual boosters and
such but if there is an emergency I know my dog is in good hands;)

NPS:

by Marcia Adams on 2015-09-22
Dr. Morgan and staff are awesome! They are so kind and loving to my two dogs,
Noah and Bentley. I highly recommend St. Francis!

NPS:

by Roberta Wilson on 2015-09-22
Although my regular vet was unavailable, I was able to see Dr. Harmon the next day.
She knew the problem and treated it and then called a week later to see how my cat
was doing. I am happy with the way my cat was treated and how quickly they saw
her.

NPS:

by Tom Hawkins on 2015-09-22
Our dogs get the best care and the staff is great! We changed vets three years ago
and it was a wise choice.

NPS:

by Edward Macias on 2015-09-21
I took my cat in 3 weeks ago now due to her throwing up more than usual and beside
the exam some blood work was done on Fri/Sat.. I was told I would be called on the
following Monday with results.. I was never called.. when I called on Wed. I was
pasted around to three different people with each person I had repeat the history and
name.. the 3rd person actual got annoyed with me because I said I had been past
around to 3 different people and I was not sure what was going on and could not get
one person to give me info.. so this individual told me they would call me back later
with test results.. another week has gone by and still have not received a call
regarding test results.. very unprofessional and sorry I paid $300 to get exam and
blood work at St Francis pet clinic will need to take my cat somewhere else now since
I never heard back from them and when I called the were very rude and told me they
would call me later.. still waiting for their call 3 weeks later.

NPS:

by Michael & Amy Carpenter on 2015-09-20
Great! Doctor Morgan is awesome! He and the techs do a great job with our lolly and
dispelling any myths her neurotic owners may have. I love St. Francis pet clinic! They
are always friendly at the desk and on the phone. I actually think that lolly would
probably just stay with them sometimes with the exception of the thermometer.
Thanks keep doing a good job.

NPS:

by Luz & Miguel Martinez on 2015-09-19
Amazing doctors and staff!!!!!!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-09-18

My dog was a new patient and we were so glad that she was seen within hours of our
phone call. Dr. Oliver and the whole staff were kind, warm and competent. Our dog
got great care and we are happy to have found the St. Francis Pet Clinic.

NPS:

by Jan Crandall on 2015-09-17
We love Dr. Harmon and truly appreciate the sincere care we receive from all the
folks at St. Francis Pet Clinic. Our dog, Dakota, actually pulls us into the clinic when
we arrive so obviously he has had only good experiences there. Thank you all so
much - I think that I have been going to St. Francis for over 30 years now! P.S. We
have also seen Dr. Morgan and Dr. Lawrence in the past and think they are also
wonderful, caring, and competent doctors.

NPS:

by Joanne Garcia on 2015-09-15
Dr. Harmon is very kind and patient! Beau loved her! He even gave her besos when
he met her.

NPS:

by Iliety Gomez on 2015-09-13
My pet has never been treated with that much love and attention in any other
Veterinarian's office. I'm delighted with how knowledgeable the staff is

NPS:

by Shaw McFarlan on 2015-09-12
Excellent. Zi and I are happy to be a patients at St Francis Pet Clinic.

NPS:

by Tere' Luciani on 2015-09-12
The staff handles the appointments and the front desk beautifully. The Vet Techs are
caring and knowledgeable. The vets have always been informative and kind. This visit
was for toenail trim and anal glad expression. My doggie did just fine.

NPS:

by Matt and Alex McBride on 2015-09-12
Amazing!!! Dr. Morgan is so great with our cats! I called at 3:30 on a Friday and you
guys were able to squeeze us in at 4. Dr morgan was able to find a bee stinger in my
cats mouth. He is so gentle with our pets. We just moved from downtown to
upperstate and I was thinking of changing vets to be closer to our house, but
yesterday's appointment reaffirmed how great St Francis is and that we would never
switch. Thanks again!

NPS:

by Matt and Alex McBride on 2015-09-12
Dr. Morgan is the cat whisper! Every time we visit, he is so amazing with our cats, he
is so calm and our cats just relax with him so that he can do what he needs to do. The
staff is very welcoming and professional! They do everything they can to take care of
you and get you those last minute emergency appointments no matter how busy they
are. Best vet in town!!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-09-11
I've never encountered more caring & compassionate people in my life! The care and
concern for Zoey was above and beyond the call of duty!!! Dr. Harmon called the next
day to see how she was doing and let me know that she was always available. I wish
I could get this kind of care from my doctor!!!

NPS:

by Orla O'Doherty on 2015-09-11
Brilliant friendly staff as always!

NPS:

by Lynn Hurley on 2015-09-10
I am so excited that Bob has found a new clinic. You were all very nice,
knowledgeable and informative. We are excited to have found a new home!

NPS:

by Aaron & Megan Bright on 2015-09-10
As always you guys are amazing. All the vet techs are friendly and helpful and we
love the care Dr Lawerence gives to our dog. Thank you all!

NPS:

by Caitlin Stouffer on 2015-09-10
Everyone is always helpful and professional.

NPS:

by Amanda Twining CC# on 2015-09-09
We love Dr Oliver! Great clinic, friendly staff, and it great to go to place where your
pet is truly cared for. It feels like visiting friends.

NPS:

by Jean Johnson on 2015-09-09
Everyone in the office is super friendly and welcoming. My golden retriever loves
being examined because she gets lots of petting! I feel very confident with the
excellent care my dog gets at St.Francis.

NPS:

by Laura Nunn on 2015-09-08
the staff at St.Francis is always courteous and friendly. My dogs are always well
taken care of and the service from Dr. Morgan is great. Thank you for taking such
good care of my dogs!!

NPS:

by Kourtney Trough on 2015-09-08
You guys are so good with Jax and caring. I feel welcomed there and always know
you are providing the best care for my dog.

NPS:

by Todd Eaton on 2015-09-07
The only reason it wasn't 5 stars is because there was a 30 minute wait for our
appointment. Otherwise all was fantastic!

NPS:

by Leslie Lerner on 2015-09-06
You have saved my precious and beloved cat and I will always be grateful to Dr.
Harman for prolonging her life and making her comfortable.

NPS:

by Judy Jones on 2015-09-06
Thank you for your excellent care, prompt service, and comfortable experience for
myself and Luna. I always recommend you and Luna loves going to the Vet.

NPS:

by Hal & Dodie Camicia on 2015-09-05
The waiting room was very clean, the staff very friendly and Dr Kellye Harmon was
thorough with her exam of my OES. Would definitely go back.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-09-05
Best clinic I've ever been to! My dog and cat LOVE going to the vet now. Dr. Harmon
is amazing and always makes us feel like family whenever we are in there! We are so
lucky to have such a great place in our community.

NPS:

by Heather & Jim McBride on 2015-09-04
Always very nice, technicians very helpful & knowledgable . Dr. Morgan is very kind &
extremely knowledgeable.

NPS:

by Theresa and Foster Christopher on 2015-09-02

I've never had a bad experience at St. Francis. Everyone is helpful and courteous. I
love how they treat your pet with the same concern you have for your pal. When I had
to have Buddy, my big old dog, put down last year, they were comforting and
supportive. Can't say enough good things about St. Francis and everyone involved.

NPS:

by Adriana Layman CC# on 2015-09-01
Dr. Lawrence and her staff were so wonderful, informative and friendly. LOVE St.
Francis!

NPS:

by Elizabeth Mackie on 2015-09-01
As usual, coming into the office there has been a good experience. Especially
working with three dogs at a time, that can be challenging, but everyone there was
helpful and kind.

NPS:

by Sandra Cable PHONE on 2015-08-29
THE STAFF IS HELPFUL AND CARING AND YOU COULD NOT FIND ANY VETS
WHO ARE MORE CONCERNED AND PROVIDE BETTER FOR YOUR PETS.

NPS:

by Sue Green on 2015-08-27
Dr. Lauren was great. The staff was very kind. I wish I would have known that the flea
pill I was "trying" cost over $26 as this was really expensive for me. I should have
looked at my bill before I left.

NPS:

by Elza Hernandez on 2015-08-27
I always leave satisfied! Dr. Lawrence's was very thorough in her exam and answered
all my questions! I always know my babies are in great hands when visiting St.
Francis Pet Clinic! At. Francis Pet Clinic has saved my pets on two separated
occasions! Highly recommended!

NPS:

by Jan Powell on 2015-08-26
I drove all the way from NoGo (North Goleta =-)) to this practice, because of the
referral from a co-worker. I was not disappointed.

NPS:

by Tomi Topinko on 2015-08-26
I can always count on St. F to provide me with fast, utmost professional and personal
service! Having 5 animals I need that kind of service!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-08-25
Best vets in Santa Barbara! My cat loved the technicians and the vet we saw. They
made her feel very comfortable and gave us a lot of useful information. They are
affordable and if you have a tight budget they'll work with you while still making sure
your animal gets the care it needs. Great people.

NPS:

by Rick & Carol Wilson on 2015-08-25

Always pleasant when we come in. This trip was just to pick up medication

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-08-25
We always get personal one on one service. Blessed to have you as our Vet office!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-08-23
There was a mix up with my scheduling and I had to wait 2 hours to see the vet.
everyone was kind to me and it was great service. the only thing that really upset me
was that it was far too expensive. much more than what I was expecting for a vet.

NPS:

by Daina Katz on 2015-08-23
Xeverything was great for my Boxers, Abbey and Elway.

NPS:

by Brieann Riedl on 2015-08-20
Dr Morgan is wonderfully kind and thorough. Office staff and vet techs are warm,
friendly and efficient.

NPS:

by Ellie Altomare CC# on 2015-08-18
Simply the best vets in Santa Barbara!

NPS:

by Maria Garcia on 2015-08-17
I am very happy and satisfied with the service that was provided to our 8 year old dog
Pebbles. She was very nervous as soon as we walked into the office. After Dr Morgan
approached Pebbles in a very calm and soft demeanor she did great. The staff there
is wonderful, starting with the front desk staff as well as Dr Morgan.

NPS:

by Mark & Tami Bennett CC# on 2015-08-16
I came to St. Francis Pet Clinic as new patient . I followed Dr. Oliver from her
previous office. The first thing I noticed was how bright and clean the outside and
inside of St. Francis Pet Hospital is . The staff and other patients were very friendly.
Dr. Oliver is wonderful with my animals and I recommend her to everyone !!!!!

NPS:

by Manoah Piper on 2015-08-16
The staff is always amazingly friendly and competent! Wouldn't trust take my little guy
anywhere else.

NPS:

by Katie Dorman on 2015-08-16
We always have a such a wonderful experience with St. Francis! You care about
Zumi just as much as we do. Quality care with amazing staff!

NPS:

by Paula & Sam Schaefer on 2015-08-15
The staff and vets at St. Francis Pet Clinic are the best. They are so very nice to my
pets, and seem genuinely happy to see them whenever we come in. They are patient
and kind, and we've gotten terrific care for our pets there for many years. The facility
is comfortable and clean. The only drawback is that parking can be a bit hard
sometimes. I always do find a space on the street, just have to watch out for the
street cleaning days.

NPS:

by Kara & Bryn Home CC# on 2015-08-13
We always have the best experience at St. Francis. Dr. Harmon is amazing and the
techs are too! We love them all!!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-08-12
We had to wait a little over a week to get our pet in to see the doctor, otherwise the
service is top notch!

NPS:

by Grace & Paul Newton #CC on 2015-08-12
Awesome as usual. Prompt, efficient. So, so glad we found them for our stressed
dog!

NPS:

by Jack Franklin CC# on 2015-08-09
This place is the best. They have been my vet for years. Had our puppy spayed and
they constantly kept us updated on her status. They even kept her calm by keeping
her out with them rather than in the cage. I can not recommend them enough. Jack

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-08-09
Nice atmosphere, friendly. Expensive for the doctor check up, most expensive part of
the bill. Everything else reasonably priced.

NPS:

by Leanne Polacco on 2015-08-06
Our visits are always thorough, unrushed, questions answered, options explained. My
dog is always treated with gentle care, and even massaged and played with. She
loves going to St. Francis, literally runs up the ramp to get in!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-08-05
Took awhile this time to get everything done. But the staff was wonderful as always,
very attentive, very curtious and knowledgeable. They even gave my pup a free nail
trim for the wait. I know I've taken a lot of their time up before when I really needed
help with a pup. So I wasn't upset with the longer wait this time. Love everyone at St
Francis! Thank you guys!!

NPS:

by Adaline Macgregor on 2015-08-05
Dr. Morgan and staff went above and beyond as always.

NPS:

by Liz Gates on 2015-08-04

Excellent. I won't take my kitty's anywhere else

NPS:

by Susan Gibson CC# on 2015-07-31
Megan is always a pleasure the fact that she always acknowledge s my pets an says
to say hi to them

NPS:

by Colleen Bramel on 2015-07-30
The visit was great. The staff is so friendly and very hands on with everything.The
doctors are very caring and made my dog Rosie feel as safe as possible, she loved
all the dog treats.The doctor took time with Rose in the exam and talked with me
about some issues and how they could be addressed. Great doctors and a wonderful
staff.

NPS:

by Delphine & Eric Tran Le on 2015-07-29
as friendly and professional as usual!

NPS:

by Mary Apsey CC# on 2015-07-28
I was very impressed with St. Francis. I wasn't expecting such a thorough exam as
we were "squeezed in" without an appointment for our foster dogs. All the staff we
dealt with there were great.

NPS:

by Ann Rudolph on 2015-07-28
The needs of my dog are never over prescribed. The cost is reasonable and the vets
& service staff are caring & friendly.

NPS:

by David & Nora Berklich on 2015-07-28
Nice people,great service.

NPS:

by Matina Demourkas on 2015-07-28
All of the staff and veterinarians there are all very professional, courteous are very
well mannered and very nice,and provide excellent customer service to the patients
there, we are very pleased, satisfied and content as well. thank you,matina
Demourkas

NPS:

by Amber Newell on 2015-07-27
I took my small puppy (Maltipoo) in for a check up and to begin a vaccine schedule.
From scheduling the appointment until I paid and left the entire staff was very friendly
and professional. Dr. Lynne Lawrence and her technician Zineb were patient with me
as I asked a dozen questions regarding my new pup. I didn't feel rushed or hurried. I
felt as if they genuinely cared about me and my pup. I would definitely recommend St.
Francis to all of my friends!

NPS:

by Nicole Kraus on 2015-07-26

Amazing! Thank you! I appreciate that you listen and also carefully explain with detail
what is happening. Thank you very very much! Basil is my love. Have a great week!
Nicole and Basil

NPS:

by Laurie Dalton on 2015-07-26
Wonderful care and attention, thank you

NPS:

by Sheila Hummel on 2015-07-26
Our cats were taken in promptly and the staff were caring and knowledgeable.

NPS:

by Bob and Jackie Gonzalez on 2015-07-24
All the staff were very friendly and professional in every way. The doctors always take
time to explain the problem and what is being done including thorough explanation of
administering medications. All staff are visibly animal lovers.

NPS:

by Debbie Iuele on 2015-07-24
I'm very happy with the staff and Dr. Lynne Lawrence at St. Francis! Dr. Lawrence
takes the time to talk to you about any issues you may have with your pet. The staff is
also very friendly and accommodating. They are also very efficient time wise without
making you feel rushed in your appointment. I always recommend St. Francis
whenever I get the chance!

NPS:

by Paul & Suzie Schonauer on 2015-07-24
I can't tell you how effective and helpful Dr. Leslie was yesterday with my cat, Biddle.
The staff were able to take us at the last minute for a very strange problem and they
figured out what was going on, got him all cleaned up and advised me how to keep
him comfortable at home. He is much more comfortable and relaxed today. Thanks
so much.

NPS:

by David Postada on 2015-07-23
Friendly, professional work, as usual!

NPS:

by Julia Davis on 2015-07-23
Great service, friendly staff.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-07-23
I have been a client with St. Francis Pet Clinic for many years. I have always received
excellent care for me and my pets. The doctors are fantastic and the staff is
courteous and outgoing.

NPS:

by Carol Johnson on 2015-07-23
I have been a client with St. Francis Pet Clinic for many years. I have always received
excellent care for me and my pets. The doctors are fantastic and the staff is
courteous and outgoing.

NPS:

by Roberta Wilson on 2015-07-23
Dr. Lawrence and staf provided a safe and comfortable environment for my very
skittish cat. I was happy that my cat did not freak out as she has at other vet clinics.
Dr. Lawrence was up front on costs for tests and whether they would be beneficial. I
appreciated that. All in all the experience and my cat's response to it was better than I
had hoped.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-07-22
The day seemed really busy in the vet office. I'm not sure what was happening behind
the scenes but I felt like I checked-in and although they were 10mins late for the the
appointment, which was fine, I was given a brief explanation in the reception area vs.
a room. There were other dogs barking and while I was trying to pay attention and
focus on the discussion I was busy trying to keep my dog inline with everything going
on in the reception area. They took him back quickly and came back out and told me
they would call and that was it. No ETA on when that call would come or should be
expected. I realize they were probably really busy but just didn't have that sense of
care that I would expect for my pet and myself as the owner.

NPS:

by Susanne Wood on 2015-07-22
Dr. Lawrence is wonderful. She pays attention to our concerns and takes the time to
answer all our questions. And she is very gentle and patient with our dog who gets
quite nervous going to the vet's office.

NPS:

by Lynette Lee on 2015-07-22
As always, St Francis was a loving, caring place to take my pet. Thanks to all!

NPS:

by Bill & Delane Krumm on 2015-07-21
It was great to see Dr. Oliver. I am so impressed with the personal attention she gives
our 21 year old mix. St. Frances is lucky to have her!! This was my first experience at
St. Francis. Vet tech was very nice.

NPS:

by Nerella Reginato on 2015-07-20
Reliable, great staff.!! Everyone in the office are there for you no matter what you
need. Love love love

NPS:

by Max Ruston on 2015-07-19
Great to have found Dr. OLiver again. The whole staff were extremely welcoming.
Thank you. Max

NPS:

by Jim Pendergast CC# on 2015-07-17
St. Francis Pet Clinic has amazing doctors and staff. Dr. Morgon spend took his time
and gave my dog a full looking over. He then clearly and full explained Hunter's hip
issues and then fully explained various treatments. It was clear Dr. Morgon loves
dogs through his gentle handaling of Hunter. The staff were excellent, as well
showing genuine interest in Hunter's care. St Francis would most certainly take his
dog to these fine people. t

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-07-15
very helpful! Thank you

NPS:

by Yeni Salinas on 2015-07-15
Love St. Francis pet clinic! Very helpful staff and caring staff!

NPS:

by Dimitri Chalupka CC# on 2015-07-15
Always nice to go there! Happy and healthy dog, obviously animal lovers!!!

NPS:

by Oscar Zavala on 2015-07-14
The staff was very helpful and helped me take care of the issue with my pet
immediately,

NPS:

by Don McMillan on 2015-07-14
St. Francis Pet Clinic always provides the best service. Dr. Lawrence is
knowledgable, kind, patient, and clearly cares about our dog's health. Thank you so
very much to everyone at St. Francis Pet Clinic!

NPS:

by Brandi Burnham on 2015-07-14
I didn't have an appointment. I just picked up flea medicine.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-07-12
From the moment we entered until the second we left, I felt my dog's needs were
honored. The front was busy but in order to see us in the order we entered so the
front office personnel stepped around the, already being attended to, clients to greet
us and check us in. Our appointment started punctually. The technician who brought
us in was over the top friendly which is exactly what my skittish dog needs. I can tell
my really enjoys going to the doctor.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-07-11
A wonderful place. Full of kind and caring people.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-07-11
Everyone was so nice and helpful!

NPS:

by Nicole & Joshuah Miller on 2015-07-11
Dr. Harmon and Dani are the BEST!!!!

NPS:

by Melissa (Melch) Chun CC# on 2015-07-10
We went in for our first annual checkup yesterday. The staff was friendly and helpful.
Malana loved Dr. Morgan; lots of kisses and tail wags on their first meeting. She was
given lots of treats and attentions while getting her vaccinations and barely noticed
the shots at all.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-07-10
Warm caring staff, fabulous doctor, clean environment, timely appointments everything you'd hope for in a Pet Clinic!

NPS:

by Dale Zurawski on 2015-07-09
Lynn Laurence is the best vet ever. Very compassionate and caring. I highly
recommend her, especially for older dogs.

NPS:

by Connie & Dennis Feeley on 2015-07-08
They people working there are so pleasant and informative that it removes worries or
any concerns we may have. I always feel very confident with the services performed
and the excellent care my dog receives. Thank you!

NPS:

by Wendy & Larry Barels on 2015-07-08
I love that your office is open until 7pm and on Saturdays. Also Kellye Harmon is the
BEST!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-07-06
I took our rescue cat to St. Francis for her first vet visit. Our cat is friendly and shy but
she was scared. The staff at St. Francis was so kind and gentle with her. She was the
perfect patient because of the way the treated her. I would highly recommend St.
Francis.

NPS:

by Diana Lovan on 2015-07-05
All of the staff are amazing, kind and compassionate. When we arrived, our cat had
peed in his cat carrier and the technician was so thoughtful to help dry him off and
helped to clean things up so we would all be comfortable for the car ride home. The
care at St. Francis Pet Clinic is the best!

NPS:

by Allan & Paula Steinmetz on 2015-07-03
Whoops, I accidently checked the wrong circle.! We think that they are excellent and
look forward to having them be our vets for life!

NPS:

by Allan & Paula Steinmetz on 2015-07-03
We should have gotten the liquid med for our cat rather than the pills! Any
suggestions on how to give a cat pills!!!

NPS:

by Ann Rudolph on 2015-07-02

I have been bringing my dogs to St. Francis for about fifteen years as I know that their
needs will be recognized and well taken care of. The personnel on all levels is
animal-friendly making our appointments fun and easy to come to.

NPS:

by Ruben & Holly Gil on 2015-07-01
Dr. Lawrence is truly gifted in working with animals and with pet owners. She shows
her care and compassion and takes the time to hear concerns and ask questions.
Never feel rushed when going to the vet.

NPS:

by Cesli Vierra on 2015-07-01
Very pleasant a and quick

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-07-01
Great as always. Extra care always given.

NPS:

by Carrie & Eric Lundquist on 2015-06-30
Always a pleasant experience. Everyone it so nice and concerned about the welfare
of my dog. Very knowledgable staff. I always recommend St. Francis.

NPS:

by Danielle Fiore CC# on 2015-06-28

Everytime I enter the door everyone is so nice and helpful. Polite and sweet to my
pets. Most dogs would be scared to go to the vet... For Mater is like a field trip. He
loves it! Thank u for all u do!

NPS:

by Joann Bell on 2015-06-27
Professional, warm, attentive, caring -- as always.

NPS:

by Jane Kingkade on 2015-06-26
The staff at St. Francis pet clinic are wonderful! dr. Morgan addressed all my cats
needs and he was very caring compassionate and professional!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-06-25
Good service. No waiting. Doctor and assistants were very nice and knowledgable.
Cold beer would be appreciated though.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-06-25
Super friendly, willing to listen and very professional and caring staff.

NPS:

by Kerrie Valdiviezo on 2015-06-24

Dr. Lawrence and the rest of the staff are always so kind and take care of us so
quickly. My dog gets a thorough check-up & vaccination updates and we are on our
way.

NPS:

by Jan Crandall on 2015-06-22
Susie, at the front desk, found an appointment cancellation and was able to get me in
that day. St Francis has always been able to see my dogs when an emergency arises
and has the most wonderful and caring Vets and Technicians. They call to check-up
on the animals and I truly appreciate this follow-up. Thank You Dr. Harmon for your
recent service for Dakota the puppy.

NPS:

by Jennifer Hardin on 2015-06-17
Great care. Professionalism with a personal touch. My wiggly pup loves Dr. Harmon!

NPS:

by Ann Marie & Hal Kopeikin on 2015-06-16
Our St. Bernard Gatsby is a lot of dog...and St. Francis is a "lot of vet clinic!" They are
the absolute best in every way...the young ladies at the desk, the vet techs, and of
course, the veterinarians! Our Gatsby has his own "rules" and "ideas" and this clinic
helps him to stay safe and healthy and happy..they even let him weigh in at the end
(he hates to get on that scale and when a dog who weighs close to 200 pounds does
NOT want to do something, he generally gets his way). St. Francis and Dr. Kelly
Harmon saved our dog's life 3 years ago, quickly diagnosing a previously
un-diagnosed medical condition that almost took him to an early grave--we are so
grateful for Dr. Harmon for helping Gatsby regain his health and giving us extra time
with our wonderful dog.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-06-14
Everyone is no very nice and helpful. Very sweet and kind to my dog too! The doctors
are great. the hours are really great too.

NPS:

by Claire Cetti on 2015-06-13
Fantastic staff and Dr Lawrwnce is awazing. Thank you!

NPS:

by Melissa Costello on 2015-06-10
I have been taking my pit mix here for a couple years now. I always receive great
service, except for my last visit. I had to wait over 30 minutes and then needed to
leave as I had another appointment set up that I couldn't miss, knowing it would take
an additional 30 minutes for the vet to check my dog. I rescheduled and made the
appointment with Dr. Oliver who was wonderful with Pumpkin, but she found a tick on
her and told me they would remove it in the back while cutting her nails. When I took
her home, the tick was still there. She also suggested antibiotics and pain meds for
an inflammed paw, which is fine, but the paw ended up healing on its own within 2
days. I understand the doctors do this for protection and to be safe, but I choose
natural over medication any day, and putting drugs inside my dog if not necessary
isn't my preference. I wish that they would offer more alternative methods of healing
versus medication which is very expensive. Overall, I love this place, just a few small
complaints from my last visit. I always recommend it and will always return.

NPS:

by Laura Nunn on 2015-06-09
Thank you for taking such good care of Theodore.

NPS:

by Tisha Ford on 2015-06-09
all good

NPS:

by Laura Nunn on 2015-06-09
Theodore had his shot yesterday morning. The girls are always friendly and on time
for his appointment. Thank you, Laura Nunn

NPS:

by Maureen Groves on 2015-06-09
Friendly, esp to the animals, which is what you want in a vet of course. Got all his
shots today while getting his rabies shot, which saved us coming back next month.
Yes!

NPS:

by Paul & Lisa Farrelle on 2015-06-04
It was all good!!! ( as always) Them!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-06-02
This is a wonderful pet clinic. All the staff and the docs are very, very competent. You
can trust what they are telling you. They will help you find a specialist if your pet has
more difficult problems.

NPS:

by Gaby Labrana on 2015-06-02
I had a great experience all around--with the staff, facility, and quality of care. Thank
you!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-06-02
Most compassionate . knowledgable, and dedicated veterinarians in Santa Barbara.

NPS:

by Aron Ashland on 2015-05-30
The staff and doctors care for my dog like it was their own. I can't imagine a better
place to take my best friend. Love them!

NPS:

by Delphine & Eric Tran Le on 2015-05-30
as usual very welcoming and professional!

NPS:

by Susan Gibson CC# on 2015-05-29
Always a good to see all the staff an they are so helpf .

NPS:

by Jill Nida on 2015-05-29

It was very easy.

NPS:

by Caroline Taylor on 2015-05-27
Super Service.....

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-05-27
Dr. Morgan was great and he always takes time to explain everything. Whole staff is
wonderful.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-05-27
Wonderful as always.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-05-23
We had a sudden, urgent need for euthanasia for a newly acquired, elderly dog.
Angel had not been seen at the clinic before. They were able to arrange an appointed
time for me to come in for an exam to confirm that this was the right time. Dr.
Lawrence was very thorough with the exam and her observations helped me feel
confident that this was the right thing to do. She and the assistants were very kind
and the procedure was gentle and caring, for Angel as well as for me. I really
appreciate how they handled this situation. My eleven year old dog Princess was
adopted only 9 months ago and Dr. Morgan has been very helpful with her care,
which has required some very thoughtful diagnostics and prescriptions.

NPS:

by Ron and Edie Robertson on 2015-05-22
Wally Wednesday has been getting good care here. He is healthy and of good spirit.

NPS:

by Ron and Edie Robertson on 2015-05-21
Wally got a mandatory shot. The technician took a moment to reassure him before
taking him off to the lab. He came back, tail wagging and ready for home. Wally is a
Cocker-Spaniel/Poodle and is at times apprehensive in an unfamiliar situation. So, I
appreciated the moment taken to let him know, it was an okay situation.

NPS:

by Eric Cardenas on 2015-05-21
Badger and I love St. Francis. Great staff, super helpful and attentive. Thanks
guys/ladies!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-05-21
Love them!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-05-21
Dr. Harmon and her entire staff were wonderful, as always.

NPS:

by Kate Downs on 2015-05-21
The staff are awesome! !!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-05-19
Great facility with top notch Doctors!

NPS:

by Debbie & Doug Sharpe on 2015-05-19
Very friendly, caring staff! Thank you.

NPS:

by Maddy Bascom on 2015-05-19
St. Francis vets are the best in town. Staff is remarkably caring and helpful.

NPS:

by Brandi Burnham on 2015-05-18
Friendly staff. Addresses my concerns without making me feel like we were getting
nickeled and dimed.

NPS:

by Dianne & Darrell Hays on 2015-05-17

St. Francis is always so accommodating and will try to work you into their already
booked schedule on a moments notice. The staff is kind, friendly and loving to your
pet. You are always greeted with a smile!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-05-16
Dr. Morgan is the best doctor. Our dog absolutely adores him and his expertise
always puts my husband and I on the right path to care for our dog.

NPS:

by C.J Carnewal on 2015-05-14
Zoe loves visiting you & so do I. Thanks for the great & caring service...it's always a
pleasant experience. Appreciate you all. C.J. Carnewal

NPS:

by Jeffrey Becker CC# on 2015-05-14
Thanks so much. Your services and professionalism are excellent.

NPS:

by Emiko Griffith on 2015-05-12
Both the doctor and the technician took time to see us and listened what I had to say.
The technician was very professional and kind and patient in teaching me how to give
subcutaneous fluid to my dehydrated old cat suffering from kidney failure. Thank you.

NPS:

by Lyn Gianni on 2015-05-08
Everyone was very professional and knowledgeable. Dr. Morgan seems to genuinely
love animals and made our introductory visit very pleasant. I feel we are in good
hands here.

NPS:

by Carol Gemberling-Stewart on 2015-05-08
I continue to highly recommend the services and staff at St. Francis Pet Clinic every
time I get a chance.They are extraordinary, kind, helpful, professional and
compassionate. They are my clinic for life!

NPS:

by Sophia Alvarez on 2015-05-07
Service was great and fast! (:

NPS:

by Andrew Krupa on 2015-05-06
Thank you so much for your friendly service! Everyone was kind, helpful, and
professional!

NPS:

by Katherine Griffin on 2015-05-05
From doctor morgan to the vet tech to the ladies at the front desk everyone was so
patient and kind to my dog and was so committed to seeing him get better. I love this
place and will never take my dogs anywhere else!

NPS:

by Grace Smith on 2015-05-05
Always very kind

NPS:

by Luis Munoz on 2015-05-02
We are very happy with all the care given to our pet at St. Francis Pet Clinic. Dr.
Lynne Lawrence and the rest of the staff are approachable, friendly and very
professional.

NPS:

by Wanda Kelley on 2015-05-01
We always get excellent care for blanche, love this clinic. Wanda Kelley Keith Powell

NPS:

by Steve & Carla Alnes on 2015-04-28
Just went in to pick up flea meds but it was great. From the phone call to order meds
to he pick up the staff was very nice.

NPS:

by Suzanne Austin on 2015-04-24
SO FAR SO GOOD! EVERYONE WAS SUPER NICE AND MY DOG DID NOT GET
AS NERVOUS AS USUAL. DENTAL SURGERY NEXT WEEK....

NPS:

by Dorothea and Steven Lasswell on 2015-04-23
Thank you for helping with Henry's worm problem. We really appreciated that Henry
did not need to come to the office but we could just could pick up his prescription.
Although he loves to see his vet, he rather prefers to stay at home. Great job! Also, a
big thank you to the front desk!

NPS:

by Cecilia Schneider on 2015-04-22
I've been taking my bulldog, GiGi to St. Francis for many years. Ever experience we
have ever had there has been wonderful. The staff and vets are all extremely
knowledgeable, professional and loving.

NPS:

by Laura Wells OB on 2015-04-21
Outstanding performance! Professional, compassionate, and skilled.

NPS:

by John Fishpaw on 2015-04-20
I made an appointment for my cat for what I thought was an annual exam and
vaccination. I had to wait a month for the appointment and when I got there found out
it was only for the vaccinations and that I would need to make another appointment
for the next month for the wellness exam.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-04-19
Nice and caring to my dogs.

NPS:

by Karen and Bill Gallivan on 2015-04-17
Such capable, caring staff!!

NPS:

by Steven Barhite on 2015-04-17
Always a great experience!

NPS:

by Sarah Rowlett on 2015-04-15
Lynn Lawrence is an amazing vet. She is patient when listening to your concerns and
is very thorough. All staff was extremely welcoming and nice as well. Best vet office
around!

NPS:

by Amanda Combs on 2015-04-15
Great service from caring professionals.

NPS:

by Sheila Cullen on 2015-04-14
St. Francis Pet Clinic is wonderful. Every single veterinarian and staff member has
been sensitive, skilled, knowledgable and highly professional. I wouldn't go anywhere
else.

NPS:

by Tiara DuPree CC# on 2015-04-11
The constant awareness & communications regarding the long wait time made the
experience excellent. We were nervous & anxious but comforted by all the staff at St
Francis. Dr Kellye is the best & always takes loving care of our boy King!

NPS:

by Julie Lyon on 2015-04-10
The doctor and everyone else were extremely sweet to my frightened little Cozmo,
making him feel more comfortable. Even though we were there for a quick re-check of
his ears, she was quite thorough in giving him a once over. I was impressed by my
experience there.

NPS:

by Lyn & Lee Shirvanian on 2015-04-10
Everyone is kind, compassionate, and knowledgeable.

NPS:

by Azure & Ben Smith CC# on 2015-04-09
My visit was wonderful. Dr. Harmon took the time with myself and my dog. She talked
with me and addressed all of the concerns I had about my dog.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-04-08

Everyone at the clinic is very pleasant and professional as always. I still think I made
a right and great choice in selecting this clinic for my cat. It appears she doesn't mind
to go there either (no hissing at this clinic, oppose to hissing at everybody at other
clinic). They take to make sure she feels comfortable there. Thank you everyone for
being so great!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-04-07
The facility was very clean, the staff was courteous and helpful and Dr. Morgan was
very thorough and knowledgeable.

NPS:

by Jennifer Christensen on 2015-04-07
My dogs and I love the techs and the doctors at St. Francis. Every visit is great, and
you can tell that they love animals. Fortunately, my dogs are pretty healthy; on the
rare occasion that we've need to come in for more than a routine checkup and
vaccinations, the doctors have been fantastic at diagnosing and resolving the problem
in a single visit. And they always follow up with a phone call to check on my dogs and
give any additional information that I might need.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-04-04
St. Francis Pet Clinic has been able to make my dog feel at home every time he
goes. He used to have many issues and was so uncomfortable at the vet. That has
changed since taking him to St. Francis. The care they give him is excellent and they
are so in tune with his personality. I feel so at ease with him there.

NPS:

by Irelle Beatie on 2015-04-03

The staff at St Francis Pet Clinic are awesome and truly care about the animals they
treat.

NPS:

by Kelli Barrett on 2015-04-03
My two little dogs were treated perfectly "Thank You St. Francis" Kelli Barrett

NPS:

by Marion Ferres on 2015-04-01
We enjoy visiting St. Francis Pet Clinic. The employees and the vets are very friendly
and competent. It shows that the entire team loves their work with animals.

NPS:

by Sandra and Forrest Hill on 2015-04-01
This was our first visit to St. Francis. It was recommended by several others as being
the best and though we are new to Santa Barbara, I have had several dogs and many
visits to vet clinics, I can say that I am very happy to have found such a good one in
our new home.

NPS:

by Elizabeth Koppa on 2015-03-31
I had an excellent experience at my first visit! It was easy to make an appointment, all
of the staff members were helpful and friendly, and the prices were very reasonable. I
felt very welcomed, properly informed, and valued as a customer. This is definitely my
new family vet!

NPS:

by Christina Tolbert on 2015-03-31
Always friendly

NPS:

by Emmaly Knecht on 2015-03-31
Great experience, took great care of lola

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-03-27
The team is always so nice as well as informative!

NPS:

by Ellie Altomare CC# on 2015-03-26
The best!

NPS:

by Rachael Randall on 2015-03-26
Dr. Morgan and Missy are Fabulous!!! Missy made the process so enjoyable and
Casper loves you guys! HUGE THANKS!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-03-25

Dr. Morgan and all the doctors and staff at St. Francis are knowledgeable, attentive,
and compassionate. They follow up by phone as needed. They remember our pets'
names and provide personalized care in an environment that never feels rushed.
Thanks to all of you! V and Z, Santa Barbara, CA

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-03-24
Great place. First time there. The staff was very helpful and super sweet. They were
nurturing and very caring about our cat Ruby. Explained everything in great detail.
Would recommend St Francis Pet Clinic to friends.

NPS:

by Rebecca Hardin on 2015-03-23
You are always great, kind, competent, totally pros. Thank you for the help you give
Ruby and me even though our main vet is Bill Otto. We love Dr. Morgan and the
whole staff

NPS:

by Susan Gibson CC# on 2015-03-23
Every visit is awesome for dr vista for fiid or meds the staff are always awesome an
help full . Megan you are the greatest !!!!

NPS:

by Kay McMillan on 2015-03-22
The best!!!!!! Morris would like to visit every week-----------------------------------

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-03-22
I have been going to St Francis for decades, but I am considering looking for a new
Vet in the near future. I have had some horrific medical side effects from medications
they have administered and am concerned about that. Presently most the helpers
have been very congenial but I have had some bad experiences with the desk help in
the past - young girls seemingly only there because they want a pay check or
perhaps their parents requiring them to get a job!

NPS:

by Regina Khun on 2015-03-20
My pet and I really enjoy the care St Francis offers. Dr. Morgan and his team always
welcome us with a smile. They are gentle, honest, and patient. I highly recommend
their service.

NPS:

by Ellen Simonson on 2015-03-19
Everyone is always so nice. You always do the very best you can, and above,
working within my budget without ever making me feel like I should do more. You
make me feel like my pet is special. I appreciate all of you very much.

NPS:

by Carol Gemberling-Stewart on 2015-03-19
I have always been extremely pleased with the care that I have received by all of the
staff and in particular, Dr. Harmon. The high level of professionalism and the kind and
compassionate care has helped my senior citizen dog to live many years past the
time that my last veterinarian would have ever given him. As a Pet Assistive Therapy
dog at three of the Cottage Hospitals, he has been able to walk many miles and bring
many smiles and doggie love to so many. I am eternally grateful for the extra time I
had with my beloved pet Paloma. Thank you everyone!

NPS:

by Krista Frohling on 2015-03-19
I love Lynne Lawrence. The woman who helped with Walter and Winnie was very
helpful too.

NPS:

by Peggy Rowland on 2015-03-18
My little dog, Sparky, and I are newcomers to Santa Barbara, and our first experience
at St. Francis couldn't have been happier. Dr. Lynne and the staff made us feel very
welcome, and everything went smoothly. We'll go there for all his needs, and I
recommend them to anyone!

NPS:

by Angela Granziera on 2015-03-18
Great Staff. Great service. Can't ask for bettter.

NPS:

by Rick & Carol Wilson on 2015-03-17
Always a pleasure to come in. Dr Morgan is great. Maggie loves him.

NPS:

by Laura Martinez on 2015-03-17
awesome staff

NPS:

by Kaydie Carr on 2015-03-17
I have had nothing but awesome experiences here. All the girls are so helpful and
friendly, plus you can tell they actually care about your animal which isn't the feeling
you get at some other places. I have and will continue to recommend St. Francis to
everyone I know with animals.

NPS:

by Elizabeth Bowman on 2015-03-17
Great staff

NPS:

by Anastasia Tharp on 2015-03-16
I'm new to Santa Barbara and chose to take my 10 yr old lab to St. Francis due to
their proximity to my house and a few people recommending although did hear some
negative stories. My dog had an eye infection, and clearly was irritated and after
about a week it was cleared up. My positive experience was the staff was friendly
from the ladies at the desk to Dr. Morgan. My negative experience, is yes, they took
his temperature and weight, but that was about it. In his 10 years and 4 vets from
retiring to moving around, all of them felt around his body, addressed issues they
noticed from either his chart or anything they had concerns about- he has a golf size
cyst on his lower abdominal region and they didn't even mention whether I knew
about it, had been watching it- nothing... I'm not sure why they didn't give him an
overall "physical" considering his age and was bothered by it.

NPS:

by Tyler Kresch on 2015-03-13
Everyone at St. Francis was awesome, as always, from the receptionists to the vet
techs to the veterinarians themselves. My dog had a cough, so we did our exam on
the porch outside to keep the rest of the dogs safe. You can tell that everyone there
really cares about the animals and they're all super knowledgable and honest. Always
a pleasure.

NPS:

by Beth Goodman on 2015-03-12
I just stopped in to pick up flea treatment. I believe it was Michelle who greeted me at
the counter. I had promised myself I would not come in and burst into tears over the
tragic loss of beloved and revered Dr. Faoro. Though I have cried about it multiple
times over the past ten days or so, I could not help myself and the tears leaked out. I
want you all to know, how wonderful and loved you are. This practice and Ron's care
touched lives far and wide. This I know just within my own family. Your continued
present, real, kind, hardworking, care of this community and our pets is such a great
blessing. The grace Michelle showed, being real with me and yet still professional
really helped me heal too. I wish there was something I could do for you, my family
could do for you, to some how make it all a little bit better. We continue to send our
love through time and space to you there at the clinic and Ron's family. We really are
here holding you in this very sad time and always. Thank you for being so wonderful
and making a difference. Truly. Thank you.

NPS:

by Robert and Ann Benham on 2015-03-11
On March 9th we received a call--recorded on our recorder--not only reminding us of
the next day's appointment but of the necessity of pre-paying for services. We have
used St Francis since moving to Santa Barbara in July of 2013. We pay all of our bills
on time. I found this call with repeated requests for prepayment to be offensive. I
question the priorities of this clinic. Is it money that has driven out professionalism?

NPS:

by Doug Van Pelt on 2015-03-10
excellent as always

NPS:

by Nicole & Joshuah Miller on 2015-03-10

Dr. Harmon and her staff are amazing. Thank you.

NPS:

by Dania Brooks on 2015-03-09
Super sweet Vets and staff. Dog supplements are a little pricey, but overall GREAT
experience with St. Francis Pet Clinic!

NPS:

by Liz Gates on 2015-03-07
The best!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-03-07
Great vet clinic.

NPS:

by Michael Hofmann CC# on 2015-03-06
We brought in our dog Nemo yesterday, as we just had found out that his tumor had
come back and he had only weeks left to live. Dr. Lawrence provided us with the most
knowledgable, compassionate and supportive end-of-life care possible in this difficult
situation. She was not rushed and took all the time she and we needed to discuss
and to make our puppy as comfortable as possible. Thank you for your kindness!

NPS:

by Kathy Schmitt on 2015-03-06

Dr Harmon is sweet and caring

NPS:

by Grace Smith on 2015-03-05
Always great

NPS:

by Christine Beach on 2015-03-05
Your care is so personal and excellent and I'm grateful for the time you take to
answer questions and be affectionate with my little puppy! Thank you! Chris Beach

NPS:

by Laura Nunn on 2015-03-01
Wonderful veterinary clinic, wonderful doctors and wonderful staff!!!

NPS:

by Caroline Walker on 2015-03-01
Dr. Harmon, as usual, was professional, knowledgeable and warm. The front desk
receptionists friendly and helpful. I feel lucky to get such excellent care for my dogs at
St. Francis Pet Clinic! Thanks, Caroline Walker

NPS:

by Laura Nunn on 2015-03-01

Morgan is always well taken care of when she is at St. Francis Pet Clinic. The staff is
very caring and professional. I appreciate all the care and attention given to Morgan
while she is there. She actually likes visiting the clinic. Thank you for all you do for my
dogs.

NPS:

by Richard & Emma-Jane McLaughlin on 2015-02-28
I love EVERYTHING about St Francis Pet Clinic! Wonderful! All the vets are GREATwe have Dr Morgan and he is lovely as well as knowledgable and kind with all of our
animals. I actually moved away from another ( less than satisfactory) vet in order to
get what I needed from a my vet!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-28
Fast, friendly service!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-26
Missy is always so kind, patient and attentive! As is Dr. Morgan

NPS:

by Matina Demourkas on 2015-02-26
You provided very good service and were very professional and courteous and were
overall very satisfied with your staff and veterinarian. Thank you Matina&nick
Demourkas

NPS:

by Matina Demourkas on 2015-02-26
You provided very good service and were professional and very courteous and
overall were very satisfied with the staff and veterinarian. Thank you Matina&nick
Demourkas

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-26
Everyone was fabulous as always. We love Dr. Morgan and his care. Missy is always
such a sweetheart with me and my dogs! I am grateful for St. Francis Pet Clinic.

NPS:

by Jerry and Georgina Dahill on 2015-02-25
Hi, My experience was very positive. From the receptionists to the vet tech. I was
given plenty of information regarding Gus. I am also interested in having a vet tech or
a Vet. come to my Career Development class as a guest speaker. Thanks, Jerry

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-24
Dr. Morgan and the staff are so caring and knowledgeable.

NPS:

by John and DeAnne Hartman CC# on 2015-02-20
We were previous customers of St. Francis. Looking for something closer to where
we live was the reason we left, no other. I am so glad we decided to return. Dr.
Lawrence is fabulous, the staff friendly and helpful. The young lady that assisted Dr.

Lawrence (can't remember her name :( ) was so warm, caring and friendly. Follow up
calls, wow, that hasn't happened in a long time. Thank you thank you thank you. So
glad we're back! (written by DeAnne, not John!)

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-20
Staff were very helpful and answered all the questions I had.

NPS:

by Elizabeth & Daryl Spencer on 2015-02-19
Very happy, clean clinic with friendly and professional staff. Thanks for taking such
good care of my furchild!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-19
The doctors and nurses are always helpful. Because I have a larger dog, they try to
put me in a room as quickly as possible so as not to disturb the smaller dogs. They
always keep me informed as to when I can see the doctor or aide and advise of any
problems I might have with my dog.

NPS:

by Jessica Dicostanzo on 2015-02-18
Everyone is always super nice and caring to both me and my dog. I feel like Beya's
comfort level is always the top priority at St. Francis.

NPS:

by Danielle Lehman on 2015-02-18
So happy after our first visit! I felt like the staff really made an effort to take good care
of us. Both Dr. Harmon and Danni were very thorough and helpful. The front desk
staff was very warm and friendly, too. And organized! :)

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-17
Always feel better about our dogs after the visit :-)

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-14
Dr. Morgan is wonderful! He really takes the time to connect with the animals.

NPS:

by Stephanie Hartsough on 2015-02-13
The best clinic in Santa Barbara I have been taking my dog there for years. When I
have an emergency they always fit my Dog in. Dr Morgan is the best

NPS:

by Bryan Boyd on 2015-02-13
Great people, very caring and knowledgeable.

NPS:

by William James on 2015-02-12
Excellent help every time!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-12
Gentle, caring, informative, and options for care. Thorough, but not insisting on tests
to satisfy their curiosity or to prove they are right or to protect them against being
wrong. Reasonable costs. My pet was not traumatized by the visit. The waiting room
was not chaotic. Waiting room and examination room was very clean.The attention to
my pet was respectful and affectionate. I was given full explanations of procedures for
care, but did not feel like I was pressured to choose a particular one. Allowed time for
me to ask questions. I trust Dr. Morgan's knowledge and understanding of veterinary
medicine. Everything I want in a veterinarian.

NPS:

by Paul & Lisa Farrelle on 2015-02-12
Perfect as usual. On time , professional, and mostly kind and loving to my pet!! Best
bet clinic we have ever used. Thank you all.

NPS:

by Nitana Sanchez on 2015-02-10
Dr. Harmon and the staff at St. Francis is so very kind. I've moved from Santa
Barbara but still come to St. Francis because she is so patient with my dogs. One of
my dogs tends to bark and growl when he's nervous. She is so kind and really takes
her time to let him have the best experience possible. I also I can tell that she really
appreciates, likes, and respects my dog. The same is true with the kind vet who
weighed my dogs before their exam with Dr. Harmon. We've never had a better vet;
that's why I keep coming back to St. Francis. I trust them to give excellent care every
time. That's been my experience since we've been going (2002)

NPS:

by Betsy Wise on 2015-02-10
Always great care and honest assessment...

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-10
Dr Morgan and the staff at St. Francis Pet Clinic are great. Kind and caring to pets
and humans! Dr. Morgan takes the time to listen and is great at explaining the details
of treatement.

NPS:

by Juan Loza on 2015-02-07
Friendly staff they really care about my pet and always look for my pets best interest
Dr. Morgan is amazing

NPS:

by Mary Lewandowski on 2015-02-06
Everyone at St. Francis Pet Clinic is awesome! Our dog (a rescued pit bull mix) was
in need of leg x-rays, a dental cleaning and some vaccines. She is fearful and
tentative in new situations, and not usually friendly with other dogs, so any trip outside
of our "safe" home is always a bit nerve-wrecking. The doctors and staff at St. Francis
took extra care to accommodate her and make her feel comfortable. Since she would
have to be housed for the day and sedated for this procedure, they made special
arrangements with me to bring her in to the office a little later, and let me wait with her
while she was being sedated. The staff were patient with her, and allowed her the
time she needed to "get to know them" before coming in with the medical tools and
beginning the exam. By the end of the day, my little Lucy had made many new
friendships with the kind staff at St. Francis. The people there are wonderful!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-05
Always a professional and welcoming experience. My dog loves the staff. We arrived
early for our appointment and were able to be seen right away.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-04
I am very happy with St. Francis Pet Clinic. I can see why multiple people
recommended them to us when we moved here. I am impressed by the kindeness,
intelligence, and efficiency of the staff and the veterinarians. I have never felt rushed
or unimportant. Thank you!

NPS:

by Aurora Gigon on 2015-01-29
Outstanding! Love DR Harmon! She goes above and beyond! She cares.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-01-28
they were able to see my pets at the scheduled time. the technician and the vet were
very attentive, caring, informative, and knew what they were talking about. we've
been to this vet before and are very happy with their services. i have recommended
them to several friends and coworkers.

NPS:

by Vivian Sherwood CC# on 2015-01-28
Sophia Gianna and I absolutely adore every single person at St. Francis Pet Clinic,
beginning with the extraordinary Dr. Harmon and sweet Dani. Not only is the care
given to Sophia of the highest quality but the love everyone shows to ALL the patients
is remarkable to see. I feel that my little girl is in the best of hands .. equal to the

veterinarians I have had in New York and Los Angeles. We are most most fortunate
and blessed to have found St. Francis Pet Clinic! Can you imagine a cat looking
forward to a visit to the vet? Sophia does!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-01-25
Professional and super friendly, as always!

NPS:

by Donald Rizzo on 2015-01-23
I brought in Oprah and Gayle for a microchip implant and a three year rabies vaccine
yesterday. . Oprah did real well butcGayle had a bad reaction and had to bring her
back for medication and treatment. Dr . Morgan was great This morning Gayle was
very vocal but was not vomiting and her ears were up However when Oprah smelled
her she growled at Gayle why was that since they are siblings and are usually
inseparable? If you have any explanation I would appreciate any feedback Thanks

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-01-23
Great experience, friendly and knowledgeable staff!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-01-23
Everyone at St. Francis is friendly and helpful. Dr. Lawrence is also very sweet and
patient and always take time to explain things or answer questions in depth. I never
feel rushed when I come in with either of of my pets. It is also relatively easy to get an
appointment last minute if you have a bit of an urgent problem.

NPS:

by Don Goolsby on 2015-01-23
Nice thing about service it consistence and always a pleasant expierence

NPS:

by Tiara DuPree CC# on 2015-01-22
Although King knows, Dr Harmon & Dr Morgan, he feels so much better after we get
back home...All the staff listens to us about our concerns and we really do appreciate
the opportunity to learn more about caring for him. He's our big ol' baby bear-like son.
Thank you all for your service

NPS:

by Vince Pettit on 2015-01-21
excellent care as a walk-in needing fast service for a problem illness.

NPS:

by Susan Gibson CC# on 2015-01-21
The girls behind the counter I belivw her mane is Maureen is always so help full. She
greats Gucci asks how he is doing . Feel very Blessed to have found st Francois yea

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-01-20
Very friendly and energetic staff.

NPS:

by Karen Miyashiro on 2015-01-17
In and out, and your usual wonderful job on her mani/pedi! Thank you!

NPS:

by Linda Ritter on 2015-01-16
Chaunti always gets warm welcomes at St. Francis, and the veterinary care is superb.
It's a wonderful support system for me as I try to help my sweet girl through some
tough challenges. Thank you.

NPS:

by Janine Raybaud on 2015-01-16
I liked the clinic. It was light, open, and clean. My Doctor was very thoughtful and
understanding. All the techs and assistants were also very kind and open.

NPS:

by Carrie & Eric Lundquist on 2015-01-14
The staff is always so pleasant and helpful! Came in for flea control and was given a
couple options. And it worked! No more fleas!

NPS:

by Orla O'Doherty on 2015-01-13
Thank you for taking time to see Shandy. Your referrals for her anxiety were
appreciated. Shady loves Dr. Morgan!

NPS:

by Letty Castillo on 2015-01-10
Dr. Harmon and staff always provide caring an outstanding service.

NPS:

by Amie & Tyler Adair on 2015-01-10
We loved Dr Harmon and all the staff! We are really happy with the energy, support
and knowledge you all have! We believe our mini Aussie Ollie will be in in great hands
at St. Francis . Warm Cuddles and puppy breath kisses ;) Amie Tyler and Ollie

NPS:

by Debbi Pearson on 2015-01-10
Always a fabulous experience!!

NPS:

by Caroline Taylor on 2015-01-10
thanks for your thorough check up and shared concern. Meds have already helped
our problem...My dog was totally comfortable with you and your kind care...and
thrilled to find his best friend waiting for an appointment as well!

NPS:

by Tiffany Jolie on 2015-01-08
The staff was really compassionate and caring. The doctor was great at explaining
the diagnosis and how to handle it. I really appreciate the ease and comfort of St.
Francis Pet Clinic.

NPS:

by Steve and Sue Manseau on 2015-01-08
Everyone was very helpful. Got everything handled efficiently. Thanks for everything!

NPS:

by Sierra Mullenary CC# on 2015-01-07
Doctor Kellye Harmon is an amazing veterinarian. Through her skills and dedication
she helped our little maltese live to be a very happy 15 and a half years old. Our little
girl felt very safe with Dr. Harmon and was never scared to see her wonderful doctor.
In fact, they had a very loving relationship. We now have a puppy maltese and are
very happy to have Dr. Harmon there to help us keeping her a happy healthy pup.
From the veterinarians to the staff at the front desk, St. Francis goes above and
beyond for their patients. We are very appreciative and thankful for everyone at St.
Francis. We would and do recommend St. Francis to anyone who needs a good,
caring veteranarian for their furry companions. Open 6 days a week too! Thank you
St. Francis!

NPS:

by Dan & Wendy Fitz on 2015-01-07
Have always had a great experience at St. Francis Pet Clinic. Kind and caring staff
and veterinarians! Thank you for all you do to keep our furry family members healthy!

NPS:

by Verity Allen on 2015-01-07
St. Francis Pet Clinic is awesome!!!

NPS:

by Beth Goodman on 2015-01-07
I had not been a client of St. Francis for many years because I did not live in Santa
Barbara for six years and only recently became a pet owner again. Our two new-to-us
cats, William and Cleo needed a check up. It made me happy to return to St. Francis
because I had received such excellent care years ago, during a time of great
sadness, when my dog of 13 years, Clover, had to be put to sleep. The kindness I
received that last day with Clover has stayed with me. Returning to St. Francis for a
non-urgent visit was just fine. It was a complicated day for me but it went as well as
could be expected. I liked being able to use the email contact system as I initially
inquired as to an appointment after hours, but I also received a follow-up phone call,
during the early period of the next business day and that personal contact was again
kind and caring. I was not present in the room at the time the vet examined William
and Cleo (I had accidentally scheduled an important call at the same time : / but I was
happy that the bill seemed within reason. I am happy to have reestablished a
relationship. Sincerely, Beth

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-01-06
Fantastic service. The staff is knowledgeable, love animals and go out of their way to
make sure your pet is well taken caren of. Would highly recommend!

NPS:

by Doug Van Pelt on 2015-01-06
they are always very helpful. I bit on the expensive side, but helpful.

NPS:

by Liz Gates on 2015-01-05
The best.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-01-05
St.Francis Pet Clinic the best!! Good service, great care, very clean

NPS: N/A

by Melissa McLaughlin on 2015-01-03
Such a pleasurable experience. This is my first vet experience in SB and was happy
with the great customer service and thoroughness of the staff.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-01-03
We love Dr Morgan and the staff at St Francis. They are always so kind and gentle
with the critters going above and beyond with their patience and compassion with
both pet and guardian. They make going to the vet a pleasant rather than stressful
experience.

NPS:

by Nicholas Markovitch on 2015-01-02
Great client service provided by a delightful staff.

NPS:

by Debra Arch on 2014-12-31
Dr Morgan was so gentle with Lucas he didn't stopped trying to leave the exam room.
I was glad to find out what is happening to Lucas' eye and that Dr. Morgan will confer
with Dr Silva about treatment options.

NPS: N/A

by Patricia Miller on 2014-12-30
Thanks for taking such good care of my dogs and for being so nice to them on their
visits....all of the veterinarians and staff I have met are great at explaining problems
and treatments....and the front desk is always super efficient.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-12-30
Everyone was very nice and my pet was treated like a queen. She loves going to St.
Francis!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-12-30
We are new to the area and our dog needed medical treatment. St. Francis pet clinic
was able to see our dog immediately and take care of the problem. We were very
happy with the service and staff.

NPS:

by Laura Nunn on 2014-12-30
Dr. Morgan and his staff are wonderful. They have always been very caring and
helpful to Theodore, Quincy and Morgans needs. Thank you for always taking great
care of my dogs.

NPS:

by Scott Young CC# on 2014-12-24

Excellent. Dr. Morgan quickly diagnosed the problem and gave me some additional
tips for Bronco's continued health.

NPS:

by Devin Scott on 2014-12-24
As always, the staff was amazing!

NPS:

by Steve & Carla Alnes on 2014-12-23
I was referred to this place from my cousin and what can I say! This was my first time
there the staff was soooo nice. Everyone was so personable and the techs were very
good at their job as well as making your comfortable. There was almost no waiting
and the Dr. Was amazing as well. He explained everything and solved the other issue
my pet had on the spot. I'm not going anywhere else!

NPS:

by Conrad & Denise Tanasychuk on 2014-12-22
Dr. Lawrence and her team are knowledgeable and comforting with our dogs. Dr.
Lawrence looks at the whole picture and what options are available for treatment. I
am very grateful to have found such a great vet for our dogs.

NPS:

by Mary Fairchild on 2014-12-19
Dr. Harmon, Maureen, Emma, and Missy are all so awesome! Thank you so much!

NPS:

by Christina McMahon on 2014-12-19
I love this place! Dr. Harmon is so good with my kitty. She saved her life twice so far!
And the receptionists are all so friendly. I'm so happy this vet is only a few blocks from
me. I chose them for geographic reasons, and stayed with them because they're
extraordinary!

NPS:

by Joel Orr on 2014-12-19
A top staff at St. Francis. They are friendly and upbeat and you can tell that they love
our pets. Dr. Morgan is a superior, highly skilled vet. My wife and I, and our cute dog
and two cats, trust this clinic.

NPS:

by Jackie Ericson on 2014-12-18
all are the best from the front desk to the doctors

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-12-17
Great staff and doctors.

NPS:

by Manuela & Robb & Sofia Cavaness on 2014-12-17
It is always a great welcoming, everyone is caring, super friendly and appointments
are on time. The doctors are all super competent and give the best care .

NPS:

by Leanne Atwill on 2014-12-17
The staff at St. Francis is excellent - Missy took great care of my Luna, and the staff
always calls to follow up and find out how my dogs are doing.

NPS:

by Jill Cunningham on 2014-12-17
We were very impressed with the warmth of the staff,the cleanliness of the office, and
the attention and care given to our dog, Beau, by Dr. Kellye Harmon. We are new to
the area and feel very fortunate to have found the St.Francis Pet Clinic and especially
a wonderful veterinarian, Dr.Harmon.

NPS:

by Jill Cunningham on 2014-12-17
We were very impressed with St.Francis Pet Clinic from the warmth of the staff to the
cleanliness of the office, but most especially with the time spent, attention, and caring
of our dog, Beau, by Dr. Kellye Harmon. We are new to the area and feel very
fortunate to have found this wonderful veterinarian and St.Francis Pet Clinic.

NPS:

by Michele & Rich Hay on 2014-12-16
Dr. Harmon has been directly involved with all aspects of our pet treatment starting
with her pre vet. position years ago and again at St Francis and post doctorate vet.
She's the best.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-12-14

Dr. Morgan and the whole team at St. Francis has been so amazing with my dog for
the past 10 years. Our dog loves the vet so much that he tries to go inside when we
go on walks in that neighborhood!

NPS:

by Scott Enneking on 2014-12-12
the best place around. so compassionate, and easy going. if there was 10 stars they
deserve it.

NPS:

by C.J Carnewal on 2014-12-11
Great friendly service as always! My hanks!

NPS:

by Lisette & Lisbette Figueroa on 2014-12-09
Everyone there is the best. Really attentive fullfilling the needs of every patient with
their pets . Dr Harmon is the best.

NPS:

by Stephen & Sue Wiseman on 2014-12-09
Very welcoming as a new patient and professional and friendly, extremely pleased
with treatment provided.

NPS:

by Laura Clayton on 2014-12-06

Great experience

NPS:

by Michelle Libbey on 2014-12-06
Great environment. Staff was ready for me at my scheduled appointment time.
Friendly techs. Quick service. Tech took the time to go over vaccine reactions in
detail. Very thourough. My dog always leaves happy.

NPS:

by Laura Wells OB on 2014-12-01
The staff at St. Francis are knowledgable, compassionate and thorough. With 5
doctors on board you get many decades of experience to depend on. Thank you for
your outstanding work!

NPS:

by Julie Parent on 2014-11-29
Friendly and courteous staff, Dr. Harmon and Megan were extremely professional
and sensitive to Luna's needs and paw problems. I would recommend St. Francis Pet
Clinic in a heartbeat.

NPS:

by Becky Kelber on 2014-11-26
Thank you, Dr. Lawrence, for adjusting your schedule and guiding us to the proper
pathway for Sophie's optimum recovery. We are very thankful for your wisdom and
knowledge. Fondly, Becky and Dexter

NPS:

by Katherine Griffin on 2014-11-25
Everyone treated my dog sullivan with so much love and care!!! They fit me in last
minute and even ended up making time to do a surgery that day!!! I will never go
anywhere else!!!!! THANK YOU DR. MORGAN AND TEAM :)

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-11-25
Beau felt comfortable and enjoyed the visit, not even noticing he just received a shot.

NPS:

by Michael Janes on 2014-11-24
It's refreshing when a vet takes the time to thoroughly examine my pet, instead of just
handing out a prescription and pushing you out the front door.

NPS:

by Dorothea and Steven Lasswell on 2014-11-20
Dr. Kelley Harmon was just wonderful! I had and appointment, but had to wait, i can
wait but I think it is never comfortable for a dog to wait.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-11-20
Great service! My dog & I felt very welcome our first time!

NPS:

by Arlette and Joe Godges on 2014-11-20
You guys are the very best! Responsive, gentle and patient oriented to pets and
"parents"! Thank you! Have recommended you many times! Happy Holidays to you
all.

NPS:

by Susanne Wood on 2014-11-19
Dr. Lawrence is the best!

NPS:

by Susan Gibson CC# on 2014-11-19
Awesome as always

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-11-18
They are very friendly and helpful, really care about your pets

NPS:

by Bill and Sharon Bolton on 2014-11-17
Living, caring staff at st Francis!!!

NPS:

by Matthew Smith on 2014-11-15
St. Francis has always treated us and our dogs well. The staff are caring and take
their time to explain all of our options.

NPS:

by Tracy On CC# on 2014-11-15
Love that everyone cares for me and my dog Cali. We always feel special and part of
the family. We trust the advice and care that Dr. Harmon and all the caring staff
(techs and receptionists) give.

NPS:

by Khyli Strickland on 2014-11-15
AMAZING. everyone was sweet and loving to my little doggy. The service was
awesome quick, informative and caring. It was great we will be coming here for years
to come .

NPS:

by Andrea & Justin Plackett on 2014-11-15
I really appreciated how we were not rushed out of there and that Dr. Morgan took as
much time as needed to answer all of our questions.

NPS:

by Orla O'Doherty on 2014-11-13
Always love taking Odi there. Dr Morgan and his staff are wonderful and caring.

NPS:

by Lisa Kaftori on 2014-11-12
Max, our 9 year old Labrador, is an important part of our family. We are very pleased
with the excellent care Max receives at St. Francis Pet Clinic. We highly recommend
St. Francis Pet Clinic!

NPS:

by Frank and Charlotte DiTirro on 2014-11-12
I love St Francis Pet Hospital. Dr. Harmon is so caring with our dog her gentle touch
puts our little dog at ease. Thank You! Frank and Charlotte

NPS:

by Robby Keown on 2014-11-12
Great staff, easy to get an appointment, great downtown locale. St. Francis is where
you should take your furry friend.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-11-11
Fantastic clinic and wonderful personnel!

NPS:

by Elisabeth Hutchinson on 2014-11-08
St. Francis' doctors and techs are simply the best!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-11-07
Caring and welcoming, professional and competent—that's St. Francis. I feel
confident that my pet will get the best care, and that treatment options will always be
carefully presented for my decision. A great place for pets!

NPS:

by Janice and Jim Knight on 2014-11-06
Thanks dr Lawrence! Great visit.

NPS:

by Carol Gemberling-Stewart on 2014-11-05
Wonderfully kind, thorough and compassionate care. Thank you!

NPS:

by Victoria & Keith Smith on 2014-11-05
great experience, I found amazing doctor for my dog -finally!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-11-05
Everyone is really friendly and patient. They clearly love animals and want to help
pets live happy, full lives. Plus, the office is always clean; you rarely see even animal
fur anywhere! Parking is a bit of a pain, but not too bad considering they are close to
downtown.

NPS:

by Liz Gates on 2014-11-05
St Francis Pet Clinic is the best. I've been going there for years. It was the best then
and its still the best now.

NPS:

by Paula Firth on 2014-11-04
Everyone was very positive, welcoming and very knowledgeable. And, everyone kept
me up to date when I had to wait a bit. They explained why and promised me that I
was almost done. You have my business!

NPS:

by Mike Daly on 2014-11-03
Great treatment beginning with the first phone call, and ending with follow-up. A well
organized office environment that emphasizes positive feelings and knows how to
address idiosyncratic issues without any problems.

NPS:

by Ken & Elizabeth Sorgman on 2014-11-01
Always great caring service

NPS:

by Katherine Leon on 2014-10-31
It was a good experience like always

NPS:

by Naomi Stong on 2014-10-30
I love St. Francis and always recommend you to friends or people I know with pets.
We've been bringing both of our dogs there since they were puppies. Always happy
with the care they receive. :)

NPS:

by Don McMillan on 2014-10-30
Fantastic as always. Dr. Lawrence and staff are kind, patient, and will take the
necessary time to tell you about your pet's health. I can't imagine going anywhere
else.

NPS:

by Richard Cohen on 2014-10-29
Caring to Nelson and felt concern.

NPS:

by David Rivette on 2014-10-28
Great, been coming her for 30 years, no complaints

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-10-28
Dr. Morgan provided excellent care as always. He provided me with the options and
followed-up the next day with results of biopsy. The staff was super friendly. I was
seen right at the time of my appointment. Very impressed with the service. -Kathryn
C.

NPS:

by Nancy Law on 2014-10-27
Dani and Dr. Harmon are the best!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Michelle and Maureen awesome too :)

NPS:

by Juan Loza on 2014-10-25
Excellent service doesn't feel like a vet it feels more like family and you can feel that
the whole staff truly love what they do and love all pets.

NPS:

by Drew Behnke on 2014-10-24
wonderful visit

NPS:

by Robin Snider #CC on 2014-10-24
Always courteous, concerned and compassionate!

NPS:

by Bob Townsend on 2014-10-23
A friend recommended St. Francis Pet Clinic to us, we were not disappointed. Our
Faye is very happy too! Faye is a DAWG Rescue dog, who we adore and have been
to three local Vets to assist in her recovery. None were as thorough, thoughtful,
helpful and so loving to our dog as the St. Francis Pet Clinic's Staff, Kelly and Zineb,
as well as Dr. Lynne Lawrence. Their assessment, care and explanation of the

symptoms were concise, well thought out, explained exceptionally well and had a
plan for recovery. We have found a Home for our pets and they Love the St. Francis
Staff, Woof :-)

NPS:

by Laura Nunn on 2014-10-17
The doctor and techs were very polite and helpful. Thank you for taking care of
Theodore.

NPS:

by Michael & Monica Mocny on 2014-10-13
Ash not only vomited in my truck twice this morning he also vomited twice in my office
and then defecated in my office twice this morning. This has never happened before.
Thank you for the new oral medication.

NPS:

by Connie & Dennis Feeley on 2014-10-11
The Vet was very thorough and explained our options to us. Dr. Wemmer was
courtesy, friendly, and knowledgeable. We enjoyed our interactions with her. She
called us the next day to follow up with Mickie's progress. Dr Wemmer filled in for our
Vet and we were very pleased with her and wouldn't hesitate to see her again.

NPS:

by Leanne Polacco on 2014-10-11
I can always get in with my girl when I need to, everyone is kind, friendly, and the
doctors never, ever rush through the appointments. I have the utmost confidence in
this clinic.

NPS:

by Felicia Saunders on 2014-10-11
As always the staff was very professional, competent and friendly. My dog and I love
going to St. Francis.

NPS:

by Shawn Southgate on 2014-10-09
Great work

NPS:

by Brian Ingoldsby on 2014-10-08
The absolute best vet in Santa Barbara

NPS:

by Stephanie Stokes on 2014-10-08
I love St. Francis Pet Clinic. It's so easy to make an appointment, the staff is
extremely nice and welcoming, and Dr. Morgan is always amazing with my cat. He
makes me feel more at ease when I feel something might be wrong and he answers
all of my questions. I love having a vet I know I can rely on and feel 100% comfortable
with.

NPS:

by Christina Tolbert on 2014-10-07
Great staff and vet...

NPS:

by Cat & Greg Wilbur on 2014-10-07
My husband and I moved to Santa Barbara a couple months ago with our
four-year-old cat. Two weeks ago, we adopted a kitten. It was time to find a local pet
clinic. We heard from multiple people that St. Francis Pet Clinic was the place to go,
and they weren't wrong. Dr. Morgan and technican Missy were easy to talk to and
knowledgeable. Our kitten appointment was quick and thorough at the same time. We
found our pet clinic! We'll be back soon with our four-year-old cat.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-10-01
It's always a pleasant experience. Everyone is always so nice to my baby (my dog).

NPS:

by Denise Speer on 2014-10-01
Great staff, natural, quick, informative and very caring

NPS:

by Benicia Grace on 2014-09-30
The staff was very informative and friendly.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-09-30
Great service, caring vets

NPS:

by Jan Powell on 2014-09-30
Dr. Wemmer is terrific, The staff is responsive and very helpful. The facility is clean
and comforting. Like visiting grandma's house. I drive all the way from North of UCSB
to bring my pet to this practice. It's worth it.

NPS:

by Harriet Pitman on 2014-09-27
Great

NPS:

by Julie Lyon on 2014-09-27
Everyone is super nice, professional and helpful. I feel that we are getting very good
and thorough care. I have already had one of my friends switch from her vet to St.
Francis.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-09-27
Only there to pick up Rx this time. 2 puppies in the reception area - too cute!

NPS:

by Columba Pedroza on 2014-09-26
Everyone was super nice and attentive to my puppy, and they took good care of her.
She's doing wonderful.

NPS:

by Jennifer and Nicholas Araza on 2014-09-24
I had a really great first visit. I absolutely plan on going back, and specifically Dr.
Morgan was so kind! Thank you!

NPS:

by Judith McCaffery on 2014-09-24
Thanks you St. Francis and Dr. Morgan for getting me and my dog Maggie in for an
appointment at the last minute today! I am always so impressed with the service I
receive. Dr. Morgan is wonderful, very knowledgeable, and always compassionate
and caring when owners have to make tough decisions. My animals, cats and dog
over the years, have also loved him! Cannot say that for a pet/vet relationship very
often. Not all vets I've experienced over the years can relate well to both pets and
people. Dr. Morgan does. Office staff are always super friendly, helpful and great with
the followup. Thanks so much everyone! Maggie's feeling much better.

NPS:

by Matthew Lee on 2014-09-22
Very welcoming, and felt great to know that my pet was well taken care of!

NPS:

by Patrick Bybee on 2014-09-20
As always very professional. Dr. Lawrence takes great care of our pup!

NPS:

by Susan Gibson CC# on 2014-09-20
Always happy with dr Morgan he is wonderful , Dixie the grin end person is always
pleasant goes out of her way to make customers feel comfortable .

NPS:

by Richard & Penny Flora on 2014-09-19
Dr. Lawrence is exceptionally caring and compassionate ; she is in the field of care
she was meant to be in. Also the staff is wonderful. I feel very confident in the care of
my beloved animals with St. Francis Pet Clinic.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-09-19
Kind and attentive staff. Doctor Morgan was thorough and professional, but he
handled my friend, Jessie (canine heeler/aussie mix), gently and affectionately. The
reception area and examination room were clean and roomy and my extremely
sensitive, elderly rescue dog was not overwhelmed or overly fearful. I could not have
asked for a better first veterinary visit.

NPS:

by Catherine Lafuente on 2014-09-19
Great as always!

NPS:

by Megan Van Beveren on 2014-09-18
Wonderful and efficient as always! Thank you

NPS:

by Tomi Topinko on 2014-09-18
This place is the best! I trust my pets are cared for, the price is fair and they do not try
to sell me stuff I don't need! I have 3 dogs and 1 cat all happy and healthy!

NPS:

by Devin Scott on 2014-09-16
Great staff interactions, as always!

NPS:

by Jillian Boccardo on 2014-09-12
Got an appointment quickly. Everyone seemed extremely interested in the well being
of Ryce. I also felt that my feedback and experience prior to this appointment was
heard and respected.

NPS:

by Martha Hernandez on 2014-09-10
Nothing I can't expect, but the best. Every time I visit St. Francis Pet Clinic, all the
personal is very pleasant, and professional, the most important thing for me is that my
pets are treating as I treat them, that gives me a peace of mind. Staff is extremely
patient specially with one of my dogs, every time I have a question or concern the
technician will go the extra mile to have an answer or will make a note and contact
me latter, but I always get back to me thank you very much, for the great service.
From all of you that works at St. Francis, well done and keep up the excellent job You
guys do!!!! The reason I recommend you, to my family and friends. Including
coworkers.

NPS:

by Jill Nida on 2014-09-10
Thank you Dr. Harmon!!

NPS:

by Jill Nida on 2014-09-10
Thank you Dr Harmon. Great help!!! Sincerely, J G & L

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-09-05
As always, the staff at St Francis was fantastic!

NPS:

by Carol Ondrey on 2014-09-04
I was very pleased with the professional service and with the friendly atmosphere. As
always, in a Veterinary office, everyone there really loves animals. That makes for
pleasant conversation in the waiting room. As yet, I don't know whether the
treatments given to my cat will heal her. But so far, she seems happier and did eat a
little bit of the special cat food I bought . That was her first meal in a week. Of course,
I'd he even happier if these services were less expensive, but if the treatment cures
the problem, I will consider it money well spent.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-09-03
Great staff. Always quick to assist.

NPS:

by Patricia Hague on 2014-09-03
Always great service.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-09-03
Amazing staff! Awesome service. Thank you Dr. Harmon & Danni :) Simply the BEST

NPS:

by James Garcia on 2014-09-03
We love St. Francis! The staff is always great and Dr. Harmon is a great doctor! She
truly enjoys what she does and it shows. It's nice to see how caring she is with our
black lab. She is very informative and never rushes our appointments. We highly
recommend St. Francis Pet Clinic :)

NPS:

by Patricia Watson on 2014-08-30
Dr. Harmon was wonderful! Really liked that she gets down on her knees to our dogs
level to examine her. Coco was so calm with her because of that!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-08-29
Fabulous.

NPS:

by Virginia Fischer on 2014-08-29
As always, attentive care and professionalism was given to my pup. I love your
friendly staff and, of course my loving doc, Kathy.

NPS:

by Orla O'Doherty on 2014-08-29
Always have a great experience ! Staff are friendly and congenial. Thank you!

NPS:

by Nathan Chapman on 2014-08-27
Dr. Harmon and her staff took such good care of my girl during her extended stay at
St. Francis. To help calm Jade during her ear exam, they took her for a few walks,
and took extra time to help calm her down. She's very anxious, but they were able to
make her comfortable enough to have her ears flushed...highly recommend this pet
clinic

NPS:

by Ian Simmons on 2014-08-27
Dr. Kellye Harmon is the most caring, empathic, educated vet we have ever known in
the 38 years of having pets & being in contact with many vets over these years! Our
fur baby loves her too! Plus the rest of the staff are very professional & highly caring
as well. The front desk staff are very patient with questions. Absolutely have nothing
negative to say. They don't try & upscale you on services or products that are
unnecessary.

NPS:

by Jade Dye on 2014-08-27

I had an amazing experience at St. Francis Pet Clinic. They helped me rescue and
rehabilitate an abused puppy named Skye. Now she is doing better than ever! Thank
you so much for your amazing staff! I couldn't have done it without you!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-08-27
Just a bit shocked by the cost of one Comfortis pill. The only reason I don't give all
gold stars is because of the expenses each time we come for a visit. But the quality of
care given to our dog is excellent! And the staff is supremely attentive. St. Francis Pet
Clinic is outstanding. But think about it if you are on a fixed income as we are.

NPS:

by David & Nora Berklich on 2014-08-23
Excellent service from doctors and stall.

NPS:

by Christine Beach on 2014-08-22
The staff here are always kind, excellent and prompt!

NPS:

by John & Kirsten Kinsella on 2014-08-21
They couldn't have been more gentle, honest and respectful after taking my aging
dog to hear about a cancerous diagnosis.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-08-21
Once again everyone there was very friendly and professional and my dog left there
feeling like the most beloved dog of the day.

NPS:

by David Postada on 2014-08-20
St. Francis always gives our pets excellent care!

NPS:

by C.J Carnewal on 2014-08-19
Thanks for your continued excellent service- from the person that answers the phone
to make the appointment, to those that check us in, to the vet tech, & the vet &
checkout. It's all a great, caring experience. Thank you again for fitting Zoe in last
minute yesterday & caring for her! Appreciate it. C.J. Carnewal & Zoe!

NPS:

by Gary White on 2014-08-19
Everyone was very helpful and fully answered my questions.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-08-19
As always, Dr. Harmon was patient, good with our dog, listened to our concerns, and
responded helpfully.

NPS:

by Jean Johnson on 2014-08-15
After a very brief wait we went into the exam room, the tech and the vet were friendly,
professional and thorough. I love that the vet gets down on the floor to examine my
dog in a way she loves- looks more like a lot of belly rubs and petting !

NPS:

by Ellie Altomare CC# on 2014-08-15
Dr. Harmon is wonderful! Very knowledge, and compassionate, she goes the extra to
bring your pet back to health. I only ever have positive experiences with her and Dr.
Faoro, and the other staff members I've interacted with. They are the very best vets in
Santa Barbara! THANK YOU FROM THE BOTTOM OF MY HEART!

NPS:

by Alexandra Crapo on 2014-08-15
fantastic as always

NPS:

by Lesa Crocker on 2014-08-14
Wonderful loving vets and staff. Go nowhere else....

NPS:

by Christine Delgado on 2014-08-14
Our first visit was yesterday 08/13/14 and I am so happy with our first visit/experience
I will definitely be coming back. From the minute we walked in the door until we
walked out everyone was so nice. Loved Dr. Rachelle Wemmer...she is super sweet,
answered all my questions and also informed me of things I wasn't aware of....and
thanks to Angelica too yesterday for all her help. Very happy :)

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-08-13
We had a great first experience at St. Francis' last week! The vet patiently answered
my questions, explained everything that we as first-time pet owners needed to know,
and handled my cat very gently. I was impressed by the helpful and friendly staff as
well! It feels great to know that my cat will be in good hands whenever we have
concerns about his health.

NPS:

by Maria Wilson on 2014-08-11
All of the staff was friendly, caring and sensitive when helping us deal with a very old
and sick family dog.

NPS:

by Rosa & Reynaldo Lopez on 2014-08-10
The vet was very nice and caring towards my dog and the assistant was very
understanding of her condition

NPS:

by Marcia Adams on 2014-08-10
Everyone was so nice and welcoming me to Santa Barbara! My 'boys' were treated
with I love you! And caring! Thank you!

NPS:

by Wayne DuPont on 2014-08-09

The staff is always attentive and helpful and Dr. Harmon is the best!!! She helped us
with an old dog and now with our 2 present dogs . She has called me numerous times
after hours to help one of our dogs that has epilepsy. She has done a surgical repair
of an injured paw. I always recommend her to everyone that I can.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-08-09
I was able tonged an appt the first day and the staff were efficient and friendly.

NPS:

by Joseph Chapel on 2014-08-08
Friendly and professional staff, starting with the receptionist and going to the tech and
ending with the vet. Well definitely make this my primary vet.

NPS:

by Leanne Polacco on 2014-08-08
As aways, the appointment was unrushed, thorough, with loving care and attention.
The entire staff is wonderful.

NPS:

by John & Kathy Marvin on 2014-08-05
My husband and I are consistently pleased and impressed by the care and service
with Dr. Morgan and the St. Francis Pet Clinic. As a matter of fact, I referred a new
patient just yesterday!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-08-04
They are always friendly and fast to help you with your pet!

NPS:

by Pam & Jim Rubin on 2014-08-04
Moxie came in with an itch that we couldn't get under control. Dr. Stewart gave her a
cortizone shot that gave her relief by that evening. She is still scratching but a great
deal less.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-08-02
I brought our 7lb Snorkie in after a close encounter with a large dog's mouth! It was
an emergency visit. I was greeted with a hug from Bailey's veterinarian, Dr. Lawrence.
Everyone was concerned, caring and efficient. Bailey was lucky and came away with
cuts and a puncture. I was very pleased with the treatment.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-08-02
I highly recommend this vet. The staff was extremely caring, kind, and helpful.

NPS:

by Jonathan Mills on 2014-07-31
Excellent as always! Wonderful to see Danni again, and to know that she is at the
clinic full-time as a manager. Always a treat to see Dr. Harmon!

NPS:

by Aaron & Megan Bright on 2014-07-30
Dr. Lawrence was exceptional! She listened to the issue we were having with our
dog, did a thorough exam, discussed reasonable treatment options and took excellent
care of our dog. Our dog was miserably itchy and her treatment has relieved his
suffering so much. Thank you so much Dr. Lawrence!!!

NPS:

by Eva Delamora on 2014-07-30
Outstanding services, fast, cheap and welcoming! This is the Place to take your
loveable Pets.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-07-29
Very helpful people. Took great care of my dog.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-07-25
As always - everyone is friendly and efficient. I love that they keep notes on how my
dog prefers to handle her appointments. It makes for a very easy stress free
check-up!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-07-25
My pet loves going to St. Francis! They are very friendly, professional, and caring.
Thank you!

NPS:

by Stephanie Ramirez on 2014-07-25
Friendly and helpful staff!

NPS:

by Debbi Pearson on 2014-07-24
was very good very knowledgeable staff regarding flea control thank you so much you
are great

NPS:

by Lynn Kirk CC# on 2014-07-24
Love Kelley and all the staff is so sweet

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-07-24
Dr Lawrence, Natasha and all the staff at St. Frances are very gentle and thorough.
They also take their time explaining results of lab work, possible explanations for my
cat's symptoms and options for treatment. I feel very confident that my cat is getting
the best care and that if I have any questions or worries, the staff will get us the
information that we need. Thank you St Frances!

NPS:

by Danielle & Chris Norlinger on 2014-07-22

Everyone at St Francis is so warm and caring and professional. Dr. Morgan is great
with our dog, Fonz, who is a 15-year-old terrier-chihuahua mix who gets very
frightened at the vet's; Dr. Morgan really understands how to handle traumatized
animals, and his tenderness is always touching to behold. Thanks also to their
awesome technician, Natasha, who happily bears the unpleasant task of giving Fonz
a (much-needed) nail trim! We feel very fortunate to have such a competent team
keeping our loved one healthy and happy.

NPS:

by Stacy & Jon Peterson on 2014-07-22
We are always welcomed and remembered and our dogs get very personal and
special care. Thanks

NPS:

by Alex Miller on 2014-07-21
Accomodating, efficient, patient, animal-sensitive, animal-loving, professionally
effective.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-07-20
Dr. Morgan was a pleasure to work with. He gave off positive and warm energy and
was reassuring.

NPS:

by Cheryl & Tom Syas on 2014-07-19
I always have a pleasant experience with St. Francis Pet Clinic, whether I am on the
phone scheduling an appointment or bringing my pet, Buddy in. The staff and
technicians are always friendly, courteous and respectful to my pets needs The
doctor's are also very kind, friendly and gentle with Buddy.

NPS:

by Shawn Southgate on 2014-07-18
A little busy checking in but great visit.

NPS:

by James Pattillo on 2014-07-17
Personalized and caring service from both vets and staff.

NPS:

by Sandra Cable PHONE on 2014-07-17
As always, great care for Molly! Dr. Morgan is caring and the staff is wonderful.

NPS:

by Wendy Weeks on 2014-07-17
Very kind an informative staff

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-07-16
Our cat "Sassy" (17) is no pussycat to handel (more like cat-zilla), but the techs at
SFPC are the best at getting blood work sample painlessly.

NPS:

by Marianne Strange on 2014-07-15
It is always a a nice experience at St. Francis from the receptionist to the veterinarian.
Even Arthur seems to enjoy himself, kisses for doggie treats.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-07-15
The staff takes great care of me and my dog. My dog has been dealing with a chronic
illness and is close to the end of her life. Dr. Morgan and his staff have been
sympathetic and caring through the whole process. My phone calls, questions,
concerns and appointment requests are responded to immediately. I wouldn't go
anywhere else, Dr. Morgan has gone above and beyond.

NPS:

by Felicia Garcia on 2014-07-12
I always enjoy going to St. Francis Pet Clinic for my dogs veterinary care. He's always
so happy to go in for check-ups and it's obvious that he feels very comfortable with
the staff. I'm never afraid to ask questions that I may have about his health or
anything that I should be aware of that is specific to his breed. Everybody there is
always very kind and very knowledgeable and I appreciate the time and effort that
they put into giving my dog the best care!

NPS:

by Laura deBoer CC# on 2014-07-12
The staff are always friendly & conscientious. Very thorough, while being expedient! I
can't imagine any other place could care about Murphy more than everyone at st.
Francis!! Thankyou!!

NPS:

by Nerella Reginato on 2014-07-11
DOCTORS AND OFFICE STAFF ARE ALWAYS WONDERFUL.

NPS:

by Colleen Bramel on 2014-07-11
Rosie had a very positive experience at St Francis Pet Clinic. She can be alittle
grumpy and not a fan of other dogs, the staff handeled the situation with ease. The
examine went well all my questions we answered.The Vet was very through and took
her time with Rosie. I would not take her any where else.

NPS:

by Max Cail on 2014-07-11
Always helpful and nice. Never had a problem with them in the 7 years we've been
going there. Thanks!

NPS:

by Christine Pieton on 2014-07-11
Dr. Wemmer and the staff took great care of our little kitten when he became severely
ill. We're fortunate for the care he received at St. Francis and would recommend this
clinic to others. The only thing that they could improve on is their timeliness with
appointments - I typically have to wait about 20min after my scheduled time before
seeing a DVM.

NPS:

by Lisa & Scott Burns on 2014-07-11
We have a great cat, but she doesn't get along with other cats, you were able to treat
her and she is doing better

NPS:

by Angela Granziera on 2014-07-10
Great service. Real people who get that pets are family.

NPS:

by Claudia Wilberger on 2014-07-09
Dr. Harmon always provides great service.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-07-09
the service I received at St. Francis was great. Dr. Lawrence is so friendly and
knowledge. The techs are efficient and know their stuff!

NPS:

by Taylor Brayden on 2014-07-08
Really nice helpful staff and Dr. Rachelle Wemmer made my pup feel very
comfortable.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-07-08
Fantastic! They come to Eddie's rescue all the time.

NPS:

by Harriet Pitman on 2014-07-08
Very satisfied with the care at St Francis Pet Hospital.

NPS:

by Jan Powell on 2014-07-05
Dr. Wemmer was knowledgeable, responsive, concerned and very helpful. I drive
from North of UCSB. Yes there are other vets, but this practice was recommended as
being realistic and rational about diagnostics,outcomes and treatments. Glad I made
the trip.

NPS:

by Bob & Jennifer Deacon on 2014-07-04
As usual, we had a great experience at St. Francis. It was very busy day at the clinic,
but we felt Samson received caring, individualized attention and excellent medical
care.

NPS:

by Hallie Anderson on 2014-07-03
My animals have always had the most excellent, appropriate and thoughtful care from
the doctors at St. Francis. I really appreciate how they listen to the insights you share
regarding your pet and offer options of care that are not only best for the animal but
are genuinely kind and respectful of the human.

NPS:

by Kara & Bryn Home CC# on 2014-07-02

Love Dr. Harmon and her tech Dani!

NPS:

by David Fleischer on 2014-07-02
As always, the staff and treatment were wonderful...

NPS:

by Kerry Rollinson on 2014-07-01
This was my 1st visit with my 10 year old Bullmastiff and I would have to say that it
was pretty amazing. Everyone was very helpful and understanding. Thank you for
helping my pup and myself during this difficult time.

NPS:

by Michael & Suzanne Cohen on 2014-07-01
great. thank you.

NPS:

by Liz Gates on 2014-07-01
I really like St. Francis Pet Clinic. They are so caring and excellent at what they do. It
is also very clean there. Five stars from me.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-06-30

As always, the staff was really nice. As the sitting room was filled with dogs, they got
my cat in quickly to avoid any anxiety.

NPS:

by Nicole Symer on 2014-06-30
My experience at St. Francis Pet Clinic was wonderful. I just recently moved from
across the country and needed a new veterinarian to look after my dog. I was referred
to St. Francis and would absolutely recommend them. The staff were all very kind and
helpful. I look forward to our next visit!

NPS:

by Elisabeth Hutchinson on 2014-06-28
As always the entire staff at St Francis is professional, qualified, friendly & caring.

NPS:

by Ashley Hedberg on 2014-06-28
Amazing! Always timely and helpful! They really take care of my dog and are super
friendly at the same time!

NPS:

by Diana Lovan on 2014-06-26
The staff address incredibly helpful and have a lot of knowledge to share.

NPS:

by Verity Allen on 2014-06-26
Friendly staff & clean facility!!!

NPS:

by Gloria Jones on 2014-06-26
St. Francis staff is the best. Highly recommended.

NPS:

by Devon Turner on 2014-06-25
Excellent as always! We switched our pet's care to St. Francis a few years ago from
Noah's Ark after it became a VCA hospital and have NEVER regretted it. Dr. Harmon
and the entire staff have been so amazing and caring for our furry family. We feel well
taken care of never taken advantage of with unecessary testing (which wasn't the
case with VCA Noah's Ark). We highly recommend them to all of our friends with pets.
Thank you St. Franics! The Turners

NPS:

by Erika & David Cox #CC on 2014-06-25
I use to drive 2 hours north to take "My Girls" to the vet. I had tried several here
locally and even in Summerland, NO!!! disliked everyone of them! until I tried St.
Francis. The staff and doctors at St. Francis LOVE my girls greet them with belly rubs
and even kisses! The care Posie and Bella receive is SUPERB! their knowledgeable
and have the latest technology to provide my girls with the very best care. I always
receive follow up calls checking on them when their care needed was not a typical
check up. Thank you so much for making my life easier the drive up north was getting
old and costly.

NPS:

by Gene Geller on 2014-06-25

Everything went well..Sparky is doing fine. Thank you for the great job.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-06-24
What a friendly and helpful place! Kim at the desk, and Natasha, who greeted us in
the exam room, and Dr. Rachelle Wemmer were all very warm and welcoming, and
made us feel at home for our very first visit. They each spent time making sure all of
our questions were answered and that we knew everything we needed to know
before we left. We feel lucky to have found the perfect place to take our new rescue
dog!

NPS:

by Ryan Nelson on 2014-06-24
Little gyro does not enjoy going to the vet but he loves the people at st francis. Dr
Wemmer and her staff have gone above and beyond to help him through surgery and
his various health needs. They've done an even better job of reassuring ME that my
little pal is going to be in good hands no matter the situation. I want to thank them all
from the bottom of my heart for caring as much as they do. I wish i could single them
out by name, as they deserve the recognition, but they know who they are. I'll never
take gyro anywhere else. Thank you.

NPS:

by Ann Rudolph on 2014-06-18
Wally is the 2nd dog I have brought to St. Francis. As before everyone is very
friendly, very helpful, very dog loving. I am now waiting for his foot problem to begin to
heal - wish I had brought him in last week :-( I have recommended St. Francis to
others who continue to bring their dogs to the clinic.

NPS:

by Ken & Elizabeth Sorgman on 2014-06-17

Always the best care Lucy is all at ease as soon as Dr Morgan comes I'm the room

NPS:

by Connie & Dennis Feeley on 2014-06-17
The people working there are always pleasant and display a confidence which
enables me to be calm.

NPS:

by Michael & Christine Cruse on 2014-06-15
The staff is friendly and cares for each pet they provide services to. Thank you for
your care!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-06-13
Great, friendly staff. Very knowledgable. Feels homey. Every staff member wants to
greet your animal and talk to them. I will never go anywhere else.

NPS:

by Liz Gates on 2014-06-13
Excellent. doctors and super caring environment. very clean I highly recommend.

NPS:

by Liz Gates on 2014-06-13

I will take my animals nowhere else! St Francis Pet Clinic is the best in town.excellent
doctors and super caring environment. 5 stars all the way.

NPS:

by Brandi Burnham on 2014-06-11
This is my second visit and I have been very happy. They are thorough and genuine.
The Vet provided info about optional vaccines/treatments but didn't push them of
make me feel they were necessary, just an option if I thought I was interested. Only
downside was I waited for over 30min for our appt. with a hyper anxious puppy and a
wiggly toddler.

NPS:

by Michelle Van Fleet on 2014-06-11
I have had Dr. Morgan as my vet many years ago,I really like him. He's caring, low
key, and aware. I really appreciate that he considers other viable options and doesn't
just automatically push hard core medical treatments. The technition was kind,
organized, and through with Devi's intake. All in all, a great experience, just as I
remembered from 10 years ago. So glad Dr. Morgan is still there. Thank you!

NPS:

by Melissa Abrams on 2014-06-10
As in previous visits to St Francis, everything was top notch. We were taken in within
5 minutes of our appointment. Missy (vet tech) was cheerful and helpful. Dr. Morgan
was thorough and informing, putting our older vizsla at ease with his calm, gentle
manner as he examined her. He then let her repay him with kisses all over his face. A
great experience and wonderful vet!

NPS:

by Robin Snider #CC on 2014-06-10

Although this last visit was just to get flea/tick meds for all three dogs I love St.
Francis and the excellent customer service they always provide! Thank you!

NPS:

by Sarah Block on 2014-06-10
I have unfortunately had to bring my dog in a number of times over the past year for
different ailments & injuries. The staff & doctors at St. Francis are the best. They are
very sweet to my dog Veda & have taken really great care of her. We will be
customers for life!

NPS:

by Carol Gemberling-Stewart on 2014-06-10
From the moment I enter the front door I feel welcomed. The staff and Dr. Kellye
Harmon provide top notch care in a very professional and warm manner. I have
referred several individuals to this practice and will continue to do so as well as bring
any future pets to the practice. Thank you to all who have provided care to my Pet
Assistive Therapy dog Paloma. At the age of 18 years and 3 months, he continues to
provide joy and comfort to patients at several of the SB Cottage Hospital departments
and the Rehabilitation hospital.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-06-08
Extremely attentive with my dog! Really like the follow up call to check on my dogs
progress. Everyone is friendly and caring!

NPS:

by Rodney and Teri Lee CC on 2014-06-07
Both Missy and Dr. Morgan were very caring and answered all of my questions. My
dog, who's normally very shy around new people, took to them immediately. I liked

the overall feel of St. Francis Pet Clinic, the staff is very friendly & love working there,
and I am considering switching vets.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-06-07
As always, the staff was quick, efficient, and friendly. Thanks

NPS:

by Rich and Jill Dixon on 2014-06-06
The staff and doctors at St. Francis are wonderful. We saw Dr. Harmon and she was
so helpful and kind working with our dog who does NOT like going to the vet. She is a
great listener and I never feel rushed. Many thanks and we highly recommend you!

NPS:

by Joann Bell on 2014-06-05
Dr. Lawrence always takes the time to thoroughly examine my dogs, and she spends
time with me to answer any questions. If there's a treatment needed, we make it
together. I never feel rushed into a decision. Front office staff is pleasant and many
remember my name -- but more importantly they remember the names of my
"babies." That means a lot to this "Mom."

NPS:

by Jennifer & Victor Plana on 2014-06-04
Awesome, as always. I am so happy with St. Francis and recommend them to all my
pet-loving friends!

NPS:

by Orla O'Doherty on 2014-06-04
I love the staff at St Francis. I am always greeted with a smile. Missy was lovely and
very concerned about Odi. Dr Morgan, as always, was through and knowledgable and
so caring. Thank you all so much!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-06-03
Great and caring vets And staff!

NPS:

by Garrett Durand on 2014-06-03
First visit and couldn't be more thrilled to have been referred here. Plus I live two
blocks away!

NPS:

by Debbie Kline on 2014-05-31
Great people, great service!

NPS:

by Janet Servatius on 2014-05-31
The staff was very pleasant and helpful.

NPS:

by Nancy & Trey Pinner on 2014-05-31
The clinic is always busy, but all staff stay calm, professional and pleasant. Dr.
Harmon is great with my dog and with me!

NPS:

by Joseph Foster on 2014-05-30
I called the office earlier before coming in, and a new girl answered the phone. She
said that I wasn't able to do a drop in appointment like I've done often in the past,
because now I have to have an annual exam first. I told her that wasn't necessary
and right away she told me to go to the human society then. She had a rude tone and
didn't sound like she cared at all. I've been coming here for years.

NPS:

by Tisha Ford on 2014-05-29
I'm thrilled to have Dr. Lawrence as Boone's vet! Everyone in the office could not
have been nicer. Thank you!

NPS:

by Marguerite Berti CC# on 2014-05-29
Everything was great, thank you!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2014-05-27
The vet was great. She was understanding and concerned and helpful. The front
office staff was not quite as attentive and seemed overwhelmed and too busy to help
or at least let you know they would be with you to help at some point. They didn't
even know the vet's name working with them.

NPS:

by Cynthia Stoddard on 2014-05-25
Always have great experiences with these wonderful people.

NPS:

by Hortencia Corral CC# on 2014-05-25
Friendly and knowledgeable doctors. My dog loves it there.

NPS:

by Eve Briere on 2014-05-24
Great service with a smile and care.

NPS:

by Christine & Chris Ray on 2014-05-23
Dr. Lawrence is awesome.

NPS:

by Rebecca Johnson on 2014-05-23
Dr. Lawrence was great at answering all of my questions and making me feel really
comfortable about my dogs oral surgery. Thank you!!

NPS:

by Sue & Jerry Miller on 2014-05-20
Friendly and caring staff and always are always on time. Prescriptions are ready
when they say they are. They have a clean and welcoming office and appointments
are easy to make. I always speak to a real person and don't have to leave a voice
mail.

NPS:

by Stephen Tiches on 2014-05-17
The staff took great care of my puppy and helped me understand the spay procedure
all the way through the process.

NPS:

by Alexis & Michael Weaver on 2014-05-16
Had to wait for 20 minutes... otherwise wonderful as usual!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-05-15
Staff and Dr. Lawrence were great!

NPS:

by Ellie Altomare CC# on 2014-05-15
Dr. Ron Faoro and Dr Kellye Harmon are by far the best vets in Santa Barbara!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-05-15
Everyone is very polite and friendly at St Francis. They genuinely care for my dog and
make sure that he and I are comfortable. My dog has been there quite a few times
over the last few weeks so while it has caused a dent in my pocketbook I am glad he
is in the caring and capable hands of Dr. Wemmer and staff.

NPS:

by Sherrie Anderson on 2014-05-15
Upon my arrival with Brita, I checked in and reminded one of your staff members that
I would need heart worm. She laughed and I questioned what was so funny, and her
reply was you don't have heart worm and should you say heart worm medication. I
thought this was very unprofessional and found nothinh humerous about her stupid
remark. I'm 72 and having pets all my life, have never visisted a clinic that did not
allow me to accopany my pet during the shot process and additonally weigh her and
check her over. I will not use your clinic again and certainly would not recommend
you to anyone else. sherrie anderson

NPS:

by Jessica Sweeley on 2014-05-14
You guys are awesome as always!

NPS:

by Debbie Iuele on 2014-05-10
I love St. Francis Pet Hospital! Excellent Customer Service and I really love Dr.
Lawrence! They are courteous, efficient and very friendly:)

NPS:

by Rick & Carol Wilson on 2014-05-09

Always a great experience for Maggie,our Labradoodle. Staff is great. . Dr. Morgan is
kind and gentle.

NPS:

by Leanne Polacco on 2014-05-09
I have been bringing my beloved dogs to St. Francis for 30 years and wouldn't think
of going elsewhere. The doctors and staff are professional, thorough,friendly and
interested in every case. Dr. Harmon and Rick Morgan saved lives several times!
Whenever we stop by, for either an appointment or just to pick up supplies, my girl
can't wait to get inside and see her friends there...what more can I say?!

NPS:

by Elizabeth Snyder on 2014-05-07
We LOVE you guys! The best Vet ever! So happy with the care, treatment, attention,
and the continuing positive experience Thank You St Francis!

NPS:

by Ken & Elizabeth Sorgman on 2014-05-07
Always pleasant concerned and attentive

NPS:

by Heather & Jim McBride on 2014-05-06
We have been "Patients" for 7 years with our dog, Finn, at St. Francis. The office
technicians have always been kind and helpful, even when we had to put our 19 year
old cat to sleep. Dr. Morgan has also been very kind, informative, and helpful with our
questions and treatments for Finn.

NPS:

by Ellen Schipper on 2014-05-06
Excellent doctor. The staff is very good. I only have a problem when I am being put
on hold for a one sentence comment or question. Unfortunately, I have always been
put on hold.

NPS:

by Donovan Maccarone on 2014-05-06
After a failed attempt to find the cause of my dog's stomach rash, St. Francis went
light years above what I expect from a veterinarian. They are kind, patient,
knowledgable, and take the time to explain the prognosis. The follow up telephone
call put the icing on the cake. From the receptionists to the veterinarians, both me and
my pup are very happy with how we were treated. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.

NPS:

by Cheryl & Tom Syas on 2014-05-06
We are always greeted with friendly and professional service. The wait time is very
minimum, the doctors are wonderful and truly care for my pet with the best medical
treatments. The front office staff and medical staff always go over every detail about
what to do, or how to administer medication to our pet. When you leave, you feel very
informed about every detail of your pets health.

NPS:

by Lisa McDonough on 2014-05-06
I am a new customer to St. Francis pet clinic, and I'm VERY impressed about the
service at the front desk; they are always cheerful and as a new client I feel that the
staff are happy and competent. This makes a huge difference when looking for a new
clinic to bring my beloved baby-my 11 year old Jack Russell Terrier! I used to see Dr.
Greg MacDonald, who we were very attached to and he retired. I did not get the same
comfortable impression with the new Vet at Dr. Greg's old Milpas location, which is
near our house, but St. Francis is worth the drive! Sincerely, Lisa

NPS:

by Joshua Luna on 2014-05-01
Great experience very costumer friendly and helpful given well guided information

NPS:

by Catherine Lafuente on 2014-05-01
Thanks again for the great service!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-04-29
Wonderful care for my little dog love as always! Thank you so much!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-04-28
Each time any one of my pets has needed quick attention, this pet hospital has gotten
me in quickly and without hassle. Dr. Morgan is the vet for all of my pets and they
love him and we love him! One of my dogs had cancer and Dr. Morgan and his crew
were so gentle and caring. They got us through the time with the best care that was
possible. Then my cat's tooth became infected and really painful. They got him in
quickly and removed the infected tooth and even checked in on multiple occasions to
make sure he was alright.We recently adopted a dog who had some tic bites and new
tics even though we use tic medication. They helped us remove them and made sure
I was better at removing them myself. I am a novice in the tic arena because my last
dog never got them. I love this pet hospital and I would absolutely never go anywhere
else.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-04-27
The staff was very pleasant and knows my cat. The vet was very receptive and
knowledgeable.

NPS:

by Maryse Dallain on 2014-04-26
St Francis is the best pet clinic we have experienced. Everyone at the clinic is caring
and attentive. Dr Lawrence always provides excellent care for our little Stanley.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-04-25
st Francis always takes great care of my dog Harley with little wait time

NPS:

by Lynn Kirk CC# on 2014-04-25
Wonderful. Kind caring and did the job. Thanks

NPS:

by Linda Ritter on 2014-04-25
My dog and I are fortunate to have such a top notch veterinary clinic in Santa
Barbara. The staff is friendly and always gentle with my sweet dog. And the
veterinarians are the best, helping me to keep her healthy as she ages.

NPS:

by Amy and Sean Woods on 2014-04-24
St. Francis is the best. The staff is friendly and the vets are caring and attentive.

NPS:

by Tim & Tracey Merritt on 2014-04-24
Love you guys, both of our dogs have had great experiences and even though we
don't want to bring our dogs there because it means there might be an issue with
them, we know that you guys take excellent care of them. I would recommend you to
everyone with pets.

NPS:

by Kara & Andrew Le on 2014-04-23
We always get great service from Dr. Morgan and the vet techs at St. Francis.
Everyone is very kind and understanding and does their best to help and provide the
veterinary care that we need.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-04-23
Treated my dog with kindness and were right on time with the appointment.

NPS:

by Bridget Clancy on 2014-04-21
Always a great experience at St. Francis. Very caring technicians and Dr. Lawrence is
wonderful.

NPS:

by Patricia Hague on 2014-04-18
Everyone is always nice & helpful.

NPS:

by Kathie Cisek on 2014-04-18
The staff, from the front desk to the veterinarians, are all kind, caring, and thorough.

NPS:

by Scott Enneking on 2014-04-15
Coyldnt ask for nicer people. Prices so low medical insurance covers 90%. They
saved my little guys life, and now makes sure both my dobie and chi stay healthy.
Thank you for the best care around!

NPS:

by Bob & Jennifer Deacon on 2014-04-14
The staff is patient, kind and very understanding. Our dog is frightened of coming to
the vet. He will simply sit in the waiting room refusing to budge. With some
persuasion, and a few treats, he was successfully enticed into the exam room. He
always leaves happy!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-04-12
Meggie and Mercedes loved their new doctor, Dr. Harmon. She was very thorough,
professional, loving and gentle. They look forward to their next appointment!!

NPS:

by Bobbi McGinnis on 2014-04-12
Great timely service

NPS:

by Bobbi McGinnis on 2014-04-11
Great service. Love this place....it has always taken good care of my pets, from a
desert tortoise name Tiny to my cocker-pooh named Putts.

NPS:

by Devin Scott on 2014-04-10
Great, caring service as always. Brought our dog in for a cut on her nose and they
were able to see her right away. They fixed her up and we were back home in less
than 20 minutes.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-04-09
St. Francis Pet Clinic is the best! They're always professional, helpful and courteous.
Our Eddie and Bailey (jack russells) love visiting.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-04-08
The staff is friendly and welcoming. I always feel like my dog, Jake, is getting great
care. Their prices could be a bit more competitive, but the level of caring is
exceptional!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-04-08
The staff were professional and caring.

NPS:

by Manuela & Robb & Sofia Cavaness on 2014-04-08
Attentive, detailed and accurate diagnosis. Very caring and prompt follow ups.

NPS:

by Lindsay Castro on 2014-04-04
Simple the best and special Dr. Morgan

NPS:

by Nancy Alexander on 2014-04-04
We always get excellent care! Never a long wait; always efficient. Most importantly Milo LOVES going there!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-04-04
Everyone there is so friendly and Dr Morgan is so kind when treating my 14yr Aussie.
He is very good at explaining what is going on with her and helpful.

NPS:

by Briana Urzua on 2014-04-03
Very nice staff, friendly and compassionate!

NPS:

by Steve Hovdesven on 2014-04-03
St. Francis has a wonderful staff who show honest and sincere concern for my pets.
Visiting the vet is expensive anywhere you go, so I choose to spend my hard earned
money with a staff that treats my animals as one of their own.

NPS:

by Debra Arch on 2014-04-03
We are always treated so respectfully and patiently. Never feel rushed, and this time I
was relieved to hear Lucas likely does not have anything serious going on. I've
started him on Missing Link - very slowly as that's what is recommended and his
stomach is sensitive. Thank you.

NPS:

by Lauren Katz on 2014-04-03
the veterinarians are very attentive.

NPS:

by Kelly Pierce on 2014-04-01
Our experience was wonderful as always. From all of the ladies at the front to Dr.
Morgan and his assistant, we all had a stress free and successful visit. Our cat,
James, can be less than warm and fuzzy to say the least so when he needed shots I

was apprehensive of how he would react. Both his assistant and Dr. Morgan just
calmly chatted me and James up while he had his temp taken and was given two
shots -- I only realized the first shot was given after Dr. Morgan was already on to the
second one and James never seemed to notice at all! Our chihuahua, Piper, also had
another very relaxed visit which was much appreciated. Thank you everyone! Kelly
Pierce

NPS:

by Eric Powell on 2014-03-30
St. Francis is a wonderful place!!!! While on vacation in Santa Barbara (March, 2014),
our Newfoundland developed a severe pain in her front shoulder. We were able to get
her in right away to see Dr. Morgan and he did an excellent job. We have a
long-standing relationship with our vet in our home town and were initially nervous
taking our beloved family member to someone we did not know. Dr. Morgan took a
great deal of time completing a very thorough physical exam. Ultimately, his expertise
allowed us a piece of mind and our dog was able to enjoy the rest of her vacation
relatively pain free. Thank you very, very much. Eric and Erin. We would recommend
St. Francis and Dr. Morgan to our family and friends without hesitation.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-03-30
Dr. Lawrence and staff are very nice and understanding.

NPS:

by Jeremy Chow on 2014-03-29
We were very fortunate to have Dr. Wemmer and her vet tech, Meghan, from day 1.
Our dog is perpetually at the vet due to her troublemaking shenanigans, and we're
always received with warmth and a smile--though, I imagine if you pay as much as we
do with dog vet bills, the reception should be like that. If it didn't cost us an arm and
leg every time we went, I'm sure we'd stop by and visit more often--more often than
we already do. No complaints about the service, though you should expect your
appointment to actually begin 5-10 minutes after it is scheduled.

NPS:

by Sue and Craig Collisson on 2014-03-28
Dr. Harmon is always kind, caring and thorough, and provides good explanations of
what's going on and what the treatment options are and their effects. The staff is
always caring and friendly too.

NPS:

by Julie Lyon on 2014-03-26
The women at the front desk were very friendly and helpful. My cat didn't seem in the
least bit traumatized after having had urine drawn from his bladder. When the results
came back, very quickly, the doctor himself called me and left me a long, very
informative voicemail message explaining the results, what they meant and what we
should do now. I was very impressed. Also, my dog has a problem with his anal
glands and has been needing to have them expressed every month at another
veterinary hospital. I inquired about the price of this service at St. Francis and it's $10
less so I am switching both of my pets to St. Francis now.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-03-21
Excellent as usual this visit! Many thanks to Dr Lynne Lawrence for her care and
expertise!

NPS:

by Oscar Zavala on 2014-03-20
Technician was very thorough in her explaining procedures. She was gentle with my
dog and administered the medicine efficiently. Dr. was also very gentle with my dog
and praised my care of her and recommended a few things but did not feel my dog
needed additional procedures (e.g. teeth cleaning. I liked that the bill was ready as
soon as I got done with the examination.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-03-19
Great staff, great care, thanks a lot!

NPS:

by Wendy & Larry Barels on 2014-03-19
I love this clinic, and Kellye Harmon is the BEST!

NPS:

by Cheyanne Ramirez on 2014-03-18
Very nice people, and very fast. Love it for my doggie.

NPS:

by Hector Ponce on 2014-03-17
Dr. Wemmer has provided us with the most excellent medical care for both of our
beloved dogs. She has guided us through a really tough time for one of our dogs and
explained in technical detail and translated in layman terms to us which we could
understand. I highly recommend her for all your best friends vet care needs.

NPS:

by Jim & Carola Youngson #CC on 2014-03-17
Everyone working at St. Francis is great, and the place runs well. And we appreciate
that there's little "upselling" of products and services. That, and the good vets, is why
we use St. Francis.

NPS:

by Emily Eaton on 2014-03-17
Whenever I believe that something is wrong with my pet, they always bend over
backwards to ensure that I get in her as quickly as possible. They are incredibly
friendly, courteous and informative. I feel very safe leaving my pets in their care.

NPS:

by Paul & Lisa Farrelle on 2014-03-16
Everything was great. On time, courteous help, the place is spotless. I have a very
nervous dog and they are all so so good with her. I love this place!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-03-15
Both the staff and vets are very friendly. The fact that they are open till late and on
Saturdays shows they care.

NPS:

by Toni Frohoff CC# on 2014-03-13
Everything was great but we have had to wait roughly 15 minutes for each
appointment we've made lately. It makes the appointment more expensive since
we're taking time off of work. But no one seems to acknowledge that they are even
late. If you folks can resolve this, we would be raving about your facility and
recommending more people.

NPS:

by Diana Lovan on 2014-03-11

St. Francis Pet Hospital is great. They are very focused on being in the moment with
you and your pet. They understand some of the hard decisions that need to be made
for your pets and they provide the best possible advice and time for you to make the
decisions. I highly trust Dr. Morgan with the care of my pets.

NPS:

by Cynthia Stoddard on 2014-03-11
I've been to many vet offices over the years with many pets and I can honestly say
that St. Francis is THE best pet clinic in town. I would not think of going anywhere
else. The staff is super friendly and helpful. Dr. Lawrence is just awesome. She is
kind and caring. You can just feel her love for animals. I have hairless dogs and they
always cause quite the commotion when we make a visit. What can I say? We all feel
really loved and well cared for at St. Francis. Keep up the excellent work!! Five stars
all the way!!!!!

NPS:

by Woody Rollins on 2014-03-10
It's obvious that everyone who works at St. Francis Pet Clinic LOVES animals! I am
continually impressed with the genuine kindness and care they give to my dog every
time I'm there. Lynn R.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-03-08
The staff is always so helpful and genuinely cares about their patients. Highly
recommend!

NPS:

by Jane & Joe Streiff on 2014-03-06

Our Lhaso Apso shakes as soon as the car stops at the clinic but as soon as Dr.
Lawrence holds her she stops shaking and is very cooperative. Until that time she is
looking for the nearest escape.

NPS:

by Lia Suzuki on 2014-03-06
Friendly, professional, and helpful staff.

NPS:

by Russ Chaffin on 2014-03-04
All of the Doctors, Techs and staff are wonderful. I had moved and switched to
another Vet Clinic. The staff at the new clinic most of the time seemed rushed, and
had an underlying irritability that I did not like. I returned to St. Francis where the staff
is always professional, friendly, and compassionate. Recently they were dealing with
an emergency that delayed my appointment. They repeatedly checked in with me
during the wait, so I wasn't just sitting there wondering what was happening. T0 me
that is excellent customer service. While it is a fairly traditional vet practice, I very
much appreciate that some of my more holistic ideas for treatment are
accommodated.

NPS:

by Caitlin & Mark Sewell on 2014-03-03
Got us in the morning we called, appointment was quick and very helpful. Happy to
keep coming back

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-03-02
great as usual!

NPS:

by Cerena Childress CC# on 2014-03-01
The clinic is wonderful to walk into. The techs and staff are kind and helpful. Dr
Lawrence is her sweet self. She was totally considerate of how scared my little dog
was. He had been in for two difficult situations previously and was shaking from fear,
though not of her. Thank you to all of you for the love you give the ones who can't talk
for themselves.

NPS:

by Leslie Quinn on 2014-02-28
Always Fantastic...we wouldn't think of taking Frankie anywhere else!!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-02-27
Wonderful attention for my lovely dogs! Everyone was so sweet, thorough and
attentive! We love Dr. Morgan!

NPS:

by Patricia Villanueva on 2014-02-27
Very helpful and caring

NPS:

by Stephanie Henderson on 2014-02-25
Dr. Morgan is very knowledgeable and thorough, and treats Coco very well!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-02-25
.....................................................................

NPS:

by Pat Mitchell on 2014-02-25
Persia, my 18 yr. old cat, Ava, my 6 yr.old Papillion, and I all love Doctor Lawrence
and the Staff ! Always the best of care ! Thank you Pat

NPS:

by Edith & Rick Zelazny on 2014-02-25
My experience at St. Francis has been pleasant.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-02-25
They are always courteous and professional!

NPS:

by Kendra Sarna-Onishi on 2014-02-25
Amazing! We live in Goleta and drive the extra way just to be a member of the St.
Francis community.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-02-23
Always caring and welcoming. Very little waiting time

NPS:

by Cheryl & Tom Syas on 2014-02-22
Wonderful customer service and great doctors! The staff always takes time to explain
everything and they are very patient. A very friendly environment and kindness to our
animals.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-02-21
St. Francis Pet Clinic has very helpful and friendly staff!

NPS:

by Samantha Troup on 2014-02-20
The staff at St. Francis is incredible and makes the experience (which often includes
a small highly dog-reactive puppy) a breeze for us. They not only know us by name,
but they know exactly how to handle my dogs!

NPS:

by Laura deBoer CC# on 2014-02-20
Everyone has such a great way with our pets! You suggest different options/solutions
to problems, not just the most expensive option. Every time I bring my pet in I'm so
thankful I switched vet offices when I did. Thankyou for caring about my pet!

NPS:

by Lauro Ortiz on 2014-02-18
Great service,Rex is doing much better.

NPS: N/A

by Laurie Dalton on 2014-02-18
Doctor Wemmer is thorough, kind and genuinely concerned about my dogs. I love the
call back to check on them . Thank you so much Laurie Dalton

NPS:

by Kate & Sam Collins on 2014-02-13
As always the staff at St Francis was professional and caring. I felt like the doctor
took the time to explain our options so we could make an educated decision. She
followed up with test results and was available to answer questions we had several
days after the treatment. It's clear what steps we need to take to get our cat feeling
better.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-02-13
As usual, the vets and technicians are so kind and caring to my dog and I. Absolutely
the best clinic I've been to (and I've been to several in Santa Barbara).

NPS:

by Wyn Aubrey-Child on 2014-02-12

I was concerned about my dogs first journey on a plane, and came to have her
physical and ask questions about the journey. The staff were very helpful, answered
all my questions and made sure I had done everything that was required by the
Hawaiian authorities.I felt very reassured after my visit and would be very comfortable
recommending the clinic to other pet owners..

NPS:

by Rick & Carol Wilson on 2014-02-12
Maureen always nice when we check in. First time with Nick, he was great. Dr.
Morgan always so gentle and loving to Maggie (and Stanley before that).

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-02-12
Excellent experience with techs and Dr Lawrence...

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-02-12
You have an incredible staff. Everyone, from the people at the front desk, to the
doctor, makes me feel like they really care about the dog's well-being.

NPS:

by Cynthia Stoddard on 2014-02-11
Visits always smooth and easy. Very friendly staff. They run on time, not leaving
clients to wait endlessly with anxious pets. Would not even consider going to a
different vet. Thanks from Ry and Joon (the Hairless Wonder Dogs!) and their Mom!

NPS:

by Tim Remy on 2014-02-09
Great place, service was perfect and appreciated follow up a few daya later.

NPS:

by Jeanie Stine on 2014-02-08
Maureen has been especially knowledgeable and helpful. I appreciate your exchange
policy. If a pet food product doesn't meet a pet's need, i.e., they don't like it or won't it
it, you kindly take it back and give a refund based on the unused portion. That's so
kind and generous of you, and much appreciated by all us pet owners. It keeps me
coming back until we find just the right canned food or kibble that Sweetie cat likes.
Grateful thanks from a grateful pet owner...

NPS:

by Devin Scott on 2014-02-08
Really did a great job taking care of Wicket and keeping us informed.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-02-08
Bitsy Boo had a wonderful visit with you all! The office and staff are absolutely the
best in every way to both the pets and the owners. I would never go anywhere else
and am very happy to recommend you to everyone. Thank you for your great care!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-02-07
Great place to go. Everyone is friendly and don't over charge VERY IMPORTANT

NPS:

by Leah Ramirez on 2014-02-06
Our experience with St. Francis pet Clinic was Awesome!! Thank you so very much
for taking good care of jack ! We will be seeing u soon!!

NPS:

by Caroline Taylor on 2014-02-06
Lovely visit with Dr. Morgan for Bode's cough...Bode started out hiding under my
chair and totally recovered and loves Dr. Morgan. It turns out dogs get tonsillitis.....did
I know that? If your dog looks at you and then coughs he's trying to tell you
something....(in this case he had a sore throat)... Wonderful care, as always! CMT

NPS:

by Claire Cetti on 2014-02-05
I love St Francis Pet Hospital. Dr Lawrence and all the staff are wonderful!!

NPS:

by Stephanie Stokes on 2014-02-05
The front office lady was extremely nice. The vet tech that worked with me was a
gem. He was so helpful and explained things very well. Dr. Morgan is always a delight
and so wonderful with my cat, Dexter. I love St. Francis.

NPS:

by Paula Brown on 2014-02-04
Bodie loves Dr. Harmon!!! Many licks and much appreciation!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-02-04
You guys are the best! You always take great care of my fur babies and are
considerate of my tight budget too. Thanks for helping my fur family be healthy.

NPS:

by Shawn Southgate on 2014-02-04
St. Francis staff always treats Nina great.

NPS:

by Felicia Saunders on 2014-02-04
I love this vet clinic. All of the doctors that I've met are wonderful. I completely trust
them.

NPS:

by Patricia Watson on 2014-02-02
My dog Coco had two vaccines. All went well before and after. Tech came out and sat
with me and explained all the possible side effects to be aware of. Also gave me a
printout of the same info. Thank You!

NPS:

by Scott Enneking on 2014-01-31
Amazing compaction and good prices!

NPS:

by Jonathan Mills on 2014-01-30
Staff and Dr. Harmon are wonderful. Most appreciative.

NPS:

by Heather & Jim McBride on 2014-01-28
St. Francis technicians are always pleasant and we really like Dr. Morgan! He is kind
to our dog and always helpful and good at instructing the humans too!

NPS:

by Josephine Castelli on 2014-01-28
I had a suggestion ,I like giving Pepsi the small pill for her fleas and sometime I forget
it the date and I thought it would be nice if y have a way to email me maybe the day
before her 30 days is up to give her one. I know I could buy more then one but I
prefer to come every 30 days to buy one there at y office that's all everything else is
great.

NPS:

by Donna Merrill CC# on 2014-01-28
I've been taking my cats to Dr. Morgan at St. Francis Pet Clinic now for about 6 years
and have been continuously impressed by the superior care that is provided. I truly
appreciate that they always consider the least invasive approach necessary and work
up from there. The team is always friendly and efficient and they are genuinely
concerned about the animal. Thank you St Francis for the superior care that you have
provided for us over the years!

NPS:

by Colleen Bramel on 2014-01-28
We really like St Francis Clinic we have been taking our dogs there for 20 years.The
staff are very kind and loving, always recommend the clinic.

NPS:

by David Fleischer on 2014-01-28
From the warm, friendly greeting my dog and I received when we first entered the
clean, cheerful reception area, to the consultation and advice I received from Dr.
Kellye Harman everything was really first rate and inspired confidence in their
professionalism. Clearly, Kellye and the staff at St Francis care about animals and
love their work. She was patient and answered all of my questions thoroughly; I never
felt rushed. She showed a genuine caring and affection for my dog.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-01-27
Staff is friendly and my wait time is next to nothing.Appointments are usually easy to
get. Fortunately, I haven't been there for anything other than annual vaccinations for
my dogs but the vet's are patient and I don't seem rushed.

NPS:

by Elizabeth Snyder on 2014-01-26
Love StFrancis! They always take great care of my Dog and I feel confident in their
abilities

NPS:

by Lindsay Castro on 2014-01-26
Awesome

NPS:

by Don McMillan on 2014-01-24
Everyone is exceptionally kind, helpful, and patient. They are able to keep my pet
relatively calm despite the stress she feels at being there. It is worth the extra drive to
visit St. Francis to keep my pet in tip top health.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-01-23
Dr Harmon is the best!

NPS:

by Michael Stevens on 2014-01-23
I have been to many vets from goleta to carpinteria. I was very happy to find Dr,
Morgan. My jack russell has seen him about 4 times so far he's the best. And we
have gone to at least 6 different clinics. Thanks Dr. Morgan!! I can't tell you about the
other Doctors there but I have recommend Dr Morgan to all friends with dogs

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2014-01-23
Everyone was so welcoming and helpful. Very excited to have found this place

NPS:

by Katya Armistead on 2014-01-22

I am always so impressed with the kindness and care provided to myself and my dog
Charlie.

NPS:

by Tisha & Allen Levy on 2014-01-22
As always the entire staff at St. Francis is excellent. They care about you and your
pet and are always willing to explain things and talk you through options. You never
feel rushed through and they genuinely care about the animals. I would always
recommend St. Francis to anyone looking for a Veterinary care.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-01-22
Dr. Kellye Harmon is the most caring and supportive vet we have had in our thirty
year relationship at St. Francis Pet Clinic. This fact is incredible when compared the
excellent care Dr. Faoro provided as our primary vet for the first twenty-six years.

NPS:

by Amanda Combs on 2014-01-22
No wait. Friendly and caring service.

NPS:

by Jennifer & Victor Plana on 2014-01-17
St. Francis has provided the best care for our pets over the years--dogs, kitties,
bunnies. Dr. Lynne Lawrence has been so dedicated to helping us with our pets'
various issues. We love St. Francis!

NPS:

by Elisabeth Hutchinson on 2014-01-16
Wonderful care! The doctors and staff treat Finley like a prince. He loves to go to the
vet.

NPS:

by Chelsea & John Lancaster on 2014-01-15
Great, talented staff. Lovely office. Happy pup, happy mom!

NPS:

by Tricia K. Krout CC# on 2014-01-15
Dr. Ron Faoro and Dr. Kellye Harmon are the BEST!

NPS:

by Marta Cruz CC# on 2014-01-15
Please correct the pet's name: GIPPY GUNDI We are deeply grateful for seeing
Gippy on an emergency basis. Staff was most cooperative and supportive. I look
forward to a long relationship with the Clinic.

NPS:

by Jay Klanfer on 2014-01-15
Always professional and caring.

NPS:

by Nicole & Evan Buell on 2014-01-14
There's always a vet available for emergencies even when my usual vet isn't in the
office. We've been to other vets and my pup is always afraid, but at St. Francis she
greets everyone like they are old friends. I'm always happy with the service and the
care.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-01-13
Excellent care as usual! Dr Lawrence is always thorough and caring and so attentive
to my dogs. Thank you Lynne!

NPS:

by Lenaya Velarde on 2014-01-11
I've always been pleased with the quality of care my three dogs have received. Dr.
Harmon is awesome!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-01-11
Everyone at St. Francis is always wonderful! Prescription food is always in stock,
hours are great, staff is funny, knowledgeable and compassionate.

NPS:

by Ann Meckelborg on 2014-01-10
We couldn't be happier with the treatment our dogs receive at St. Francis and Dr.
Lawrence is the best! My boys, Marley & Snoopy, love her and have no hesitation
with coming to the vets for a visit. Thank you all so much!

NPS:

by Kevin Herlihy on 2014-01-08
My experience with St Francis has never been anything but extraordinary. My dog
has been through many up's and downs during his life. St Francis is there when we
need them most. We go to both Dr Morgan and Dr Harmon, both have shown the
wealth of knowledge and depth of heart that you would want in a vet. I will continue to
come to you guys for as long as I have pets. Thank you for all the times you have
been there for us. Wish I could return the favor!

NPS:

by Jacqui Bravo on 2014-01-08
My appointment was kept on schedule and Dr. Lawrence was wonderful checking out
Tiny and calling me today with the results of the blood work . I always have a good
experience at St.Francis.

NPS:

by Wendy & Larry Barels on 2014-01-08
I love that the hours of operation cover all day Saturday as well as later on M-F. My
veterinarian is Dr Kellye Harmon and she is the most compassionate, caring and
thorough with her attention to detail. I also like that St Francis is a clinic with several
doctors to consult with when you have an unusual problem. I have already
recommended St Francis to many of my friends.

NPS:

by Christopher Noel on 2014-01-07
I needed a travel certificate urgently before flying to Michigan. St. Francis was super
helpful and accommodating. Thanks!

NPS:

by Vanessa & John Neale on 2014-01-07
All of the staff at St Francis are fantastic. Every experience we have had with them
has been positive and caring.

NPS:

by Jane & Tom Kern CC# on 2014-01-07
Top notch veterinarians with the most courteous and informed staff. Your pet couldn't
be in better hands then at St. Francis Pet Clinic!

NPS:

by Alexis Foth on 2014-01-04
Very warm staff were great with my scared kitties!

NPS:

by Gloria Jones on 2014-01-03
St. Francis Pet Clinic is the best place I've ever taken my dog. The doctors are
knowledgeable and extremely kind and the techs and front staff are warm and caring.
Things like this I really appreciate. I recommend St Francis Pet Clinic to one and all.
Thank you for your great service to me and my pet.

NPS:

by Nicholas Markovitch on 2014-01-03
very cute clinic, Great caring staff that give lots of personal attention.

NPS:

by Delphine & Eric Tran Le on 2014-01-01
great experience

NPS:

by Gila Trees on 2013-12-31
I have had dogs all my life and never have experienced such amazingly wonderful
Service , solid reliable information and great professional care The veterinarians and
their assistants are the truly best group of people and I trust them with any and all my
pets!

NPS:

by Ken & Elizabeth Sorgman on 2013-12-27
Always very happy with the staff and doctors. They are caring and attentive

NPS:

by Amber Paresa CC# on 2013-12-26
always good experience. Staff is great. Service is quick

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-12-23
Once again great service and friendly staff. I would recommend St. Francis to any
person that wants a top notch experience for their pet.

NPS:

by Jennifer Hardin on 2013-12-19
Friendly, helpful, and professional staff!

NPS:

by Laurie Dalton on 2013-12-19
Can't say enough about the quality and care given to my little dog Chewy. Dr
Wemmer was thorough , kind and accurate in her diagnosis, and followed up with
numerous personal phone calls to check on her. Thanks for the extra care, it really
matters. Sincerely, Laurie Dalton and Chewy

NPS:

by Ashley and Chris Hardy on 2013-12-19
I think my dog may be the only one who loves going to the vet. I know they will always
treat her well and she just loves the staff. Every time I go in there I feel welcomed and
respected.

NPS:

by Cheryl & Tom Syas on 2013-12-14
The Staff and Doctors are GREAT at St. Francis Pet Clinic. They truly care about the
animals and the veterinary services are the BEST. Such a kind and caring and
wonderful group of people.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-12-12
Excellent service. They were honest and had fair prices

NPS:

by Steve and Melissa Hausz on 2013-12-11
Chairman Meow says he can't understand while I just sat by as two lovely ladies
stuck things in his butt and felt him up. He felt humiliated, but I know they were giving
him the best of care!

NPS:

by Sheldon Rucker on 2013-12-10
Thank you, St. Francis ! We are new to your clinic. Every aspect of our experience
was wonderful. Each technician performer their services with respect and care. We
are happy to have found you.

NPS:

by Linda Ritter on 2013-12-09
It is comforting to have such good veterinary care available close to home.

NPS:

by Jim Underwood on 2013-12-07
Always excellent service!!!

NPS:

by Jim & Vickie Moser on 2013-12-06
Great team. Everyone is so caring.

NPS:

by Susanne Wood on 2013-12-06
Every visit to St Francis Pet Clinic is a positive experience. Even for the simplest
procedure like a nail clipping, the quality of the staff at St Francis is apparent. They
are always quick, efficient, thorough. And always lovely to my dog and to me.

NPS:

by Terry Randall on 2013-12-05
We had a great visit. I had to get Zoey her shots, when we got there we were greeted
& Nick came out to tell me what was going to happen. He made friends with Zoey &
then took her back & just a few minutes later brought her back, a happy dog! Nick
then explained to me what signs to look for for a bad reaction & we went on our way!
She was fine with no reaction!

NPS:

by Cecilia Schneider on 2013-12-04
We have gone to St. Francis for over five years and this is the best place to take your
pet. All of the vets there are wonderful and the staff is terrific.

NPS:

by Kara Otto on 2013-11-30
Dr. Harman is awesome. She calls regularly to check on my dog and also calls the
specialist vet for us, which greatly expedites and simplifies that process. She also
helped us find a holistic vet to balance my dog's cancer treatment plan. I know that
we are in excellent hands with Dr. Harman and the very sweet staff at St. Francis.
Although my dog will probably never love going to the vet, her affective response is
greatly reduced in this warm, caring environment.

NPS:

by Catherine Lafuente on 2013-11-27
We received excellent care for our cat, as always!

NPS:

by Stephen Tiches on 2013-11-26
My first visit to St. Francis Pet Clinic was great. They told me everything I need to
know about my new puppy which really helped this new dog owner.

NPS:

by Virginia Fischer on 2013-11-23
Your service, kindness and compassion are always impeccable. Recently, I lost my
Jack Russell, Chaucer, and you sent my a condolence card!!! You go above and
beyond. Thank you for being the best!! With appreciation, Virginia Fischer

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-11-22
Great doctors and staff that make my dog as comfortable as he can be

NPS:

by BeaAnne Dato on 2013-11-21
Everyone is amazing & so caring! I can't imagine going anywhere else! They are the
best!

NPS:

by Stephanie Johnson CC# on 2013-11-20
I liked how Dr. Lawrence first erred on the side before concluding Dexter was
suffering from an irritated bug bite and not a growth on his chin. Also, Natasha is
really wonderful with Dexter and explained what we needed to do at home for him
very clearly.

NPS:

by Travis & Lara Logue on 2013-11-19
Bodie loves coming here. Dr. Kelly gets right down on the floor with him and he loves
to give her smoochie kisses. Bodie feels very comfortable and as a result is a very
willing patient. Thank you so much to all Doctors and staff alike.

NPS:

by Adrianne Tomkinson on 2013-11-19
We love St. Francis!

NPS:

by Juan Martinez on 2013-11-16
I have to say my experience with St. Francis Pet Clinic has been by far the best one
yet, I have two American Staffi Pits one 3 months and the other is 4 yrs old and both
love the vet they make em feel comfy when there, great staff, friendly and very
informative,

NPS:

by Bobbie Kinnear on 2013-11-16
The best

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-11-15
Very welcoming for a new client! I liked that the vet was not condescending which I
have experienced with a lot of vets.

NPS:

by Brittany Searl on 2013-11-14
We recently relocated to Santa Barbara from NY and everyone made us feel like
home. Each individual staff member at the clinic was so friendly and inviting. Carlton
loved it! Thanks for all you do! We look forward to seeing you again soon!

NPS:

by Jill Nida on 2013-11-13
We feel that Dr. Harmon I wonderful She is terrific with our dog!! Yesterday when I
called to make the appointment the girl put me on a "brief" hold. I waited over 3
minutes & no one ever came back to me. I thought she forgot me so I called back.
This time it was even worse - over 6 more minutes on hold just to have a 45 second
convdrsation when she finally did come back. Not good phone service at all.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-11-12
The entire staff is always friendly, caring and efficient. I always feel like my cat is in
good hands!

NPS:

by Bobbi McGinnis on 2013-11-12
My dog was in trouble, St. Francis got us into a vet right away. I arrived early as I was
concerned that our dog could have a fever, and they got us in early. Turned out he
had hurt his back probably from chasing birds at the beach. So once the evaluation
took place they gave him a cortisone shot and some medication and within an hour
he was feeling much better. next morning he was back to his old self. THANK YOU
DR. MORGAN.

NPS:

by Kim Kieler on 2013-11-10
Wonderful Place! Wonderful Treatment!

NPS:

by Caitlin & Mark Sewell on 2013-11-09
Friendly and helpful

NPS:

by Niels & Erik Hoegh-Guldberg on 2013-11-07
As usual very professional, friendly experience in a clean facility. Thanks Bacchus
and Niels

NPS:

by Lauren Briand on 2013-11-07
Dr.Harmon was fabulous with our new pet! The staff was very friendly and helpful
about how to take care of our puppy. I would absolutely recommend St.Francis to my
friends and family.

NPS:

by Steven Barhite on 2013-11-07
Fantastic service and staff.

NPS:

by Alex Djordjevic on 2013-11-06
Awesome!

NPS:

by Michael Colon on 2013-11-05
Always very helpful and caring. I wouldn't want to go anywhere else.

NPS:

by Kara & Bryn Home CC# on 2013-11-05
I am always so appreviative of the service recieved at St. Francis. The tech and front
desk girls were wonderful as always!

NPS:

by Chris & Martyntje Kyle on 2013-11-03
Excellent experience from start to finish. I went in for the first time to make an
appointment and was able to see the Doctor the same day. The consultation was on
time, considerate and led to the next step in the process (speaking to an orthopedic
vet). The environment, attitude of the staff and overall experience was professional
and very friendly. A+ CK

NPS:

by Janet Boyle on 2013-11-01
Always a top notch experience

NPS:

by Jinny Webber on 2013-10-31
Dr. Harmon and the St. Francis staff were as always helpful, pleasant, and efficient.
Thank you! Cojo is in good hands.

NPS:

by Allen Frazeur on 2013-10-30
Best experience ever! This was my first vet visit with my two new dogs and they made
me feel right at home! Outgoing, warm, friendly, informative and professional. Need I
say more? Why go anywhere else?? I won't:)

NPS:

by Jean Johnson on 2013-10-29
It was fun to come to the office! Everyone in the office is friendly, helpful and loving to
my dog. The office is clean. I feel that Sandy gets the best care possible ! Thanks to
everyone! Jean

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-10-27
St Frances Pet Clinic always goes above and beyond in providing excellent care for
both my cats and dog. I highly recommend this veterinary clinic.

NPS:

by Sebastian Orth on 2013-10-26
Is it enough to say that Mars runs, dragging his mom and dad, into St. Francis? He
gets the best love and care here and we are so thankful for it.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-10-25
Dr. Lynn and the staff were great as usual; very caring and friendly.

NPS:

by Kelly O'Keefe on 2013-10-24
I couldn't be happier with this pet clinic. Every person is so nice and helpful. The vets
are knowledgeable and caring. I really felt that everyone truly cared about my dog.
They do love animals and it shows. Thank you!

NPS:

by Dale & Lisa Bowers on 2013-10-23
Very nice staff. Have been taking my pets there for years. Like the fact they quote me
my charges before they do any work. No surprises. They were also very helpful and
kind when my dog passed away just recently. I will continue to take my pets there for
a long time.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-10-23

Efficient and not too expensive. Caring and professional.

NPS:

by Codi Dennstedt on 2013-10-22
Everyone at St. Franics is extremely friendly and accomodating from the front desk
girls to the technicians, as well as both Dr. Harmon and Dr. Webber who I have seen.
Both are very kind and helpful.

NPS:

by Nerella Reginato on 2013-10-21
I always have a great experience when I bring my dog or cat in. Doctors and staff are
great. . LOVE,LOVE ,LOVE

NPS:

by Frank and Charlotte DiTirro on 2013-10-19
My husband and I just recently moved to Santa Barbara, the staff, and Dr. Lawrence
were amazing. Taking care of our little 15lbs Pomeranian with the best care. This is
now my vet! Thank you. Charlotte

NPS:

by Melissa Costello on 2013-10-18
I felt really welcomed, and I felt that my dog was treated with the utmost care. I would
highly recommend St. Francis to my friends. Dr. Wemmer was very sweet and caring
and took good care of my Pumpkin.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-10-16
Always a great experience. Happy, helpful staff

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-10-14
Wonderful care, and they don't try to up-sell you on unnecessary procedures.

NPS:

by Tina Kudron on 2013-10-09
Dr. Harmon was wonderful as always. She took her time with Schatz and made sure I
was comfortable with her diagnosis and treatment.

NPS:

by David Postada on 2013-10-09
My wife and I found St, Francis to be a VERY caring and efficient environment in our
time of stress. Pete is doing incredibly well since the surgery and we feel we've gotten
our "kitten" back. Thanks to all your staff and especially Dr. Harmon, her concern and
affection for Pete was very appreciated!

NPS:

by Lea Topinko on 2013-10-09
My boyfriend and I had a great experience at St. Francis Pet Clinic. We thought the
appointment went very well with Dr. Morgan. We look forward to bringing Hazel , our
first kitten, to her next appointment. And, we'd like to thank you for the picture taken
at the end of our visit. It's the first picture we have the three of us together. Thanks
again, Daniel, Hazel & Lea

NPS:

by Debra Quast on 2013-10-08
Dr. Morgan is the most wonderful vet I've encountered in years of pet ownership. My
Labradors absolutely adore him. He is compassionate, competent, knowledgeable.
The techs and office assistants are wonderful too. I would not go anywhere else.

NPS:

by Susan Gibson CC# on 2013-10-08
So happy we have you ad are vey clinic

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-10-06
Everyone is very kind and caring. Dr. Morgan patiently explains his findings and
courses of treatment. I never feel pushed into tests or procedures but feel the options
are laid out carefully.

NPS:

by Xiaojie Gong on 2013-10-05
Dr. Harmon is a very knowledgeable veterinarian. Ivy is my first dog. She answer all
my questions and give me a lot of valuable suggestions. The staff in the St. Francis
Pet Clinic are all very kind and take great care of the pets!

NPS: N/A

by Catherine Bodziner CC# on 2013-10-05
Love you guys!!! Thank you, Catherine, Felix and Charlie Bodziner

NPS:

by Terry & Sharon Jenkins on 2013-10-04
I, my wife, and I assume Koda the dog, were impressed with the personal care given,
not only to our dog but to each person and animal brought in while we were there.
They also gave us good instructions for our situation and what to expect. We look
forward to a healthy pet relationship with the pet clinic.

NPS:

by Martha Kay on 2013-10-04
This was my 17 year old cat's 2nd visit to St. Francis Pet Clinic in the past 3 months. I
am very pleased with the quality of care she has received in this short period of time.
It is obvious that Dr. Lawrence and the staff at SFPC are a caring, competent, and
compassionate group of people.

NPS:

by Aron Ashland on 2013-10-04
Seems like they love my dog as much as i do. Staff and doctors are amazing!

NPS:

by Gloria Jones on 2013-10-03
Saint Francis is the best pet clinic I have ever been to. All the staff is warm, inviting,
and competent. I can say the same for the doc... especially Dr Faro. Common sense
and expertise a beautiful combination. Many thanks, Gloria Jones

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-10-02
Great Doctor, staff and atmosphere. Always shows a ton of care for my pet. Thank
you.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-10-01
St Francis pet clinic is a great place to take your pet for any problem. Their staff is
very kind and helpful and the doctors are real nice and pleasant.

NPS:

by Jennifer Hardin on 2013-09-30
Friendly, helpful, and quick for my walk-in tech appointment.

NPS:

by Kara Otto on 2013-09-30
The staff are really professional and friendly. They often remember you. Everyone
loves animals and it shows. That's very important in a vet. Dr. Harmon listens well
and thinks creatively to manage budget constraints. She also calls to check up on
your pets, which provides an excellent personal touch. I feel these people love what
they do and don't see it as a business. They are more like friends in the community
who take excellent care of the pets and people they interact with.

NPS:

by Susie And Joe Dahlgren SEE NOTE on 2013-09-28
I was SO NOT impressesd! We have raised and showed dobermans for 40 years .Dr.
Fiero understood us.. You guys are such weenies. Those high school girls yesterday

were unbelievable! 7 blondies with a yorkshire terrier mix called me as being a
monster to my dog! Walk a mile in my shoes! Julia had just held off a pack of coyotes
earrlier in the morning. I will NOT be returning to your clinic ever.

NPS:

by Christine Block on 2013-09-27
Great vet and office personnel. Able to get appointments that fit my schedule. Great
care for my dog and cat. Highly recommend St Frances.

NPS:

by Catherine Lafuente on 2013-09-27
Once again, the doctor was great with our cat. Our furry one received great care in a
prompt and loving manner. We also were complimented on "doing out homework," as
we have been working to manage our cat's weight and he has lost a pound since his
last visit.This is in part due to the prescription diet that we purchase through St.
Francis. Kudos!

NPS:

by Marna Bunger on 2013-09-27
Always a pleasure, but sometimes the waiting room can get a bit crowded.

NPS:

by Deborah & Rich Walsh on 2013-09-26
What an excellent and caring staff!

NPS:

by Heather & Jim McBride on 2013-09-25
St. Francis Pet Clinic is a very attractive, welcoming clinic, where you feel that your
pet is important to them and they will care for your pet with great love and care. We
have always had great appointments with great help.

NPS:

by Jim & Vickie Moser on 2013-09-24
Great service. They truly care.

NPS:

by Evan Colavincenzo on 2013-09-24
Come on folks I've been a client for a long time with all my four legged family
members...you know I love St Francis and I would never give anything but 5 stars!

NPS:

by Martha Sundholm CC# on 2013-09-24
Great. Always Great. Friendly. Easy and quick appointments..

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-09-23
The staff is great and they are so amazing with my dog.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-09-23
Very kind and knowledgeable staff as well as very thorough care of my dog. I will be a
long time costumer!

NPS:

by Erika & David Cox #CC on 2013-09-22
Bella had two odd looking raised markings on her belly. I called to make an apt. and
they got her right in. I was a bit concerned sending her with my 16 year old but the
staff at St. Francis took the time to right down all the instructions for her care and
medications so that I would be properly informed. I love that the whole staff thinks
Bella is as wonderful and adorable as we do : ) and Dr. Lawrence is WONDERFUL!!!!
I couldn't ask for a better vet! Thank you to the wonderful staff and Doctors at St.
Francis.

NPS:

by Laura Wells OB on 2013-09-20
As expected, we found the staff attentive, compassionate, professional and efficient.
Thank you again for taking such great care of our special little boy Romeo. St. Francis
is truly the best!

NPS:

by Jim & Vickie Moser on 2013-09-19
Great people, great service. We feel very comfortable with entrusting Maximus' care
to St. Francis.

NPS:

by Carol Gemberling-Stewart on 2013-09-19

Exceptional personalized care.! My Pet has had an improved quality of life as a much
loved Pet Assistive Therapy dog so he has been able to share his mini miracles far
and wide. Thanks for the great care!

NPS:

by Olga Jones CC# on 2013-09-19
Dr. Morgan is the best. He always correctly diagnoses any issues that my golden
retriever 'Beau' may have and always makes an effort in calling me back and keeping
me informed. The other veterinarians and staff are knowledgeable and kind and truly
care about your pet.

NPS:

by Denise & John Knapp on 2013-09-19
Friendly and professional.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-09-18
Super friendly & courteous staff, knowledgable vets who help tailor treatments to your
specific pet not just the symptom, well worth the visit

NPS:

by Belita Ong on 2013-09-18
Dr. Harmon is a wonderful vet - knowledgeable, personable and a great
communicator.

NPS:

by Alicia Harrison on 2013-09-17
Dr. Harmon is friendly, warm, helpful and knowledgable. I always appreciate that she
gives really honest and good advice, but is OK with addressing any issues in stages
(if minor), rather than jumping into a ton of expensive diagnostics that may not yet be
necessary. Money is tight, and so I trust and appreciate her opinion and
recommendations.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-09-16
The staff is always responsive, and my cat gets excellent care when needed.

NPS:

by Linda Ritter on 2013-09-16
Great experience, as always.

NPS:

by Susanne Wood on 2013-09-16
As always, Dr. Lawrence patiently listened to our concerns about our dog, then very
competently assessed her condition and recommended a course of action. She and
all the staff at St. Francis are so very kind and gentle with our dog, who gets quite
nervous at the vet. (And they are equally kind and gentle with us--we also get
nervous!) We highly recommend Dr. Lawrence and St. Francis Pet Clinic.

NPS:

by Melanie Loureiro on 2013-09-16
Our first visit was excellent! We were greeted when we walked in the door, the vet
tech was super friendly and patient with our feisty puppy, Luna. Dr. Lynne greeted us

by name and introduced herself, and she was warm and friendly with Luna. We really
appreciated that Dr. Lynne took the time to listen and write down the vital information
about Luna's seizures. She was caring, professional, and took her time in discussing
it with us. We received a follow-up call with blood work results, as promised. It was a
wonderful experience and we look forward to building a long relationship with St.
Francis Pet Clinic. Thank you! Melanie & Miguel

NPS:

by Raquel & Tom Heath CC# on 2013-09-16
By far the best animal hospital in SB! Their appointments are always on time and the
doctors are all very knowledgeable! I appreciate they never try to push unnecessary
procedures or drugs to my dogs. I love Dr. Morgan, he is very sweet and pretty
straight forward when it comes to explaining my dogs diagnoses. So happy to have
found this clinic!

NPS:

by Samantha Straede on 2013-09-12
We adopted Sparky from DAWG. He came with an incredible personality and some
health concerns. Dr. Weemer has been great in recommending treatment, and we
appreciate her time and consideration in attending to Sparky's needs. We are always
treated courteously and professionally at St. Francis. I have lived in the Santa
Barbara area for 13+ years and have not found a better vet!

NPS:

by Samantha Straede on 2013-09-12
I was very impressed with the care and concern with which Dr. Morgan treated our
dog Rocket. He was thorough in his assessment of his condition, as well as
considerate to our feelings in recommending courses of action. Sadly, Rocket
passed, on and we were crushed. Dr. Morgan followed our case and sent a
hand-written, heartfelt card of condolences. This was a deeply thoughtful and
touching gesture that is not witnessed much in today's culture. We have since
adopted a new dog and are extremely confident in the level of care that he will get at
St. Francis Pet Clinic. Thanks to everyone there for there great service!

NPS:

by Denice & Tim Dir on 2013-09-10
Our family loves the folks at St. Francis. Especially our 3 pups. They are extremely
friendly, empathetic and always go the extra mile. Also- very important- prompt and
efficient.

NPS:

by Caroline Walker on 2013-09-07
As usual, Dr. Harmon and her staff are professional, communicative, patient and
loving toward my dogs. One of my dogs is a "terrible terrier" when at the vet's office.
Dr. Harmon and staff are wonderful with him despite his nervous, aggressive
behavior. I am impressed and thankful for their excellent manner and knowledge. The
receptionists are very pleasant and helpful. Thank you St. Francis Pet Clinic! Caroline
Walker

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-09-06
Appointments easy to schedule, diagnosis and treatment successful. Staff congenial
and through.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-09-06
Great staff and experience

NPS:

by Brenda Campbell on 2013-09-05

Very knowledgeable and professional. Takes time to explain treatment.

NPS:

by Joann Bell on 2013-09-04
Dr. Lawrence always examines Chipper thoroughly and is willing to take the time to
discuss whatever is happening. I don't feel rushed in/out the door by staff, and Dr. L's
calmness keeps my little one as calm as can be expected at a doctor's office. The
Clinic's level of professionalism gives me confidence that Chipper is in good hands.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-09-04
The veterinarians and vet technicians at St. Francis are extremely knowledgeable and
provide high quality care for my pet. I feel really grateful that every time I call for an
appointment they can get me in within the next couple hours and are extremely kind,
patient, and caring when we are in the office.

NPS:

by Tere' Luciani on 2013-09-03
Helpful and efficient. The doctors take the time to make sure I understand my dog's
condition and treatment. The staff takes care to confirm that prescriptions and food
orders are ready. They also are very conscientious with both the pet patient and the
human.

NPS:

by Elaine Schoepf on 2013-08-31
You all are always friendly, helpful and fun. Thanks!

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-08-30
I highly recommend St Francis Pet clinic I wish my own doctors were as good as my
Vet for my pets. St Francis follow up on there patients is phenomenal.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-08-30
Excellent service! Friendly, loving care.

NPS:

by Orla O'Doherty on 2013-08-27
Odi ( my 10 year old Cairn terrier) and I, LOVE St Frances Pet Clinic. Since moving to
Santa Barbara 4 years ago, we have visited the clinic several times a year. The staff
are always so friendly and welcoming. There's never more than a five minute wait for
an appointment. The clinic is spotlessly clean. We love it!

NPS:

by Manuela & Robb & Sofia Cavaness on 2013-08-25
We love the stuff and the doctors at St. Francis who are always super caring,
responsive and friendly. All our pets always had the best care we could hope for by
St.Francis.

NPS:

by Edward Prince CC# on 2013-08-24
We have been taking our dogs to St Francis since 1991 and have never had a bad
experience. Simply the best in Santa Barbara!

NPS:

by Brandi Burnham on 2013-08-23
I was very happy our experience with St. Francis so far. They got me in right away,
did a thorough evaluation to find out what was wrong with my pup, put together a plan
that made sense, was very effective yet not extreme and also easy on the wallet by
not doing more than necessary which many vets do.

NPS:

by Scott Enneking on 2013-08-23
If there were more stars, they deserve more then 5. The most compassionate,
knowledge people i have met! I would say don't bother going anywhere else. And on
top of that decent prices! Insurance paid about 90% of their bill.

NPS:

by Kathie Cisek on 2013-08-23
Easy to make an appointment. Office running on time. Kind staff and doctors!

NPS:

by Catherine Wong on 2013-08-22
Great service, was in and out in no time and Doctor Wemmer was very nice and
professional to our puppy :). I am already seeing an improvement in his health as
well. Thank you!

NPS:

by Nancy Law on 2013-08-21

Dr. Kellye Harmon is the best vet ever! Awesome and stable staff super friendly and
helpful; one definitely gets the sense that they love what they do and enjoy a fun,
efficient and supportive workplace. Highly recommend!!

NPS:

by Leanne Polacco on 2013-08-20
Always a positive experience, never rushed, questions addressed and my dog leaves
smiling.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-08-19
Best Vets in town!

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-08-19
Good, thorough care at the appointment. Doctor found the problem and outlined a
solution. Very efficient and to the point. Very pricey, however. Follow up phone call
not helpful with assistant.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-08-18
My dog Sammy and i think this us a great place for your pet. Very informative,
friendly, and accomodating.

NPS:

by Ashley and Chris Hardy on 2013-08-18
Everyone was super friendly and helpful. Harlee was not scared at all and had a great
first visit The doctor was great at answering all of our questions and making us feel
very at ease with how we are raising our puppy.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-08-17
St. Francis is a valuable resource to me, though I bring Ruby very seldom. I
appreciate that you understand Bill Otto has always been her primary vet, yet you
have helped me take care of her for various issues over the years. Ruby loves Dr.
Morgan and the techs, and I appreciate the always courteous and efficient service. I
have recommended St. Francis to several friends.

NPS:

by Jatila Van Der Veen CC# on 2013-08-16
Dr Lawrence has provided compassionate care for my guinea pigs since 2009. She
has been great. (So cute that you value Yusuf as a patient. ) Thanks!

NPS:

by Tomi Topinko on 2013-08-16
I am so happy that my friend Alex DJorgavic Referred SF to me. My experience there
was wonderful. I am so relieved to have my dogs healthy and happy thanks to all the
care, treatment and suggestions from Dr. Morgan. My two cavaliers and lab are no
longer itchy smelly and miserable. The price of all the appts and meds was very fair
and reasonable. I am very happy to have a new vet for my animals and will bring my
cat in soon.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-08-15

Dr Harmon is great

NPS:

by Linda Vasquez on 2013-08-15
Your team did a fantastic job with my Cody... I even referred someone new to the
area to your Pet Clinic yesterday. Thank you for your knowledge and kindness and
help with my little guy. Linda Vasquez

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-08-15
We saw Dr. Lawrence with a new puppy and she was fantastic. Very caring and
sweet and also realistic and straightforward about my puppy's prognosis, taking extra
time to explain exactly what was going on. Staff was friendly and helpful. Highly
recommend.

NPS:

by Jane & Joe Streiff on 2013-08-15
Veterinarian excellent. Not enough help at front desk. Takes too long to create and
pay for services.

NPS:

by Lee A. Asseo on 2013-08-15
Everyone was polite, they were ready for us at the appointed time, the examination
room was very clean, and our vet, Dr. Kellie Harmon, was her usual competent self.

NPS:

by Shawn Southgate on 2013-08-14
The staff at St. Francis treated like Nina was there own. They are there for everything
and are very contentious.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-08-14
Very friendly and knowledgable.

NPS:

by Elizabeth Snyder on 2013-08-13
St Francis is the best! They take the time to explain and to listen.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-08-13
Service is prompt and staff is courteous. Doctors are extremely helpful and share a
genuine care for the well being of your pet.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-08-12
Everyone is so nice and always good to my doggie!

NPS:

by Jean Johnson on 2013-08-11

The front desk persons are always helpful, pleasant and kind. My dog was taken care
of and I was on my way in a short time!

NPS:

by Sarah McCarter on 2013-08-09
The best vets in SB are at St Francis Pet Clinic. They clearly care about the animals
they treat and their treatments are not just profit based. They don't try to force
unnecessary treatment on your pet and take the time for follow up calls. Office staff is
great and usually your wait to see a vet is short. Been a client for 26 years and won't
go elsewhere.

NPS:

by Michael Hofmann CC# on 2013-08-09
Dr. Lawrence is very knowledgable and extremely good with dogs. We trust her with
the life of our "most important" family member Nemo, a 10 year old german shepherd
border collie mix. Dr. Lawrence is very calm and takes her time while treating our
puppy. She is patient with us and answers all our questions and concerns. We highly
recommend St. Francis Pet Hospital and Dr. Lawrence.

NPS:

by Niels & Erik Hoegh-Guldberg on 2013-08-09
As always the staff is professional, friendly and helpful in any way. Niels

NPS:

by Kendall Johnson on 2013-08-08
I absolutely LOVE St. Francis Pet Clinic and so does my puppy, Mo. Its like going to
the dog park for him, exactly where he wants to be. No more dog that puts on the
brakes seconds before you walk through the door. The vet techs provide superior
service and love on my dog from the minute he arrives to the second he leaves and

he doesn't have to sit in a kennel all day when there for long periods of time. Dr.
Kellye Harmon is our favorite, so sweet, knowledgeable and such an animal lover.
This place could not make my dog feel any more at home. Thank you, and keep it up!
Love, MO!

NPS:

by Janet Boyle on 2013-08-08
Love your clinic....professional and friendly

NPS:

by Carla and Terrance Early on 2013-08-07
The staff is always friendly, helpful and knowledgeable

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-08-07
This visit was just for shots so it was unscheduled and brief. It is always a joy to walk
into the Pet Clinic - the staff is happy, friendly and welcoming. I asked if a technician
could clean out Alex's ears and the response was "of course". As I waited, the other
clients were friendly, all the dogs were well-behaved and it was a very pleasant
experience.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-08-04
The staff is very friendly and my dog LOVES to go see them. She also gets very good
care and the doctor takes the time to answer all my questions.

NPS:

by Vincent Lopez on 2013-08-02
Great services, nice caring people who work there. Hands down the best vet I've
been too in all of Santa Barbara

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-07-31
All of the staff here is so kind and caring! I especially love Dr. Harmon, who is great
with my dog and takes the time to explain everything to make sure us pet parents
understand what's going on. She is responsive and called me back with lab results at
the time she promised. I was last here for an emergency with my dog and everyone
was really understanding and went out of their way to help and be sweet to my pup,
even though it was at the very end of the day and I'm sure they all wanted to go
home.

NPS:

by Martha Day on 2013-07-31
Everyone was very nice and knowledgeable. The care provided to my kitten was
sound and effective. I did not have to wait more than 5 minutes to be seen. The
facility was clean and in a convenient location with parking

NPS:

by Jason Giorgi on 2013-07-30
Excellent service, and a wonderful Goup! Very caring!

NPS: N/A

by Nicole & Joshuah Miller on 2013-07-27

Dr. Harmon was so nice and great with Hudson. I am extremely happy with St.
Francis Pet Clinic!!

NPS: N/A

by Raymond Gomes on 2013-07-27
Excellent staff an very efficient and naturing to my pets. Thanks to all of you for
making this stressful time for my pets and me by making this experience more
tolerable as we transition our lives to our new home in Hawaii. Thank you again.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-07-26
Always a pleasure to go to St. Francis. They are great people and good Doctors! I
feel safe there and I highly recommend St. Francis Pet Clinic!

NPS:

by Orla O'Doherty on 2013-07-25
I always love taking Odi to your clinic. All staff members are friendly and caring to
both me and Odi. I always recommend you to all my friends.

NPS: N/A

by Jessica Dias on 2013-07-25
So nice and friendly.

NPS:

by Cecilia Schneider on 2013-07-24
GiGi loves everyone at St. Francis!

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-07-23
We have taken our beloved golden retriever to other vets in town and received fine
service, but at St. Francis Pet Clinic we always feel as if we are getting the very best
medical advice and support for our dog. Each member of the staff is exceptional in
their provision of service, advice and treatment. Their fees are appropriate and
reasonable and we never feel we are paying too much. Thank you St. Francis for
keeping our pup healthy and well for the past 11 years!

NPS:

by Anna & Fritz Crang on 2013-07-23
Like always, great reception and follow through along with DMV's pleasant and
informative explaination and examination.

NPS:

by Mike & Christine Holland on 2013-07-22
Excellent office, wonderful Vets. Dr. Morgan has taken care of our two Labs, both
"elderly" when we adopted them. He is caring, calm, always patiently answering
questions, and an excellent professional, having helped us successfully with serious
problems as well as every-day problems.

NPS:

by Elizabeth Cholawsky on 2013-07-21
Liked the vet Dr. Morgan.

NPS:

by Debbie Iuele on 2013-07-21
I only needed one vaccination for my dog, and I was in and out of there promptly, with
warm smiling faces(excellent customer service)!

NPS:

by Gregg and Abby Starr on 2013-07-20
Awesome. Dr. Harmon is always so great and thorough.

NPS: N/A

by Sandy Doering on 2013-07-20
Dr. Morgan is great with his compassion and the time he takes to talk is so
important.....as a dog groomer he is able to provide and answer so many questions
that enables me to see and help other clients, I am not a vet but i play a role in
helping clients to see the things they don't, I have the ability to help, but to never
diagnose what is going on with there dog.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-07-19
The vet was very informative and pleasant. Arrived 30 minutes early and got taken in
early too.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-07-19

Very caring staff and doctors.

NPS:

by Catherine Lafuente on 2013-07-19
As always, great service!

NPS:

by Cathia Mahaffey on 2013-07-18
We have two working German Shephards and we were originally with another
veterinarian's in Santa Barbara. To say the least, my old veterinarian made some
major mistakes with our dogs. With our little girl, when we took her in to have her hips
x-rayed the old Veterinarian kept marking her back legs wrong. We knew this
because she had a minor leg injury. The first x-rays taken, the Veterinarian told us
everything was wonderful. However when we brought up the legs being marked
wrong. They took another x-ray and then the Veterinarian gives us the worst news
any owner would want to hear and again they marked the legs wrong. At this point we
switched to St Francis Pet Clinic in the nick of time. Turns out our little boy had to
have to major surgeries, that could have been prevented. Lucky for us the
Veterinarian caught the fox tail and scar tissue under his back leg. When removed it
was the size of a golf ball could have been prevented. The other major surgery was a
simple in grown hair and when we asked our previous Veterinarian to remove it. They
would only drain it and because of this the in grown hair got worse. To say the lease
our little boy ended having surgery to remove the infected hair and left him with a 4
inch scare. Both my dogs are doing great and they love going to St. Francis Pet
Clinic. They love their Veterinarians and all the staff. We could not have asked for a
better clinic.

NPS:

by Heather & Jim McBride on 2013-07-18
Very kind and helpful staff! Really like Dr. Morgan, and he is very knowledge and
helpful with our pets,

NPS:

by Angie Swanson on 2013-07-18
My cat has been a patient of St. Vincent's for the past three years. The staff is kind,
courteous and friendly.

NPS:

by Julie Allen on 2013-07-18
The staff is responsive and helpful, and have always taken excellent care of our pet
cats.

NPS:

by Bridget Clancy on 2013-07-18
We are at St. Francis with our second dog and are very happy and pleased with the
staff and our veterinarian, Dr. Lawrence. My dog loves his wellness visits there as he
is fawned over by the staff and feels very special. Their technique of distracting him
with treats makes him unaware that he's even getting vaccinations. Dr. Lawrence is
very knowledgable and always able to address any concerns we have. She spends a
lot of time with us and we never feel rushed. I have used other vets in the past and
wish I'd found St. Francis sooner.

NPS: N/A

by Bobbie Kinnear on 2013-07-17
The folks who work at St. Francis are fabulous. I would trust the doctors to make the
correct decisions on the health of our wonderful kitty and dog. I appreciate their
"open" hours, especially on Saturday. I highly recommend this veterinary group to
care for your pets.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-07-17
From the amazing, knowledgeable Vets and extremely caring Technicians to the
smiling friendly faces that work the front desk, everyone at St Francis cares as much
about the health and well being of your furry best friend and companion as you do.
My little maltese means everything to me and my husband. She has had several
health problems over the last few years and there were a couple times we almost lost
her, but thanks to her incredible doctor, Kellye Harmon, at 14 she is healthier and
happier than ever. I can never thank the staff at St Francis Pet Clinic enough for
everything they have done taking such amazing care of not only our precious little
companion and but also for how they tend to myself, her overly concerned momma.
Thank you St Francis Pet Clinic!

NPS:

by Andy Trask on 2013-07-17
This Vet facility is fantastic! My dog Lucky has had skin issues for years. I had taken
him to my local Vet for his skin problems over the last 12 years and was prescribed
prednizone which would help for a few days and right back to the same old
scratching. I was told he is a lab and its normal that they have skin problems. Tell
Lucky that while hes scratching himself bleeding and cant sleep because his skin
bothers him that much. A co-worker recommended St. Francis and even though it is a
long drive from my home I decided to give them a try. Dr. Lawrence nailed it first try,
she says he has an infection, I said what? She tells me its a skin infection and shes
going to prescribe antibiotics. Two days later, his coat is shiny like I hadn`t seen it in
years, hes not scratching, the flakes of skin you could see all over his coat were
diminishing. Thats was a few months ago, hes fine as can be today, happiest I have
ever seen him. Thank you Dr. Lawrence and the staff at St. Francis!!

NPS:

by Tina Hasche *Ob* on 2013-07-17
i love St. Francis Pet Clinic, i've seen most the doctors over the years and have been
impressed with their expertise, bedside manner and professional, but caring
approach. the front desk is always calm and proficient. i love calling ahead for my pet
food order and they always have it ready for me! i wouldn't go anywhere else after 32
years or more! besides Ron is too cute!

NPS:

by Rosy And Todd Fredeen on 2013-07-17
Dr. Lawrence is the best.

NPS: N/A

by Susanne Wood on 2013-07-17
Dr. Lawrence has been wonderful with our dog and takes the time to answer all and
any questions we have. The rest of the staff are great, too.

NPS:

by Tom Hawkins on 2013-07-17
My dog is important to me. This is where I feel she is getting what is the best for her
without the "upsell' pressure that seems so pervasive in other practices.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-07-17
The St. Francis staff are all amazing. My cat had surgery by Dr. Morgan and was
treated for kidney failure for 10 months until we unfortunately had to euthanize him.
He is a skilled and competent vet and a very empathic and compassionate man. The
vet techs and front office reception staff were all so great with my cat Jenki. They
worked with my budget and really cared about my cat and me. Dr. Morgan is so kind
and has such a great manner in making animals and their people comfortable, even
in bad situations. I have since moved out of the area but commute to SB even for
routine checkups on my other animals because I wouldn't go anywhere else. I will
always be indebted to St. Francis Pet Clinic

NPS:

by Katherine Morris on 2013-07-17
Dr Harmon is great with my dog and extremely helpful with my concerns.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-07-17
We have been taking our cat, Flower, to St Francis Pet Hospital for several months
now for claw trims. She just had her first annual check up. The staff at St Francis are
consistently friendly. So far we have been able to make appointments within a day or
two of calling. Dr Lawrence, the vet techs and office manager are never in a rush,
have been very gentle with Flower and are happy to answer questions and discuss
concerns. I would recommend St Francis to my friends!

NPS: N/A

by Debra Quast on 2013-07-16
Woo hoo! Newman loves you!

NPS: N/A

by Olga Jones CC# on 2013-07-15
The animal technicians are so nice and kind to us when we take my golden retriever
(Beau Bear) in for a visit. They are very accommodating as well and promptly relay
messages to the Veterinarian in times of crisis. Dr. Morgan is very experienced and
extremely knowledgeable over the medical issues that my dog has. I only trust in him
.... Thanks St. Francis Pet Clinic for being a top notch facility !!

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-07-15
The staff is simply outstanding. Very professional, accommodating, knowledgeable
and friendly. However, the wait for a tech appointment seemed a little long - at least
20 minutes.

NPS:

by Katya Armistead on 2013-07-14
The staff and vet, Dr. Morgan, were friendly and very helpful!

NPS:

by Hortencia Corral CC# on 2013-07-14
I love St Francis Pet Clinic. I take both my guinea pig and dog there. My dog is
skittish but they are patient and gentle with her. Over the years, she's lost her fear of
going in. I wouldn't take my dog or gpig anywhere else.

NPS: N/A

by Claudia Wilberger on 2013-07-14
Great experience

NPS:

by Alison Morrow on 2013-07-13
Wouldn't go anywhere else!

NPS: N/A

by Paula Brown on 2013-07-12
What an amazing office! I was greeted by friendly staff who saw that I wasn't going to
be able to make it to the counter to sign in with my two large dogs. They brought me
the clipboard with papers to fill out. I was seen promptly by the most amazing doctor
EVER!! She was friendly and thorough and treated my dogs like they were her own!
All my questions were answered and my dogs needs were completely met. I will
never have to go to another veterinary hospital...I found the best!

NPS:

by Sara & Mike Weisenburger on 2013-07-11
We love the staff at St. Francis...they are always so kind and patient!

NPS:

by Elisabeth Hutchinson on 2013-07-11
As always, we were pleased with the professionalism and compassion of the entire
staff at St. Francis.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-07-09
St Francis Pet Clinic is the best ever! They saved my jack russell who was dying in
front of me! The entire staff is friendly and accommodating always!

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-07-09
This visit was the first time I ever took my dog in for a technician only visit, and I was
very pleased. I even called in the morning to move my appointment up, and they
gladly complied. Love St. Francis Pet Clinic!!

NPS: N/A

by Erika & David Cox #CC on 2013-07-09
I LOVE my pets!! and was struggling to find a local vet that felt the same passion and
love for animals as I do. I wanted a vet that greeted my animals as if they were

friends. Search no more! Dr. Lynn Lawrence is AMAZING!!!! not only is she incredibly
knowledgeable about English Bull dogs and their "special" needs, it is very apparently
she loves my puppy too! I have called numerous times with multiple questions her
staff is always friendly and willing to answer my questions, or find the answer for me if
their not quite sure. I appreciate their kindness, knowledge and love for animals.
Thank you!

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-07-08
we took our dog here for the first time, Dr. Morgan was very thorough in explaining
treatment options and the staff was helpful in giving us costs upfront.

NPS: N/A

by Michael & Leslie Cornish on 2013-07-08
Wonderfully supportive as always. The staff is like family and VERY caring. One of
the reasons we decided on another dog after losing our previous one to cancer was
to maintain our relationship, as not having the clinic as part of our routine was
unacceptable. We were genuinely loved through the last six months of Belle's life and
that experience will never be forgotten.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-07-07
The office procedures system works beautifully. The doctors are very patient and
caring. Dr. Morgran's willingness to treat Pepper as a hospice case has given Pepper
another year of enjoying his life. Dr. Lawrence handled a sudden new symptom in a
way that calmed me and helped Pepper. All the staff have been wonderful. I'm glad I
came to St. Francis for a 2nd opinion and stayed.

NPS:

by Michael & Amy Carpenter on 2013-07-06

Love theses guys! They are the best

NPS:

by Josh Klein on 2013-07-06
Another marvelous experience at st Francis! They always take the best care of both
my dogs. Excellent staff and doctors.

NPS: N/A

by Kristie Gibbons on 2013-07-06
Great!

NPS: N/A

by Ruth Andrea on 2013-07-06
Dr. Kelley Harmon is truly the best vet I have ever known. Her expertise in caring for
animals especially, my cat, who has asthma and is aging is incredible. She is very
kind, super calm, and has an ability to help you and your pet through difficult times all
the while making you feel like it's just a routine office visit and everything will be ok.
You and your pet would be blessed to be in her expert care. The technicians and staff
at St. Francis Pet Clinic are very friendly, efficient. The house their office is in takes
away the clinical feeling. Great VET!! Ruth Since 2006

NPS:

by Ruth Andrea on 2013-07-06
Dr. Kelley Harmon is truly the best vet I have ever known. Her expertise in caring for
animals especially, my cat, who has asthma and is aging is incredible. She is very
kind, super calm, and has an ability to help you and your pet through difficult times all
the while making you feel like it's just a routine office visit and everything will be ok.

You and your pet would be blessed to be in her expert care. The technicians and staff
at St. Francis Pet Clinic are very friendly, efficient. The house their office is in takes
away the clinical feeling. Great VET!! Ruth

NPS:

by Heather & Jim McBride on 2013-07-05
We have really appreciated St. Francis and Dr. Morgan in particular. However, the
front desk staff and nurses are always very friendly and helpful. Thank you for the
kind service to us and for our 4 footed friends!

NPS:

by Ten Lives Foundation on 2013-07-04
Excellent service, lower prices, this was the first time that we used the services of St
Francis Pet Clinic they were really nice and professional, one of our Cats (Abigail) of
our non-profit Organization was attended by Dr. Ms. Kellye Harmon she was very
kind and she was in communication with us monitoring Abigail's health after she was
checked, it demonstrates us her professionalism. Thanks St Francis Pet clinic.

NPS:

by Anton Johansen on 2013-07-04
You guys are great. We love Dr. Morgan and left with some good information. He
always leaves us with the feeling that he has all the time in the world and you and
your pet are the only thing happening.. It's wonderful to be back in the fold. Glad we
could reciprocate by bringing you a really good and fun pup. Tony Johansen

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-07-04
Love Dr. Harmon! Love the whole staff! Caring, compassionate, honest,
knowledgeable. HIghly recommend them -- my cats love them!

NPS:

by Laura Wells OB on 2013-07-03
The vets and technicians at St. Francis do an outstanding job. We adopted Romeo
from the shelter & he had kennel cough. St. Francis brought him back from the brink
of death & has provided excellent care ever since. Other than standard check-ups
and shots, we have also had teeth cleaning. No more bad breath and we can be
assured our beloved Romeo will stay well with a healthy mouth. They are current,
provide education, compassionate & skilled. We give them 5-stars!

NPS:

by Terri & Brad Jellison on 2013-07-03
Loving and kind doctors. Friendly front desk service

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-07-02
Waited a long time for tech. 40 min wait for vaccine when no one was in lobby upon
arrival.

NPS: N/A

by Elaine Schoepf on 2013-07-02
Everyone is kind and attentive and Morty loves coming - even when he is sick.

NPS:

by Elaine Rudin CC# on 2013-07-02

I had ordered food for Crystal, and wa told it would arrive in your office no later then
the next Thursday. This NEVER happened. I was forced to go to another Vet to get
the food. . This occurred at least 2 different times. I was forced to come to your office
to pick it up and it was never there. This happened after I called to be sure it was. (I
was told it was ready for pick up) I am no longer going to use your services.

NPS:

by Judy Malmgren on 2013-07-02
Visits never feel rushed, ample time for questions and discussions. Everyone, from
front desk staff, techs, and doctors, is friendly and welcoming to the pet owners, and
respectful and nurturing of their animal clients. Love this place!

NPS:

by Mary Caryn Felipe on 2013-07-02
Thanks to Dr. Morgan for his willingness to speak with me frequently by phone
regarding my elder lab's health issues. He takes the time to explain and reassure; he
never makes me feel rushed, or that my questions are silly. The staff is wonderful as
well; always welcoming and concerned, as well as knowledgeable.

NPS:

by Steve and Melissa Hausz on 2013-07-02
Very much appreciate being able to take care of vaccinations without needing an
appointment. They always tell Chairman Meow how handsome he is.....but then, he
is! And he knows it!

NPS:

by Virginia Fischer on 2013-07-02

I JUST LOVE YOU ALL. YOU ARE SO WARM AND COMPETENT… DR LYNNE IS
AMAZING…SHE RETURNS PHONE CALLS!!!! THANK YOU FOR BEING SUCH AN
EXCELLENT PROVIDER VIRGINIA FISCHER

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-07-02
We have been consistently pleased with the attentiveness and quality of care
rendered by the doctors and staff at St. Francis. We have three senior pets with many
needs, and Dr. Morgan, in particular, has given our pets and us professional and
caring attention. We never feel rushed in our consultations. Thank you!

NPS:

by Felicity & Joe Moore on 2013-07-02
Always friendly, caring, gentle service. Best vet clinic I have ever used.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-07-02
St. Francis Pet Clinic is a very caring and professional place that I would highly
recommend to any pet owner.

NPS:

by Nancy Foerster on 2013-07-02
As much as my dogs have not liked going to the vet, my experience as a pet owner
has always been positive. The staff are efficient and really care, they love animals, it's
a very comforting atmosphere! I have a 14 year old lab who is stable and their attitude
is to keep him as comfortable as possible. Isn't that what we would want for
ourselves? Will return as a customer as long as I own pets!

NPS:

by Cynthia Morocco on 2013-07-02
Beyond fabulous vet...She always takes good care of me...and I get into a lot of
trouble...PinYin

NPS: N/A

by Liz Gates on 2013-07-01
Although it's never happy taking beloved pets to the Dr's, I always know that the Dr's
at St. Francis are the best. From the receptionists to the Dr's. everyone treats my
kitty's with loving care. I recommend St. Francis Pet Clinic!

NPS:

